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TCCIMA provides suggestions
for amending budget bill
TEHRAN – Head of Tehran Chamber of
Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture (TCCIMA) Masoud Khansari on
Tuesday outlined the chamber’s suggested changes for amending the country’s
budget bill.
As reported by the TCCIMA portal,
eliminating subsidies, reducing government funding and eliminating preferential
official foreign currency exchange rate were
the suggestions that Khansari presented
for amending the budget bill in order to be

able to withstand the economic pressures
imposed by U.S. sanctions.
Speaking in a chamber representatives
meeting, Khansari mentioned the possibility
of a budget deficit due to the decrease in
the country’s oil revenues, saying “We are
expecting a budget deficit up to 1.5 quadrillion rials (about $35.8 billion) this year, and
there is concern that the government will
offset this deficit by borrowing from the
central bank, issuing bonds, or increasing
taxes on production units.”
4

Majlis okays three jurists for
Guardian Council
TEHRAN — Iranian lawmakers on
Tuesday voted for Mohammad Dehqan,
Mohammad-Hassan Sadeqi-Moqadam
and Hadi Tahan-Nazif as three jurists for
the oversight Guardian Council.
According to Mehr, Dehqan received
230 votes, Sadeqi-Moqadam 181 votes
and Tahan-Nazif 156 votes.

The vote took place after Judiciary
Chief Ebrahim Raisi introduced the
three individuals as well as Abdolhamid
Mortazavi and Ali Qolami as candidates
for the posts.
Under Article 99 of the Constitution,
the responsibility to supervise elections
lays with the Guardian Council.
3

Yemen conducts retaliatory drone attacks
on Saudi King Khalid air base

khamenei.ir

TEHRAN — Yemeni armed forces have
launched fresh drone strikes on King Khalid
air base in Saudi Arabia’s southwestern
Asir Province in retaliation for the kingdom’s bloody military aggression against
the impoverished country.
The al-Masirah TV channel reported
that Yemeni army soldiers and allied fighters from Popular Committees had used

Afshin Majlesi
Tehran Times journalist

Iran travel sector:
Ups and downs since
U.S. reimposed
sanctions

L

ast November, the Trump administration reimposed sanctions on Iran,
mainly the ones that had been lifted
under the 2015 nuclear deal, in order to
batter Iran’s economy, however, according to
official data, they have so far failed to lessen
foreign arrivals to the Islamic Republic.
Although the sanctions together
with anti-Iran propaganda campaigns
have decreased Western tourists but the
country has managed to compensate and
even improve by doing its best to attract
more from neighboring states.
When it comes to outbound tourism,
the effect of sanctions are seemingly more
obvious as sharp rises in the value of foreign currencies against rial have pushed
up the costs of traveling in the country.
A total of 1,759,749 Iranians traveled
abroad in the first quarter of the current
Iranian calendar year (March 21-June 21),
indicating a 6.5% decrease compared with
1,882,414 outbound tourists in the same
period last year, financialtribune.com reported in an article published on Monday.
“Nearly 7.8 million foreign nationals
visited Iran over the past year that shows
a 52.5 percent increase year on year. The
country hosted 5.1 million travelers in 1396
(March 2017-18),” deputy tourism chief
Vali Teymouri said in April.
“One of the shortcomings in Iran’s tourism industry is the government’s issuance
of work permits to travel agencies without
taking into consideration the number of
inbound and outbound tourists. Less than
5% of travel agencies in Iran are active in
organizing inbound tours, whereas 95% of
them have focused on outbound tourism,”
Hormatollah Rafiei, the head of Travel
Agents Guild Association, said.
To tackle such harms, the association
has decided to set up a committee tasked
with curtailing the number of travel agencies’ closure by channeling them toward
conducting more inbound tours.
“In two months, between 30 and 50
agencies are going to direct their activities toward attracting tourists from 10
countries, including Iraq, Afghanistan,
Turkey, Pakistan, Turkmenistan, Georgia,
Armenia and China,” Rafiei added.
10
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U.S. referring to trigger mechanism is irrelevant: Nephew
By Javad Heirannia
TEHRAN – Richard Nephew, who served as the
lead sanctions expert for the U.S. team negotiating
with Iran, is of the opinion that U.S. referring to
trigger mechanism “is a bit irrelevant.”
The fellow at the Center on Global Energy
Policy at Columbia University, says that “I understand why Iran is doing what it is doing to
react and retaliate against the United States.”
He also says that “I understand why Iran is
doing what it is doing to react and retaliate against
the United States.”
Following is the text of the interview:
Do you think President Trump can refer
to trigger mechanism (Because U.S. violated the
JCPOA and has not this jurisdiction)?
A: I think that there is a plausible legal justification for the United States to trigger the mechanism. The terms of the JCPOA and UNSCR

2231 refer to the United States as a “participating
government” in different ways. In the JCPOA,
it means what is plainly written: that the United
States is party to the agreement and believes
itself to be. That is something the United States
stopped doing in May 2018.
UNSCR 2231, though, could be read as saying
that “participating government” is only shorthand for “this list of states.” This is a common
legal approach to avoid having lots of the same
words used over and over again.
Some have suggested that this means the
United States could trigger the mechanism.
I tend to think that this is a bit irrelevant,
since the mechanism is also dependent on states
agreeing to abide by the terms of the UNSC resolutions that would come back into force. If this is
seen as a bit of legal trickery, then the credibility
and integrity of the UNSC’s own decisions will be

undermined. I think, therefore, that this would
be highly damaging to the UNSC and that other
permanent members of the group would block
or seek to block U.S. triggering, or would issue
statements that contradict the terms of snapback
and create legal confusion.
It is a very difficult and unanticipated situation.
Suppose President Trump can refer to trigger mechanism. Do you think he can snap back
the Iran sanctions? Will UNSC agree with him?
A: As I said, he may be able to, but I think
that the credibility of this decision would be
immediately impugned and that would damage implementation of the sanctions to come.
EU try to save JCPOA but they do not do
anything for it. They just send some political statement. This did not led to economic benefit for Iran,
INSTEX is example for this. Do you think they can
save JCPOA according to Iran’ new paces?
7

Why Sheikh Zakzaky should be released?
By Najeeb Maigatari
NIGERIA/ JIGAWA — “Injustice anywhere is
a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an
inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single
garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly,
affects all indirectly.” -Martin Luther King Jr.
The gruesome injustice meted on the leader of
the Islamic Movement in Nigeria, Sheikh Ibraheem
Zakzaky- courtesy of our deafening silence- is to
say the least, the worst atrocity committed in the
entire democratic history of Nigeria.
What led to his arrest, his continued illegal
detention even at the face of deteriorating health,
the cold blood murder of his 3 biological sons before
his very eyes, the killing and burning alive over a
thousand of his followers including women and

young children, the demolition of his residence,
his teaching center, his mother’s house and the
exhumation of her grave and that of her grandchildren.. Is there justification for any of these?
Is there any law- domestic or international- that
could justify any of these atrocities?
To begin with, the Zaria Massacre of 2015,
which led to the Sheikh’s arrest was a breach of
Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR, 1976) which states:
“No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”.
It also violates what is contained in Section 4,
Chapter 34 of the constitution of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria. During the Zaria Massacre,
however, innocent civilians were tortured in the

most inhuman manner. Women were insulted,
tortured, raped and their modesty desecrated.
To this date, the whereabout of several hundred
innocent citizens is still unknown.
Sheikh Zakzaky was arrested alongside his wife
Zeenah, after the Nigerian army rained bullets
on them. They were shot severely at very close
range. The Sheikh lost his left eye at the spot.
They were then taken very close to death into
an illegal custody- incommunicado for the first
couple of week- to this date. It is worth noting
that the illegal detention of the Sheikh and his
wife is a gross violation of section 4 chapter 35
of the constitution of the Federal republic of Nigeria which uphold the right to personal liberty
of every citizen of the state.
7

Entrepreneurship:
Horse breeding in
northern Iran
Tehran Times/ Faezeh Salimi

ARTICLE

Qasif-K2 combat drones to target the air
base near the city of Khamis Mushait on
Monday.
It quoted Yemen’s armed forces spokesman Brigadier General Yahya Sare’e as
saying that the unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAVs) had “accurately targeted” a weapons storage site at the air base and caused
a large fire there.
13

A small-scale entrepreneur who
breeds animals in northern Iran feeds
a Turkoman (Turkmen) horse in a modest stable in the village of Komdarreh,
Amol county, Mazandaran province,
July 15, 2019.
The Turkmen horse is noted for its endurance, bravery, smartness, and slender
body. Many locals believe that breeding of
such horses is actually one of the toughest
jobs in the world.

Fatemeh Salehi
Mehr News Agency
journalist

Al Arabiya’s
new blunder
rose tensions:
unprofessionalism of
Bin Salman’s media

A

l Arabiya channel has recently made
a terrible new blunder that has infuriated the Kuwaitis. This is a new
mistake of Al Arabiya which was already
famous for fueling tension and hatred by
spreading false news.
Kuwait Ministry of Information published a statement and accused Sara
al-Dandarawi, the presenter of Al Arabiya
channel, of insulting Kuwait. According
to the statement, what al-Dandarawi said
was a grave, unacceptable insult both to
the country and people of Kuwait. In response to the insult, Kuwait Ministry of
Information has contacted the Al Arabiya
channel and asked them to correct this
mistake.
Apparently, during a live show,
al-Dandarawi talked about Bloomberg’s
new report about the decreasing price of
alcoholic drinks in Qatar. After that, she
contemptuously added that “we await the
comments from their friends in Kuwait to
gain more information about Qatar’s new
splurge.” This statement made Kuwait
furious because it linked Kuwait to the
declining price of alcoholic drinks in Qatar.
In response to the insult, Kuwait Deputy
Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah said
that “the remarks of Al Arabiya channel
presenter was a huge mistake and she
should apologize for it.” he added that
Kuwait has always done its best to reduce
divisions between the member states of
Persian Gulf Cooperation Council and such
media attacks will only damage the friendly
relations of the Council’s member states.
Al Arabiya’s mission: causing tension
between countries
This isn’t the first time that Al Arabiya
has sought to cause tension between different countries. Before this, the channel had
showed a documentary about the Western
Desert that had generated some tension
between Saudi Arabia and Maghreb.
The channel which is majorly supported
by Riyadh officials and specially Mohammad Bin Salman, Crown Prince of Saudi
Arabia is widely famous for spreading false
news and unfounded rumors.
7
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Uranium not to pass 4.5% purity
for time being: Kamalvandi
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN — Behrooz Kamalvandi, spokesd
e
s
k man for the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran
(AEOI), said on Tuesday that for the time being, Iran will not pass
uranium enrichment above 4.5 percent purity.
“We are not supposed to pass enrichment above 4.5 percent
purity. We remain at this level for the time being. Enrichment
is like high speed rail whose next station after 4.5 percent is 20
percent,” Kamalvandi stated.
He added, “For the time
being, the country does not
need enrichment at 20 percent
purity.”
On May 8, exactly one year
after the U.S. withdrew from
the multi-nation nuclear agreement and reimposed sanctions
on Iran, Tehran announced a
partial withdrawal from some
aspects of the pact, saying that
the country would no longer
adhere to some of the limits
on its nuclear activities. It also
threatened to step up uranium
enrichment if an agreement is
not made within 60 days to protect it from the sanctions’ effects.
In follow-up to that deadline, on July 7 Iran announced that it
has started enriching uranium to a higher purity than the 3.67%
as the Europeans missed the 60-day deadline to devise a concrete mechanism to protect the country from the U.S. sanctions.
On Monday, Kamalvandi said Tehran’s decision to reduce
its commitments to the 2015 nuclear pact was not made out of
stubbornness, rather it aims to give a “chance to diplomacy”.
He said the move was aimed to awaken the other parties to
the agreement, officially called the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (JCPOA), to honor their obligations.
“What Iran gave up was much more than what it received,
because the other side, particularly after the U.S. exit from the
deal, forgot their obligations,” he lamented.
Under the nuclear accord, Iran was tasked to put limits on
its nuclear activities in exchange for termination of economic
and financial sanctions.

Mogherini says Iran’s reducing
nuclear commitments is not
significant
By staff and agency
European Union foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini said on
Monday that remaining parties to the 2015 nuclear deal, known as
the JCPOA, do not see Iran’s reducing its commitments as significant
non-compliance.
Mogherini made the statement on Monday, less than a week after
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) confirmed that Iran
had passed the 3.67% uranium enrichment cap set by the nuclear deal.
“For the time being, none of the parties to the agreement has
signalled their intention to invoke this article,” Reuters quoted her
as saying in a news conference in Brussels. “(It) means that none of
them for the moment, for the time being with the current data we
have had in particular from the IAEA, that the non-compliance is
considered to be significant non-compliance.”
Speaking after an EU foreign
ministers meeting that was largely
focused on Iran, Mogherini suggested that for now the bloc would
focus on diplomatic efforts to defuse the crisis.
“The deal is not in good health,
but it’s still alive,” Mogherini said.
“We hope and we invite Iran to
reverse these steps and go back
to full compliance with the agreement,” she said, pointing out that
they were all reversible.
Prior to the meeting, Mogherini
said, “Together with all the member states and our international
partners, how we preserve the nuclear deal with Iran and put in place all the measures so that Iran can
go back to full compliance, as it has been until a few weeks… days ago.”
France, Germany, and the UK, the three parties to the JCPOA,
issued a statement on Sunday reiterating their support for the deal.
British Foreign Minister Jeremy Hunt said that the nuclear deal
is not dead “yet”.
According to the BBC, he said that there is a “small window” to
save the deal.
Dutch Foreign Minister Stef Blok also said that “it is still not too
late” to save the JCPOA.
French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said that Europe has
to remain united in trying to preserve the nuclear deal.
“The Europeans have to stay united on this issue,” Reuters quoted
Le Drian as saying.
Margot Wallstrom, Sweden’s foreign minister, said, “We will continue to talk to the Americans as well about how counterproductive
this is and we’re not helped by further escalation of the sort of conflict
between the U.S. and Iran.”
According to TASS, German Minister of State for Europe Michael
Roth said, “Violating the nuclear agreement is completely unacceptable for us. As the European Union, we should speak with one voice
on the matter.”
Finnish Foreign Ministry issued a statement on Sunday expressing
support for preserving the JCPOA.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Abbas Mousavi said on Monday that
Iran expects European partners to the nuclear deal to take practical
actions to implement the deal.
“Iran expects the European partners to the JCPOA to take practical decision and actions which are effective and responsible in the
procedure of implementing the JCPOA,” he stated.
On May 8, exactly one year after the U.S. withdrew from the multi-nation nuclear agreement, Iran announced a partial withdrawal
from some aspects of the pact, saying that the country would no longer
adhere to some of the limits on its nuclear activities. It also threatened
to step up uranium enrichment if an agreement is not made within
60 days to protect it from the sanctions’ effects.
In follow-up to that deadline, on July 7 Iran announced that it has
started enriching uranium to a higher purity than the 3.67% as the
Europeans missed the 60-day deadline to devise a concrete mechanism to protect the country from the U.S. sanctions.
However, Iran has said if the remaining parties offset sanctions
it will reverse its decisions.
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Leader: British act of ‘piracy’
won’t go unanswered
Ayatollah Khamenei says Iran will surely continue to reduce JCPOA commitments
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Leader of the
d
e
s
k Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Tuesday condemned
the British government’s illegal seizure of
an Iranian supertanker in Gibraltar, saying
the act of “piracy” will not go “unanswered”.
“The evil England conducts piracy and
steals our ship,” the Leader said. “They carry
out an atrocity and give it a legal form.”
“The Islamic Republic and the establishment’s pious elements will not leave
these enmities unanswered,” he warned.
Ayatollah Khamenei made the remarks
during a meeting with Friday prayers leaders
from all across the country.
The meeting came on the occasion of
the 40th anniversary of the first Friday
prayers held after the Islamic Revolution,
Mehr reported.
On July 4, British Royal Marines in Gibraltar stormed the Iran-operated supertanker
Grace 1 off the coast of Gibraltar, seizing the
300,000-ton vessel based on the accusation
that it was carrying oil to Syria in possible
violation of the European Union’s sanctions
on the war-torn Arab country.
The Iranian Foreign Ministry has said
the seizure took place upon an order by the

United States. White House national security
advisor John Bolton has praised the move.
Iran has said the act amounts to piracy. It
has also denied reports that the supertanker
was carrying oil to Syria.
“Contrary to Britain’s announcement, the
tanker was not bound for Syria, and the port
mentioned is not capable of receiving such

a tanker,” Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister
Abbas Araqchi told reporters on July 7.
During the Tuesday meeting, Ayatollah
Khamenei also said that Western governments’ arrogant behavior is the main obstacle
to establishing ties, the khameini.ir reported.
“If they face a weak government, their
arrogance will be effective. But if that country

knows the truth about them and resists, the
Western governments will be defeated,” the
Leader noted.
Referring to the problems rising between Iran and the European parties to the
JCPOA, Ayatollah Khamenei said, “Now,
in the matters between us and the Europeans, the problems persist, because of their
arrogance.”
“As stated by our foreign minister, who
works hard, Europe has had eleven commitments, none of which it has met. The foreign
minister, despite his diplomatic considerations, is clearly stating that. But what did we
do? We acted based on our commitments,
and even beyond that,” he added.
Ayatollah Khamenei reiterated that
Iran continued to stay committed to the
JCPOA despite the fact that the Europeans
violated the international agreement and
yet demanded Iran to stay with its promises.
“Now that we have started to reduce our
commitments, they step forward. They are
very insolent, and they have not abided by
their eleven commitments. We have just
started to reduce some of our commitments,
and this process will surely continue,” the
Leader asserted.

Room for negotiations is ‘wide open’ if U.S. lifts sanctions, Zarif says
By Negar Asadi
TEHRAN – Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif has said that the room for negotiations is wide open if
U.S. President Donald Trump lifts sanctions against Iran.
“The U.S. has always had sanctions on Iran, it’s unfortunately
addicted to sanctions, but there have been sanctions that have
been imposed since President Trump came to office. Once
those sanctions are lifted then room for negotiations is wide
open,” he told NBC News in an interview aired on Tuesday.
“We are at the bargaining table. It is the United States
that left the bargaining table. And they’re always welcome
to return. Provided that they are willing to live by. The U.S.
can go back to implementing its obligations and come back
to the bargaining table,” he added.
Pointing to Iran’s action in reducing some commitments
under the 2015 nuclear deal, he said, “We have an agreement
and that agreement includes remedies. One side of the agreement starts violating it and we waited for about a year before
starting to use those remedies, but those remedies are within
the agreement and the U.S. leaving the agreement was not
within the agreement and they just decided to leave it. We
are free to stop partial implementation and it can be reversed
within an hour.”
“We did negotiate already with the U.S. for somebody
outside of the U.S. for any government outside the U.S., it
does not matter who is in the White House that is the business
of the American people. We dealt with a government of the
U.S. which at the time was constitutionally elected and after
that the President Trump was constitutionally elected. We did
not have a revolution in the U.S. and it was just a democratic
change of government and it does not mean that we need
to do everything all over again. Just imagine people need
to do every agreement with the U.S. every four year every
eight years. It won’t allow regular normal relations between
nations to continue,” he noted.
‘Iran not interested in developing nuclear
weapons’
Zarif also said that Iran is not interested in developing

nuclear weapons.
“Had we been interested in developing nuclear weapons,
we would have been able to do it long time ago,” he said.
On negotiation with the Trump administration, he said,
“Once you start accepting illegal demands there will be no
end to it. We agreed to a deal. It was a bargain. It was a give
and take. We cannot accept a premise that what’s mine is
mine what’s yours is negotiable. It was give and take. Iran
gave up some of its achievements and we received something
in return. Of course, neither Iran nor the U.S. got everything
they wanted. That’s the name of the game. As Kissinger has
said, an agreement is good only if neither sides like it.”
‘Amount of weapons being sold to region should
be discussed prior to talks on Iran’s ballistic missiles’
Zarif also said that tens of billions of dollars of weapons
that are being sold to Arab countries in the Persian Gulf region
should be discussed prior to talks on Iran’s ballistic missiles.
“If you want to discuss ballistic missiles then we need to
discuss the amount of weapons are being sold to our region.
Let’s start with what we already agreed. Let us see what we
can do and then if you want to discuss ballistic missiles then
we need to discuss the amount of weapons are being sold
to our region. Last year, Iran spent sixteen billion dollars
altogether on its military. We have an 82 million population.
Almost a million people are on the arms and we spent only
16 billion dollars. The United Arab Emirates with a million
population spent 22 billion. Saudi Arabia with less than half
of our population spent 67 billion dollars, most of them are
American. These are American weaponry that is going to
our region, making our region ready to explode. So, if they
want to talks about our missiles they need first to stop selling
weapons including missiles to our region,” he said.
Commenting on the U.S. accusation that Iran has been
involved in provocative activities in the region, he said, “Let
me ask you who is bombing Yemen? Who is invading Bahrain?
Who kept the prime minister of another country prisoner? Are
we involved at all in North Africa? Why do you have chaos in
North Africa? Is Iran involved in Sudan? If you want to look
at the right place for those who have malign activity in our

region, the U.S. needs to look at its own allies not on Iran.”
‘Nobody can maintain security in Persian Gulf
without Iran’
Zarif also said that Iran is the biggest power in the Persian
Gulf and nobody can maintain security in the Persian Gulf
waters without Iran.
“It is clear that we have 5000 miles of border with the
Persian Gulf. It is called Persian Gulf for a reason. It’s not a
gulf from Mexico. It’s next to us. We are the biggest power
in the Persian Gulf, in the Strait of Hormuz and it is in our
vital international security interests to maintain safety and
security and freedom of navigation there. Nobody can maintain
security in those waters without Iran,” he said.
‘We are open to the American companies doing
business in Iran’
Zarif also said that Iran wants to be able to do business
with the rest of the world and “if the U.S. is interested in doing
business with Iran, we are not close to that.”
“We are open to the American companies doing business
in Iran. We are not in a position to engage in confrontation to
anybody that is not our desire, but if we are put in a place that
we need to defend ourselves we will certainly do it,” he added.

Trump suffers from critical miscalculation on Iran: senior analyst
Marik von Rennenkampff, who served as an
analyst at the U.S. State Department, says
Donald Trump’s administration suffers from
miscalculation on Iran.
Writing an article in the Hill, Marik von
Rennenkampff says reducing tension between
Iran and Saudi Arabia and also tempering the
situation between Tehran and Washington are
key to deescalate tension in the region.
Following is a summary of the article:
The Trump administration’s policy of “maximum pressure” on Iran hinges on a particularly
flawed set of assumptions regarding Iranian
capabilities, decision-making and strategic priorities. Specifically, the overarching goalof the
administration’s confrontational approach is
unrealistic in the current climate of military posturing and confrontation.
Short of a catastrophic war, the administration’s attempts to alter Iranian behavior are
doomed to fail.
Critically, President Trump and his hawkish advisers ignore a simple, unalterable reality: Iran and broad swaths of the Iranian public view Tehran’s support for regional armed
groups as paramount to Iranian national
security. Iranians see their government’s support for armed groups not as a bid for Iranian
regional dominance but, rather, as a vital deterrent against attack by a host of well-armed,
ideologically hostile adversaries.
By ignoring the critical role that groups play in
Iranian national security, the Trump administration is ensuring the failure of its risky gamble to
modify Tehran’s behavior. Similarly, threats and
military confrontation only reinforce to Iranian
leadership the importance of supporting groups
as an asymmetric deterrent against attack.
Of note, actual Iranian influence over
Yemen’s Houthi rebels, Hamas, and Shia-

led groups in Iraq is dubious at best. So much
for alarmist fears –promulgated by innumerable op-eds and think tank analyses – that Shia
Iran is on a “hegemonic” quest to “dominate”
the overwhelmingly Sunni Middle East. Similarly, the notion that Iran presents an “existential
threat” to Israel is just as fallacious.
Ideologically hostile states underpins a dynamic of strategic paranoia in Tehran. Moreover, memories of the 1953 U.S.-orchestrated
overthrow of a democratically-elected Iranian
government, followed by decades-long American support for a repressive regime and U.S. assistance to Iraq during the devastating Iran-Iraq
war, loom large in the Iranian strategic psyche.
The Bush administration’s rejection of Iranian assistance following the September 11, 2001
terrorist attacks – when American and Iranian
strategic interests converged – only alienated
Tehran further.
Moreover, projecting influence via armed
groups is hardly unique to Iran. Saudi Arabia and
its allies in the Persian Gulf region have supported no shortage of hardline Sunni militant groups.
Unlike Sunni groups, however, Iranian “proxies”
generally seek to achieve narrowly-defined state or
organizational goals. In the wake of 1979 Iranian
Revolution, for example, Iran-linked groups took
American hostages to gain strategic leverage;
most were released. Sunni militant groups, on
the other hand, typically execute hostages for
psychological or propagandistic effect.
With the U.S. invasion of Iraq, Iran saw
a tantalizing opportunity to expand its strategic influence. The Bush administration’s
immense blunders allowed Iran to seize its
most consequential geopolitical victory to
date. A decade later, the impending collapse
of the multi-sectarian government in Syria –
Iran’s sole regional ally – prompted Tehran

to mount a fierce campaign to keep the Syrian
regime afloat. In a notable geopolitical twist,
Iran’s involvement in Syria and Iraq dovetailed
with the United States’ goal of defeating the
Islamic State while avoiding another power
vacuum in the Middle East.
Importantly, groups supported by Iran are
frequently answerable to a robust political leadership hierarchy, fostering a level of restraint not
seen among Sunni militant groups. Iran-linked
groups are also far more likely to be multi-sectarian: tens of thousands of Sunni Muslims joined
Shia-led militias fighting the Islamic State in
Iraq, while Hezbollah is closely aligned with
the leading Lebanese Christian political party. Militant groups linked to Persian Gulf Arab
states, on the other hand, are generally entirely
Sunni, fiercely anti-Shia and guided by a grandiose, religiously-inspired ideology.
Indeed, following a string of particularly egregious blunders in Yemen, Syria,
Iraq and Libya, a compelling case can be made
that American-aligned Sunni Persian Gulf Arab
states have exerted significantly more influence in the Middle East than Iran. By themselves, enormous Saudi investments in promulgating a toxic, divisive religious ideology around
the globe are highly destabilizing .
With Tehran’s support for groups widely
considered by Iranians of all political stripes as
critical to Iran’s national security, the only path
to tempering Tehran’s behavior in the Middle
East is through a reduction in Saudi-Iranian
and U.S.-Iranian tensions. Saudi-led ideological
hostility toward Shia Muslims, in and of itself,
will ensure the Iranian public’s support for armed
groups continues indefinitely.
An American administration seeking to
curtail Iranian activities should acknowledge
the strategic position that Iran finds itself in,

followed by Ronald Reagan-style diplomatic
engagement with the moderate government
currently in power in Tehran. Such diplomatic
outreach would lower tensions in the region,
gradually reducing Iran’s perceived need to
rely on armed groups as a strategic deterrent.
Perhaps more importantly, Reagan-style engagement with Iran will reduce the odds that
conservative, anti-American hardliners replace
the current moderate, reformist Iranian government following the Islamic Republic’s 2021
elections.
Diplomatic engagement with Iran should
parallel robust and explicit American security
guarantees to the anti-Iran Arab states, followed
by private U.S. demands that Saudi Arabia and
its allies halt their own particularly “malign” activities and bellicose anti-Iran rhetoric. To ensure the Persian Gulf Arab states’ compliance,
American policymakers should stand ready
to withhold weapons sales and critical maintenance, modernization and support contracts underpinning the Persian Gulf Arab
states’ enormous investments in state-of-the-art
American-made military hardware.
Perhaps most importantly, reining in the
Persian Gulf Arab states’ destabilizing activities will serve American counter-terrorism
goals. While Iran-backed groups have not
expanded their campaigns to the continental United States, Sunni extremists have directed or inspired dozens of terrorist attacks
in the United States and Europe. That such
groups have benefited, directly or indirectly,
from staggering investments in weapons,funding and ideological support from exorbitantly wealthy Sunni Persian Gulf Arab states is
certainly damaging in comparison to Iran’s
support for armed groups in pursuit of far
narrower regional and strategic objectives.
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Jahangiri urges Europe to press
U.S. to lift cruel sanctions
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN
–
Vice
d
e
s
k President
Es’haq
Jahangiri on Tuesday urged Europe to put
pressure on the United States to remove
its anti-Iran “cruel sanctions” instead of
holding futile meetings and mounting
pressure on Tehran to salvage the 2015
nuclear agreement.
“Instead of holding meetings and putting
pressure on Iran, the European countries
had better pressure the U.S. into lifting the
cruel sanctions against the Iranian nation,”
said Jahangiri, speaking at a conference
in Tehran.
He reminded the parties to the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)
that the only way to save the multinational
agreement is to honor their commitments,
Tasnim reported.
The vice president also said after the U.S.
withdrawal from the JCPOA, Iran waited
for one year before reducing its nuclear
commitments.
“If we are not [able] to take advantage
of the JCPOA, we will reduce our
commitments,” Jahangiri warned.
He made it clear that Iran could easily

reverse the decision to reduce its JCPOA
commitments, provided that the sanctions

are lifted.
On July 7, Iran declared the second step

in reducing its JCPOA commitments by
ramping up the level of uranium enrichment
to beyond 3.67 percent.
Tehran maintains that the new measures
are not designed to harm the nuclear pact,
but to save the deal by creating a balance
in the commitments.
Iran and six world powers (Russia, China,
the U.S., Britain, France, and Germany)
reached a conclusion over the text of the
nuclear deal on July 14, 2015.
The accord took effect in January 2016
and was expected to terminate all nuclearrelated sanctions against Iran all at once,
but its implementation was hampered by
the U.S. policies and its eventual withdrawal
from the deal.
On May 8, 2018, U.S. President Donald
Trump pulled the U.S. out of the nuclear deal.
Following the U.S. withdrawal, Iran
and the remaining parties to the JCPOA
launched talks to save the deal.
However, the EU’s failure to ensure
Iran’s economic interests forced Tehran
to stop honoring certain commitments,
including an unlimited rise in the stockpile
of enriched uranium.

UN voices concern over Trump administration’s curb on Iran’s chief diplomat
(Press TV) – The United Nations has expressed concerns
about curbs imposed on Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif by the administration of U.S. President Donald
Trump.
UN deputy spokesman Farhan Haq told reporters on Monday
that the world body has notified Washington of its concerns.
“The secretariat is aware of the restrictive travel measures
imposed by the host country on personnel of the permanent
mission of Iran to the UN. The secretariat is in close contact
with the permanent missions of the United States and Iran to
the UN regarding this matter and has conveyed its concerns
to the host country.”
Haq made the comments a day after Zarif arrived in New
York.
Tehran has said that the restrictions imposed on Zarif,

travelling between the United Nations and the Iranian UN
mission or the Iranian UN ambassador’s residence, would
not affect his “work schedule.”
“Putting restrictions on his presence in some streets in
New York will certainly not affect his work schedule,” said
Iran’s Foreign Ministry spokesman Abbas Moussavi.
The U.S. is obliged to allow access to the United Nations,
based on a 1947 agreement, involving UN headquarters.
However, U.S. special envoy for Iran, Brian Hook, told Fox
News channel that the ban had been imposed “in a manner
that is fully consistent” with the agreement.
Late last month, the Trump administration threatened
to blacklist the Iranian foreign minister.
After his visit to the U.S., Zarif is scheduled to head to
Venezuela, Nicaragua, and Bolivia.

Saddeq Kharrazi says Jahangiri has been sidelined in Rouhani administration
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — Sadeq Kharrazi, secretary
k general of the pro-reform Voice of the
Iranians Party, is of the opinion that Vice President Es’haq
Jahangiri has been actually sidelined in the administration
of President Rouhani.
In an interview with the Tasnim news agency published
on Tuesday, Kharrazi said he had personally asked Jahangiri
about his differences with Rouhani in the past but the vice
president has repeatedly rejected them.
However, Kharrazi said he has not asked the vice president
about the resurface of new differences between the two.
“What is certain is that Mr. Rouhani and Mr. Jahangiri
represent two different views,” he remarked, adding, “The
fact that Mr. Jahangiri is sidelined in the 12th administration
(current administration) is not doubtful.”
He said none of Jahangiri’s views in managing state affairs
is “visible”.
He added, “If I had been Jahangiri, I would have decided
differently,” indirectly suggesting that Jahangiri should have
resigned.
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‘Negotiations with U.S. will end in disgrace’
Kharrazi, who served as Tehran’s ambassador to Paris, also
said it is not acceptable that Europeans renege on their commitments to the 2015 nuclear deal, known as the JCPOA.
“It is not acceptable that we sign a joint cooperation agreement

but the other side does not have a will for cooperation. This is a
kind of treason and open trick.”
The former diplomat also said entering negotiations with the
United States for a second time is nothing short of “disgrace”.
“Negotiations with America has no conclusion other than
disgrace.”
Kharrazi who also acted as Iran’s deputy ambassador to the
United Nations in New York during the Khatami administration,
said no sensible mind advises negotiations with a regime whose
“preference” is war and bullying.
He also said the reformist movement suffers from lack of
strategy, arguing that the movement is not able to clarify its policies.
Kharrazi also defended Iran’s support for the Lebanese and
Palestinian resistance groups and said Iran should be proud of
itself for downing an intruding American surveillance drone on
the coasts of the Persian Gulf on June 20.
“As we hold our head high and say that we support Hezbollah
and resistance (groups), we held our head high and powerfully
shot down the highly technologically advanced and top secret
American drone,” Kharrazi told Tasnim.

Macron to speak to Rouhani, Putin, Trump to ease tensions

P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN – French Presk ident Emmanuel Macron
has said he would speak to his Iranian, Russian and American counterparts this week as
part of a French initiative to reduce tensions
between Tehran and Washington.
“The momentum we built over the last
few weeks has, I think, prevented the worst
from happening and overreactions on the
Iranian side,” Macron told a joint press
conference with his Serbian counterpart,
Reuters reported.
“In these difficult conditions, we will
continue our mediation and negotiation
work,” he added.
President Hassan Rouhani announced
on May 8 the suspension of some of the
country’s commitments under the JCPOA,
d
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s

commonly known as the Iran nuclear deal,
precisely a year after the United States unilaterally withdrew from the deal.
Meanwhile, the foreign ministers of
France, Britain, and Germany held a meeting
in Brussels on Monday to discuss the latest

developments around the JCPOA. European Union foreign policy Chief Federica
Mogherini was also present at the session.
Mogherini said the signatories to the
nuclear deal do not view Tehran’s move to
scale back some of its commitments under
the agreement as significant noncompliance and have not indicated any intent to
trigger the accord’s dispute mechanism.
The JCPOA was originally struck between
Iran and six world powers — namely the
U.S., the UK, France, Russia, China plus
Germany. Washington, however, unilaterally withdrew in May 2018, in a hostile
move against the Islamic Republic.
Tensions between Tehran and Washington entered a new stage since April when
the U.S. designated the IRGC (part of the

Iranian military) as a terrorist organization,
announced that it does no renew waivers for
the remaining buyers of the Iranian oil, and
started beefing up its military presence in
the region, particularly in the Persian Gulf.
The tensions further escalated on June
20, when the Iranian military shot down
an unmanned U.S. surveillance drone after it breached Iran’s airspace. The U.S.
drone entered the Iranian airspace from
the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
In comments made a few hours after
the incident, IRGC Chief Major General
Hossein Salami said the shooting down
of the U.S. drone had a straightforward
message that any foreign intrusion into
Iranian territories would draw a crushing
response.

China blames U.S. for causing tension with Iran, says JCPOA is ‘irreplaceable’
By staff and agency
Chinese Foreign ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said on
Tuesday that U.S. should stop exerting pressure on Iran
and blamed Washington for causing the current tensions.
According to AP, he said the U.S. should create the
conditions for a political and diplomatic settlement of
the issue.
He described the 2015 nuclear deal, known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action, as “irreplaceable”.
U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew Washington in
May 2018 from the JCPOA, which was reached between
Iran and six world powers in 2015.
Afterwards, Washington re-imposed sanctions on Iran
that had been lifted under the deal and ordered new ones.
On May 8, exactly one year after the U.S. withdrew from
the multi-nation nuclear agreement, Iran announced a
partial withdrawal from some aspects of the pact, saying
that the country would no longer adhere to some of the

limits on its nuclear activities. It also threatened to step up
uranium enrichment if an agreement is not made within
60 days to protect it from the sanctions’ effects.
In follow-up to that deadline, on July 7 Iran announced

that it has started enriching uranium to a higher purity than
the 3.67% as the Europeans missed the 60-day deadline
to devise a concrete mechanism to protect the country
from the U.S. sanctions.
Ben Rhodes, former President Barack Obama’s adviser,
has said that Trump quit the JCPOA because Obama
negotiated it.
“Did anyone really need a leaked document from the
UK Ambassador to know that Trump pulled out of the Iran
Deal because Obama negotiated it?” he tweeted on Sunday.
On Sunday, the Daily Mail published memos by Kim
Darroch, the former British ambassador to the U.S., in
which he had written Trump seemed to be discarding the
nuclear deal for “personality reasons,” as the deal had
been agreed to by Obama.
Darroch said the Trump administration was “set upon
an act of diplomatic vandalism” in its decision to abandon
the JCPOA.

Judiciary confirms arrest of
Akbar Tabari
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN – Judiciary spokesman Gholam
d
e
s
k Hossein Esmaili on Tuesday confirmed reports
on the arrest of Akbar Tabari, a deputy to former Judiciary chief
Ayatollah Sadeq Amoli Larijani.
Speaking at a press conference, Esmaili said Tabari
has been arrested for exerting
influence on some legal cases and
having unlawful and unethical
relationships with regard to the
cases, ISNA reported.
The spokesman also criticized
two lawmakers for making false
claims with regard to the issue.
“It would be better not to publish news stories while not being
sure about their accuracy and let
the relevant officials comment
on these subjects,” he insisted.
Esmaili also said a number
of individuals have been arrested with regard to the case.

Deputy Majlis speaker:
Tanker seizure not to affect
Iran’s JCPOA decisions
By staff and agencies
TEHRAN – Deputy Majlis speaker Abdolreza Mesri has said Britain’s
seizure of an Iranian oil tanker in Gibraltar will not dissuade Tehran
from reducing its nuclear undertakings in response to the West’s
disloyalty.
The oil tanker was seized on July 4 in an operation involving
British Royal Marines. It was captured under the allegation that it
was carrying crude oil to Syria in breach of EU sanctions.
Royal Gibraltar Police arrested the captain and his deputy on
Thursday, while two second officers of the Grace 1 tanker were
held on Friday.
According to Press TV, Spain, which challenges the British
ownership of Gibraltar, has said the seizure was prompted by a
U.S. request to Britain and appeared to have taken place in Spanish
waters.
Iran has condemned the seizure as “maritime piracy,” vowing
to employ all its political and legal capacities to secure the release
of the vessel.
Top Iranian figures have called for retaliatory measures against
the British government.
Secretary of the Expediency Council Mohsen Rezaee has proposed
that Iran should seize a British oil tanker if London doesn’t release
the tanker.
“The Islamic Revolution has
never been an initiator of tension
during its 40-year-old history,
however, it has not hesitated to
respond to bullies and thugs,”
Rezaee tweeted after the incident.
Rezaee, the former IRGC
chief, added, “If Britain doesn’t
return the Iranian tanker, the
duty of responsible [Iranian]
bodies is to seize a British oil
tanker in a retaliatory measure.”
In remarks on Tuesday, Mesri
said, “The Westerners think that
if one millions barrels of our oil
remains on the sea for a while,
it can affect Iran’s nuclear deal decisions, but they will understand
that they should release the cargo after a while.”
He said based on the reciprocation bill, the Iranian government
is required to scale down its nuclear undertakings, but the Western
states are seeking to derail the attention of Iranian officials through
such troubling moves.
“The Islamic Republic, meaning all branches of power, are in
consensus over the decision to go ahead with the nuclear deal stepback decisions and such moves may not leave the slightest impact
on our decisions,” Mesri underscored, according to Fars.
Washington withdrew from the internationally-endorsed 2015
nuclear deal with Iran on May 2018, reimposed the toughest-ever
sanctions against the country and started a plan to zero down
Tehran’s oil sales.
Since the U.S. move, European parties to the deal, namely France,
Britain and Germany, have been criticized by Tehran for their lack
of will to directly confront the U.S. sanctions.
However, exactly one year after the United States left the nuclear
deal, Tehran announced that its “strategic patience” is over and
announced a partial withdrawal from some aspects of the nuclear pact.
The announcement, which was declared by the Supreme National
Security Council, stated that the country would no longer adhere
to some of the limits on its nuclear activities as long as sanctions
are in place.
Earlier this month, Iran officially announced it has started
enriching uranium to a higher purity than the 3.67%. The move
came after the Europeans missed a 60-day deadline by Tehran to
devise a concrete mechanism to protect Iran from the U.S. sanctions.

Majlis okays three jurists for
Guardian Council

Tahan-Nazif

Dehqan

Sadeqi-Moqadam

The 12-strong body consists of six theologians appointed
1
by the Supreme Leader and six jurists nominated by the Judiciary
and approved by parliament.
On Monday, Leader of the Islamic Revolution also reinstated two
theologians of the council for another six years and named a new one.
The new shakeup in the Guardian Council makeup comes as
Iran plans to hold parliamentary and Assembly of Experts elections
on February 21, 2020.
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TEDPIX

246268.1
3187.24

IFX

Sources: tse.ir, Ifb.ir

CURRENCIES
USD

42,000 rials

EUR

47,303 rials

GBP

52,571 rials

AED

11,437 rials

Source: cbi.ir

COMMODITIES
Brent

$66.69/b

WTI

$59.78/b

OPEC Basket

$67.36/b

Gold

$1,414.00/oz

Silver

$15.42/oz

Platinium

$846.40/oz

Sources: oilprice.com, Moneymetals.com

Boosting trade with
neighbors discussed in
an ICCIMA meeting
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — During a meeting between deputy
d
e
s
k head of Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries,
Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) for international affairs with the vice
chairmen of provincial chambers for international affairs, the ways
for boosting trade with the neighboring countries were discussed.
During the meeting, which was held at the place of ICCIMA on
Monday, Mohammadreza Karbasi, the deputy head of ICCIMA for
international affairs, mentioned development of trade ties with the
neighbors and also with the regional countries as the main pivot
of ICCIMA’s activities specially during the sanctions time and said
that the role of joint chambers of commerce, border chambers and
designated chambers is constructive in this due, ICCIMA portal
published.

ICCIMA Deputy Head Mohammadreza Karbasi (2nd L) speaking
in a meeting with provincial chambers’ representatives on Monday
Referring to the pressures of the sanctions, Karbasi said: “The
problems created by the sanctions in the way of trade leave no way
for us rather than expansion of non-oil exports and in this regard
we should focus more on the neighboring and regional countries.”
Increasing non-oil exports to the neighboring countries is one of
the major plans that Iranian government is pursuing in the current
Iranian calendar year (began on March 21).
Iran shares border with fifteen countries, namely the United
Arab Emirates, Iraq, Turkey, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Russia, Oman,
Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Kuwait, Qatar, Kazakhstan, Armenia,
Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia.
Based on the data published by Trade Promotion Organization
(TPO), the value of trade with the neighboring countries stood at
over $36.5 billion in the past Iranian calendar year, that is about 41
percent of the country’s total non-oil trade in the mentioned time span.
Iran plans to launch 15 mega export projects to identify more
target markets, according to the acting head of TPO.
Mohammadreza Modoudi said with the implementation of
these projects, which mainly focus on the markets of neighboring
countries, identifying professional trade and promoting export of
non-oil commodities will be put on agenda.
Also on June 24, Sadeq Najafi, the senior advisor to Iran’s industry,
mining and trade minister, said the ministry has planned that the
annual export of commodities and services to Iran’s 15 neighbor
countries will reach $32 billion in the current Iranian calendar year.
Making the remarks in a meeting with the members of Iran’s
Free Trade Zone Fraction, the official mentioned supporting exports
by the production units as another plan of the ministry in this year
which is named the Year of Pickup in Production.
ICCIMA suggests 3 strategies for expansion of trade
with neighbors
During the Monday meeting of ICCIMA, Karbasi put emphasis on the necessity of making long-term plan for presence in the
markets of neighboring countries and suggested three strategies
for long-term and effective presence in those market.
He mentioned focusing on exports in the framework of bartering, which needs no banking transactions, as the first strategy and
signing free trade agreements and preferential trade agreements
with the neighbors as the second one and said such agreements
are already ignored.
The official mentioned promotion of border trade as the third
strategy and said: “For this strategy we need some new regulations
through them we can make the best use of the existing potential.”
In mid-April, Iranian industry, mining and trade minister said
the country plans to double its exports to the neighboring countries
by the Iranian calendar year of 1400 (which starts in March 2021).
Mentioning the fact that only two percent of the total imports of
Iran’s neighbors comes from the Islamic country, Reza Rahmani
noted that his ministry is going to focus on developing domestic
production and defining new projects to manufacture all the industrial equipment needed inside the country.
The official further pointed to some of the potent areas which
could be worked on in order to increase exports including home appliances, apparel industry, petrochemicals, and marine industries,
basic metals such as steel, aluminum and copper as well as agriculture.
Also on July 12, Deputy Minister of Industry, Mining and Trade,
Saeed Zarandi, put emphasis on the necessity of boosting ties with
the neighbors given their good potential, and said that Iran’s 15
neighboring countries with the population of over 600 million people
are export markets of $1.3 trillion per year.
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TCCIMA provides suggestions
for amending budget bill
The official went on presenting
1
the TCCIMA suggestions for amending the
budget bill, noting “Our first suggestion
is to reform the subsidies, since every
month over 8.9 quadrillion is allocated
for subsidies.”
The TCCIMA head further suggested
that at least part of such subsides (gasoline
and energy subsides) should be eliminated
and be paid directly to low-income classes
of the society.
As the second suggestion, Khansari pointed
to lowering the funding for the state-run
companies and noted that the budgets allocated to such companies is almost three
times the total budget in the long run, while
state-owned companies are usually not that
profitable.
“If the government would cut 10 percent
of the budget allocated to these companies,
many of the budget problems would have
been solved,” he added.
The third and final suggestion was to
eliminate the preferential official foreign
currency exchange rate.
“Unfortunately, such dual rate system,
not only has no merits and results in cor-

TCCIMA Head Masoud Khansari
ruption in the country›s economy, it also
increases smuggling and leads to capital
flight,” he said.
Khansari also criticized unnecessary bureaucracy in the customs, saying, “Custom
administration data shows that more than

four million tons of basic goods are piled up
at the customs due to numerous regulations
and inconsistencies, and it is necessary to
take action in this regard.”
Since the U.S. reimposed sanction on Iran
in 2018, the country has been pressing to

reduce its dependence on oil sales.
The issue came of the highest importance
due to Trump’s decision on cutting all waivers of Iranian oil which would dramatically
decrease the country’s oil revenues.
In June, Iran’s Planning and Budget Organization (PBO) published a report titled
“Budget Amendment Outline” including 23
major policies, with cutting budget’s direct
dependence on oil income as the major approach.
Last week, the government approved the
generalities of a modified budget plan which
is said to be restructured in line with the
country’s “resilient economy”.
As reported, the modifications consisted
of four major parts, which were “sustainable
revenue resources”, “effective expenditure”,
“promoting stability, development and justice” as well as “fundamental modifications
of budgetary system”.
The amendments are aimed at reducing
the country’s dependence on oil money and
promoting economic stability under the umbrella term “resistance economy”, ordered by
Supreme Leader of the Islamic Revolution
Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei.

‘Iran, Armenia mull over trade with national currencies’

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — The head of Iran-Armenia
d
e
s
k Joint Chamber of Commerce said the two
countries are discussing the possibility of trade with their
national currencies, IRNA reported.
“We have proposed to the Armenian president that the
two sides establish a financial institution which would operate outside the two countries’ banking systems,” Hervik
Yarijanian said.
Mentioning his recent meeting with the Armenian President
Armen Sarkissian, the official noted that the president has
positive attitude toward Iran and has called for increasing
mutual trade between the two countries.
“Exchanging trade delegations, holding exhibitions and
maximum utilization of the capacities of the two countries’
private sectors are among the two sides’ intended plans for
boosting mutual trade,” Yarijanian said.
Iran and Armenia have been taking all necessary measures to boost the level of their economic relations to match
their positive political relations.

Earlier this month, the two countries signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) in Tehran to expand economic
cooperation, especially in the field of energy.
The MOU was signed by Iranian Energy Minister Reza
Ardakanian and Armenian Deputy Prime Minister Mher
Grigoryan at the end of the 16th Iran-Armenia Joint Economic Committee meeting.
Based on the MOU, the two sides agreed to complete the
construction of Iran’s third electricity transmission line to
Armenia by 2020 in order to increase the country’s electricity exports to Armenia to over 1000 megawatts (MW).
Tehran hosted the 16th Iran-Armenia Joint Economic
Committee meeting which was held during June 30-July 2.
A few days before the economic committee meeting,
Iranian Deputy Minister of Energy for Electricity Affairs
Homayoun Haeri and Armenian Deputy Prime Minister
Mher Grigoryan held talks in Armenia to discuss joint projects and organizing the event.
Haeri visited the neighboring country just before the

Quarterly exports
from Markazi
Province at $225m

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — The value of exports
d
e
s
k from Markazi Province in central
Iran stood at $225 million during spring, which
corresponds to the first quarter of Iranian calendar
year (March 21-June 21), a senior official at the
Islamic Republic of Iran Customs Administration
(IRICA) announced.
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joint economic committee meeting, to follow up on the implementation of the project of third Iran-Armenia power
transmission line.
The 15th Joint Economic Committee meeting between
Iran and Armenia was held in the Armenian capital city of
Yerevan in February 2018.
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IN THE NAME OF GOD
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN BROADCASTING

INTERNATIONAL TENDER NO. 98-04/114
Tender Holder:
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN BROADCASTING (IRIB)
Subject of Two-Stage Tender:
Design and implementation of IRIB’s Imam Ali (PBUH) Data Center Network Infrastructure (Active
Communication) according to the tender documents.

Esmaeil Hosseini, the head of Markazi Customs
Administration, put the weight of commodities exported from the province at 381,479 tons during
the mentioned three-month period, Mehr news
agency reported on Tuesday.
The official said the figures on the province’s
exports show a 4-percent growth in terms of value
and a 12-percent decline in terms of weight compared with the similar period of last year.
Markazi province currently offers its products in
58 international markets, including Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Turkey and Turkmenistan.
Exports mainly included iron rebars, slabs,
hydrocarbons, linear low-density polyethylene,
polypropylene, high-density polyethylene, fruit
juice, glass, crystalware and potato chips.
The province’s imports during the three-month
period amounted to $110 million, up by 30 percent
year-on-year.
The imports mainly included machinery, fruit
juice package, concentrate, puree, aluminum can
and coil.
Markazi Province, consisting of 12 counties and
home to 1.41 million people, is one of Iran’s major
industrial and agricultural hubs.
Iran exported $11.5 billion of non-oil commodities
during spring, head of Trade Promotion Organization (TPO) has announced.
Mohammadreza Modoudi said that the non-oil
exports during spring of this year has not changed
compared to the spring of previous year.
The official put the value of non-oil imports at
$10.2 billion during the first quarter of this year,
falling 8.7 percent from that of the same period of
time in the previous year.
As previously announced by the Islamic Republic
of Iran Customs Administration, the value of Iran’s
non-oil exports stood at $44.3 billion in the previous year while $42.6 billion worth of commodities
were shipped into the country.

Deadline of Receiving Documents:
As of publishing second announcement of advertisement latest by the business hour dated on
Monday July 22, 2019.
Place of Receiving Documents:
Secretariat of Tenders’ Commission, Technical Purchasing (KALA) Dept., Media Technology and
Development Deputy Office, Bldg. No. 2, IRIB, Jam-e Jam St., Vali-e Asr Ave., Tehran
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The amount of USD 59,280 (equivalent to 5,928,000,000 Rials) which should be in the form of extendable
bank guarantee
Time and Place of Delivering Priced Bid:
The sealed A, B & C packages/envelopes should be submitted within one main envelope marked with tender
number no later than 15 p.m. on Saturday August 24, 2019 and submitted to the Secretariat of Commission
of Tenders.
Time and Place of Opening Envelopes
The date of opening envelopes A&B is at 8:30 a.m. on Monday August 26, 2019 in the office of Vice President of
IRIB Planning and Financial Resources and opening of envelope C will be after technical evaluation.
It should be noted that bidders should hold license from the authorized bodies.
Having a reliable certificate (Rank 1) received from Supreme Council of Informatics in the production
fields and presenting Main Frame computers and computer-telecommunications data network, security
of production space and information exchange, logistics services and also owning at least Rank 4 in the
research and education field is mandatory.
For more information, please contact the following phone numbers: 0098-21-22166313
It is obvious that cost of publishing two advertisements shall be borne by the winner of tender.
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Iran to export $5b of gas,
electricity to Iraq by March 2020

‘3000MW of new capacity added
to Iran’s power generation
capacity since March’

By Ali Azimi

E N E R G Y TEHRAN – The value of
d
e
s
k Iran’s gas and electricity
exports to Iraq is expected to reach $5 billion
by the end of the current Iranian calendar year
(March 20, 2020), Mehr news agency quoted
an official with the Iran-Iraq Joint Chamber of
Commerce as saying.
According to the Secretary General of IranIraq Joint Chamber Seyed Hamid Hosseini, if
Iraq agrees it is possible for Iran to barter necessary goods in return for the gas and electricity
revenues, however Iraq’s central bank should
cooperate in this regard.
“Despite the agreement reached between
the governor of the Central Bank of Iran (CBI)
and the Iraqi foreign minister, the Iraqi Central
Bank has not yet taken necessary measures,”
Hosseini added.
The official further mentioned Iran’s technical
and engineering projects in Iraq, saying that
development projects in the country which were
halted due to terrorist activities and financial
issues, are also resumed.
“In the wake of expert-level sessions held

between Iraqi Housing Ministry and Iran Small
Industries and Industrial Parks Organization
(ISIPO), it is stipulated that Iranian projects
halted in Iraq will resume,” he said.
Accordingly, some of these projects have

been re-launched and other projects, mainly
technical and engineering projects, will start
activity soon, Hosseini highlighted.
Meanwhile, new projects will be commissioned in neighboring Iraq by the year-end.

E N E R G Y TEHRAN – Some 3000 megawatts (MW)
d
e
s
k capacity of new power plants have been added to the country’s electricity network in the current Iranian
calendar year (started on March 21) to supply the demands in
the summer peak period, IRNA reported on Tuesday, quoting
an official with the energy ministry as saying.
According to the ministry’s spokesperson Mostafa Rajabi,
heavy rainfalls in the country has increased the electricity output of the country’s hydropower plants by nearly 4500 MW.
“Currently, the country’s electricity grid is completely stable,
electricity exports are being ongoing normally and there is no
electricity supply cut due to shortage,” he said.

Elsewhere in his remarks, Hosseini mentioned
Iran-Iraq Joint trade committee meeting which
is due to be held on July 21-22 in Iraqi capital
Baghdad in the presence of relevant officials
and organizations.
In early May, officials from the two countries
had held a meeting in Tehran to discuss establishing an Iran-Iraq trade committee.
According to Iran’s Trade Promotion Organization (TPO), in the meeting, the two sides
discussed several issues including joint investment and establishment of industrial zones,
facilitating the transit of goods, facilitating
business travels, organizing pilgrimage and
health tourism, as well as solving the existing
problems regarding mutual trade.
Underlining such discussions and agreements,
Hosseini noted that the two sides are going to
review previous talks and agreements in the
upcoming event.
Iran’s exports to Iraq have increased by 37 in
the last Iranian calendar year (ended on March
20) and the two neighbors have it on agenda to
boost their mutual trade to $20 billion by 2021.

Oil steady as U.S. resumes Gulf of Mexico output
Oil prices were steady on Tuesday after falling in the previous
session as output in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico resumed after
Hurricane Barry swept through over the weekend and as U.S.
shale production is expected to rise to a record.
According to cnbc.com, Brent crude futures were up 7 cents,
or 0.1%, at $66.55 a barrel by 0426 GMT after dropping earlier
in the session. They fell 0.4% overnight.
U.S. West Texas Intermediate crude futures rose by 1 cent
to $59.59 a barrel after falling earlier in the session. The U.S.
benchmark fell about 1% in the previous session.
Producers on Monday began restoring some of the roughly
three-quarters of output that was shut at U.S. Gulf of Mexico
platforms ahead of Hurricane Barry.
The “previous storm expectations didn’t pan out, which is
good, but you have still got platforms with about 69 percent
of output off,” said Phin Ziebell, senior economist at National

Australia Bank.
“It was a bit of a shock to supply but a short term one. The
market has returned to a bit of normality,” he said.
There was 1.3 million barrels per day (bpd) of oil production
offline in the U.S. waters of the Gulf of Mexico on Monday,
about 80,000 barrels fewer than on Sunday.
Workers also were returning to the more than 280 production platforms that had been evacuated. It can take several
days for full production to be resumed after a storm leaves the
Gulf of Mexico.
The market was also weighed down by signs of further increases in output from the United States, which has ridden
a wave of shale oil production to rise to become the world’s
biggest crude oil producer, ahead of traditional top producers
Russia and Saudi Arabia.
U.S. oil output from seven major shale formations is expected

In the past decade, constant temperature rising and significant decrease of rainfalls across Iran has put the country
in a hard situation regarding electricity supply during peak
consumption periods.
So in the past few years power outages have been imposed
in big cities to balance the power generation and consumption
in such timespans.
Last year, the volume of water behind the country’s dams
went so down that electricity output from hydropower plants
fell to a decade low. The situation was worsen by a jump in
electricity consumption due to a heat-wave that blanketed the
country during summer and consequently led to a huge gap
between actual power generation and consumption.
This year, however, the situation has changed drastically
and heavy precipitations in spring almost completely filled the
country’s dams and the country’s hydropower plants are said
to be on full potential and compensate last year’s shortages.
In March, Homayoun Haeri, the deputy minister of energy for
electricity affairs, said Iranian power plants are set to produce
at least 51 gigawatts (GW) of electricity during the peak hours
of consumption in summer.
“The production record high of 47,000 megawatts (47GW)
which was achieved in last summer should not only be maintained this year but we need to increase the number to at least
51,000 megawatts (51GW),” Haeri said.
Earlier this month, Head of Iran Water and Power Resources
Development Company (IWPC) Behrouz Moradi said that the
electricity output of the country’s hydroelectric power plants
is expected to reach 20,000 gigawatt hours (GWh) in the first
half of the current Iranian calendar year (to end on September
22), four times more than the figure for last year’s same period.
Iran’s current power generation capacity stands at about
81 GW of which the share of hydroelectric power stands at
19.87 percent.
In late May, the Energy Ministry announced that it plans to
inaugurate 22 new units with a total capacity of 3,933 MW in
the current [Iranian calendar] year along with upgrading and
increasing the efficiency of existing power plants to add another
461 MW of new capacity.

to rise by about 49,000 bpd in August, to a record 8.55 million
bpd, the U.S. Energy Information Administration said in its
monthly drilling productivity report.
Overall U.S. crude production is now more than 12 million bpd.
The rising U.S. output will further undermine the efforts
by Russia and Saudi Arabia to reduce global oil inventories by
convincing suppliers both in the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and outside of OPEC to cut production.
The global supplier group, known as OPEC+, agreed earlier
this month to extend their production cuts for another nine
months.
“On the one hand you have the OPEC output cuts and there’s
some geopolitical issues around Iran. But the demand outlook
is muted and U.S. supply is perennially good from shale oil,
which seems to have structurally changed the nature of the oil
market,” said Ziebell.

EGEB: A solar system that delivers electricity at night, solar panels in Fortnite, and more
Researchers at Australia’s Curtin University
are calling their new thermal battery a “renewable energy game-changer,” as it will be
able to store energy and release it directly
from a solar system at any time, including
overnight.
As stated by electrek.com, “storage has
long been a stumbling point for renewable
energy but our prototype thermal battery is
able to store and, as required, release solar
energy without reliance on sunlight at all times.
The “battery uses a high-temperature
metal hydride or metal carbonate as the heat
storage medium and a low temperature gas
storage vessel for storing the hydrogen or
carbon dioxide.
“At night, and in times of cloud cover, hy-

drogen or carbon dioxide is released from the
gas storage vessel and absorbed by the higher
temperature metal to form a metal hydride/
metal carbonate, which produces heat used
to generate electricity.”
“While a lithium battery stores electrical
energy that can be used to provide electricity when the sun is not shining, this thermal
battery stores heat from concentrated solar
thermal, which can be used when the sun
is not shining to run a turbine to produce
electricity.”
It’s another form of energy storage — check
out the largest concentrated solar thermal farm
in the world — and the system itself would
technically be providing the electricity. But
a “game-changer?”

East Wind LLC is pulling its wind farm plan
out of the running for a proposed Long Island
shore location, “primarily related to concerns
about impacts on fishing,” Newsday reports.
Offshore wind
The company, a subsidiary of Germany’s
EnBW Energie Baden-Württemberg AG, isn’t
completely uninterested in offshore wind development in the area — it just thinks the
other nearby sites being considered are better.
This particular site has drawn plenty of
local opposition, especially from the fishing
industry. We’ve noted the scallop industry’s
pull in regards to these offshore developments
in the past.
The first solar project in Anchorage, Alaska
actually isn’t the first in the state, but it is the

largest rooftop array. KTVA has the report on
the 216-panel array which will cover about
9% of a downtown convention center’s annual
electricity needs.
The $200,000 system should pay for itself
in a little more than seven years, according to
Anchorage Mayor Ethan Berkowitz. Anchorage
recently passed its own Climate Action Plan,
and this project fits right in.
From night solar at the start of EGEB,
to Fortnite solar at the end. The immensely
popular online video game added three solar
arrays to its map for a recent challenge.
It’s a video game, but it’s a game with about
250 million registered players. And hey, if it
gets a few kids — or adults — to give more than
a passing thought to solar power, all the better. نوبت اول
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Global Energy Efficient Motor Market to deliver prominent
growth and striking opportunities by 2026
By Jiao Kun

The energy efficient motor market report on the
global market that includes research scope major
manufacturers covered in the study, market segments by type and applications, years considered
and study objectives.
The energy efficient motor report provide information about latest trends of the global market
and its key segments.
According to risemedia.net, the energy efficient
motor report accurately calculates the market shares
of key segments, regions, and companies in the
global market.
The energy efficient motor report provides
knowledge of the leading market players within
the market. The industry changing factors for the
market segments are explored in this report. This
analysis report covers the growth factors of the
worldwide market based on end-users.
Thus, it includes, organizational, financial,
technical, environmental, and development-related insights into market competitors and rivalry
between them.
The Global Energy Efficient Motor Market accounted for USD xx billion in 2019 and is projected
to grow at a CAGR of xx % the forecast period of
2019 to 2026.
The upcoming market report contains data for
historic years 2017, the base year of calculation
is 2018 and the forecast period is 2019 to 2026.
The key players in energy
The key players in the global energy efficient
motor market are Bosch Rexroth, AG Regal, Beloit
Corporation, General Electric Microchip Technology,
Inc., Johnson Controls Inc., ABB Ltd., Crompton
Greaves, Marathon Electric, Schneider Electric
SE, Honeywell International, Inc., Baldor Electric
Company, Siemens AG, Emerson Electric Company,
Kirloskar Electric Company Ltd., Magneteck, Inc.
Motors are generally utilized as a part of different
divisions where mechanical energy is required. It
is an electromechanical device which converts over
electrical energy into rotary mechanical energy.
This yield is then additionally changed over to give
the required final use-energy.
The two principle segments of engine are the
stator (stationary component) and the rotor (ro-

tating component). Motors are the most important
driving components of industrial and consumer
products. Motor system applications bring the
convenience of automation to humanity.
However, a large amount of energy is being
consumed worldwide due to a significant increase
in the use of related appliances. Energy efficient
motors are high effectiveness engines that give
comparative quality by expending lesser measures of energy.
These engines are utilized for wide mechanical applications like paper, concrete, materials,
cranes, material taking care of, machine devices
and blowers and so forth. It has numerous advantages like decrease in vitality utilization, run
cooler and have longer life. Its forthright cost
might be higher however consequences of enhancing energy effectiveness can reimburse the
speculation rapidly.
According UNIDO (United Nations Industrial
Development Organization), electric motor systems
account for about 60 to 70% of industrial electricity
consumption depending on the industrial structure. There has been extensive usage of electric
motors not only in the industry sectors but also
in the commercial, residential, agricultural and
transportation sectors.
Based on energy efficiency level, the global
energy efficient motor market is segmented into
IE1, IE2, IE3 and IE4.
Based on type, the global energy efficient motor
market is segmented into AC Motors and DC Motors.
Based on application, the global energy efficient
motor market is segmented into HVAC, fans, pumps,
compressors, refrigeration, material handling and
material processing.

Based on vertical, the global energy efficient
motor market is segmented into industrial, commercial building, residential, automotive, agriculture,
aerospace and defense.
Based on geography, the global energy efficient
motor report covers data points for 28 countries
across multiple geographies such as North America,
South America, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Middle
East & Africa. Some of the major countries covered in this report are U.S., Canada, Germany,
France, UK, Netherlands, Switzerland, Turkey,
Russia, China, India, South Korea, Japan, Australia,
Singapore, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and Brazil
among others.
The global energy efficient motor market is fragmented and the major players have used various
strategies such as new product launches, expansions, agreements, joint ventures, partnerships,
acquisitions, and others to increase their footprints
in this market in order to sustain in long run.
Shares of energy
The report includes market shares of energy
efficient motor market for global, Europe, North
America, Asia Pacific and South America.
Data Bridge set forth itself as an unconventional
and neoteric Market research and consulting firm
with unparalleled level of resilience and integrated
approaches.
We are determined to unearth the best market
opportunities and foster efficient information for
your business to thrive in the market. Data Bridge
endeavors to provide appropriate solutions to the
complex business challenges and initiates an effortless decision-making process.
Data bridge is an aftermath of sheer wisdom
and experience which was formulated and framed
in the year 2015 in Pune. We ponder into the heterogeneous markets in accord with our clients
needs and scoop out the best possible solutions
and detailed information about the market trends.
Data Bridge delve into the markets across Asia,
North America, South America, Africa to name few.
Data Bridge adepts in creating satisfied clients
who reckon upon our services and rely on our hard
work with certitude. We are content with our glorious 99.9 % client satisfying rate.
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Call for public tender (First/Second publish)
Call for public tender (First/Second publish)
One -Stages (semi compressed) tender
One -Stages
(semi compressed)
Subject of Tender: PARTS
FOR BOMCO
TRIPLEXtender
MUD PUMP TYPE F-1600
Subject of Tender: PARTS FOR BOMCO TRIPLEX MUD PUMP TYPE F-1600

National Iranian
Drilling Company

Tender descriptions:
Tender No.

Estimated value

/Indent No.

(Rial/Euro)

Tender No.: FP/17-98/016

22,398,567,120
Rial

Registration No. through national
electronic tendering system

The Tender holder

3,207,854

National Iranian Drilling Company

Indent No.: 48-22-9622031



Qualitative evaluation of tenderers

R Based on minimum scoring ( 60 Points ) made in award criterion reflected in the tenderers pre-qualification forms.
Method



12-

Applicants which have more than 4 in process contacts with NIDC are not allowed to participate in this tender .
Applicants which have more than 2 in process contacts with NIDC in similar subject ( exclusively same subject)
are not allowed to participate in another tender

Purchasing & Submitting
Tender Document Distribution
by Company

The distribution of the documents will be started one day after the publishing of second advertisement
and ended on the following tenth day thereof.

Distribution Place


Submitting Method


Closing date
Documents Receiving Method





Hall No.:113, 1st floor, Foreign Procurement Dept., National Iranian Drilling
Company, Airport square, Ahwaz, IRAN 061-34148656 -06134148615
Submitting one original Bank Fund Receipt in the amount of 510,000 Iranian Rials
under account number 4001114004020491 (Shaba No. IR 520100004001114004020491) in
name of “NIDC Incomes Centralized Fund” issued by I.R .of Iran Central Bank.
Submitting format Request for the purpose of receiving Tender Documents.
14Days after the last time of Purchasing.
Hall No. 107, 1stfloor, Tender Committee, Operation building, National Iranian
Drilling Company, Airport square, Ahwaz, IRAN.
Tel: +98-61-34148580 +98-61-34148569

Address

Tender Guarantee
Value of guarantee

1,120,000,000 Rial/

23,891 Euro

Bank guarantees or guarantees issued by non-bank institutions that obtain activity license
from the central bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Submitting one original Bank Fund Receipt under account number 4001114006376636 (
Shaba No. IR 350100004001114006376636) in name of “NIDC saving account” by the central
bank of Islamic Republic of Iran.

Type of guarantee

Duration of credit & quotation
Tender Guarantee & quotation should be valid for 90 days and extendable maximum for one
time in initial validity duration.

(Foreign Procurement Dept.)
More of this & other tenders are accessible
by click on: www.nidc.ir http://sapp.ir/nidc_pr
http://sapp.ir/nidc_pr

(Foreign Procurement Dept.)

More of this & other tenders are accessible by click on:
www.nidc.ir

98/4/26 نوبت دوم98/4/25 تهران تایمز نوبت اول
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Open your hearts
to Iran reality
By Quayyum Raja

MASHHAD — While the Father of the Islamic Revolution of
Iran, Imam Khomeini flew back from France to Iran back in 1979
receiving a hero welcome, I fled to France from Kashmir as a teenager. I went to join my eldest brother Nazir Raja in Holland, but
I stayed in France for a week before moving to Holland and then
back to France where I enrolled myself for further studies. I also
visited Germany from where I went to England. As a student, I
had the opportunity to see the West very closely.
There was a concerted campaign going on against the NEW
IRAN, mainly in the United Kingdom. The Iranian students in
Europe were being encouraged to continue protests against the
Iranian Revolution, which the USA and Britain said had gone back
to 16th century, but they didn’t know or wanted to say that the 16th
century Iran was also more civilized than America and Britain.
Iran’s contribution to knowledge and promotion of humanity was
incomparable. Britain and America said Iran had been radicalized
to such an extent that the people of Iran had become rude, ruthless
and turned Iran into a women prison, where the Iranian women
could not go to universities, work and town without accompanied
by a male member of the family. Something inside me told me it
wasn’t all true, but since I was living in Europe, I had no evidence
to argue my thoughts.
However, almost 40 years later, I had an opportunity to visit
Iran. As a writer who had heard so much negative things about Iran
in the West, I kept a close eye on everything around me. When I
left for Iran on my own, friends and relatives expressed concerns
on my decision to travel alone. They said I had nobody in Iran and
no knowledge of language, but my inner feelings were guiding me.
I trusted my feelings and Allah (SWT) and he created “Waseela” all
along. I reached Ferdowsi University of Mashad to learn Persian.
Some people asked me why would I learn Persian at this stage of
my life and I just reminded them the saying of the Holy Prophet
regarding education to be continued till death.
Ferdowsi University was set up in 1949 after the name of a great
epic poet Ferdowsi (940-1020) in Mashad, which was described by
the former Iranian president Ahmedinejad as “the spiritual capital
if Iran.” Ferdowsi is the third largest Iranian university with 180
BA, MA and PhD programs under 900 faculty members with the
aid of 25000 staff for 26 000 international and national students.
Most of the teachers are females both for male and female adults.
The women are extremely confident and possess the headship of
several departments. The head of my faculty is also a female named
Dr. Zeinab Moazzenzade. The female literacy rate is 80.79 and
the male is 90. 35 percent.
I would completely disagree with America and Britain, which
termed Iran as a prison. It is rather a “Mahfoozgah” or a place of
security, where I see women walking on streets late in the evening
with no fear of rape attacks like Britain and America, where crime
rate is much higher than Iran. There is the Park-e-Mellat near the
university full of trees and greenery. The University’s environment
is very pleasant with clean internal roads, a mosque, a clinic, market, restaurants and a backery. The Iranian are extremely polite,
hospitable and helpful. If you ask an Iranian for a direction, he
or she might walk 15/20 minutes with you to your destination.
The minorities are well protected unlike “kharjis” in Saudi Arab
whose “Kafeels” treat kharjis as slaves with no chance of redress
or remedy. I have so far met here with only two Urdu speaking
ladies. Syeda Khanum Bukhari is doing a PhD as well as an Iran
born Khanum Massome Mahmoodi introduced to me by a very
friendly Iranian named Muhammad Karimi. Khanum Mahmoodi speaks Urdu and English fluently. She was another excellent
“Waseela” and an inspirational lover of knowledge. Whoever has
been hearing negativity of Iran like me, is urged to unlock their
hearts and get rid of premeditated ideas of Iran until a chance to
have a first hand experience.

Turkey announces the targets
of its new air defense system
ANTIWAR — Today first parts of the Russian S-400 air defense systems arrived in Turkey. The Russian Ministry of Defense
posted a video of the arrival on Facebook. The Turkish Ministry
of Defense video showed the unloading of six support vehicles
belong to a S-400 set. A complete S-400 set consists of two radars, a command post, eight launch vehicles with four missiles
each, and various loader and other support vehicles. Turkey has
ordered two complete sets for which it will pay about $2.5 billion.
The U.S. is threatening economic sanctions against Turkey
for ordering and receiving the system. It will also kick Turkey
out of the F-35 fighter jet program. Turkey was one of the main
partners for the F-35 program. It was supposed to receive 100
of the planes and it manufactures parts of the system. Turkey
will not receive the ordered planes and those parts will now be
made by a U.S. company.
The S-400 system Turkey receives is an export version. It
will at first use the 48N6E missiles which have a reach of 250
kilometer. The systems Russia uses include the 40N6E missiles
with a reach of 400 kilometers. It will take several months until
the first system set in Turkey is complete and operational. So
far only 20 Turkish soldiers have been trained on it. 80 more
soldiers will arrive in Russia around the end of July to receive
their training.NATO is not amused about the Turkish acquisition:
A NATO official told CNN on Friday that: «It is up to allies
to decide what military equipment they buy. However, we are
concerned about the potential consequences of Turkey›s decision
to acquire the S-400 system.»
The official added that, «interoperability of our armed forces
is fundamental to NATO for the conduct of our operations and
missions.»
The S-400 in Turkey is not supposed to be interoperable with
NATO. The most likely initial deployment area for the new system
will be around Ankara to protect the wannabe-Sultan Erdogan
from potential U.S. or Israeli attacks.The government controlled
Turkish news agency Anadolu made it abandonedly clear what
the system is supposed to target. When it announced the news
of the arrival it attached the picture below to its tweet:
The upper part fo the graphic explains the S-400 system. The
lower part says: «The system can eliminate» and then shows the
silhouettes and names of U.S. military bomber, fighter and radar
planes as well as Tomahawk cruise missiles. The only one missing
is the ‹invisible› F-35 which the S-400 can of course also detect
and eliminate.The second S-400 set will likely be stationed on
Turkey›s southern coast from where it can cover Cyprus and
protect Turkish oil interests in the eastern Mediterranean sea.
Turkey recently started drilling around Cyprus. North Cyprus
is occupied by Turkey since 1974. But its claims for exploration
rights extend even to the south of the island and recently started
13
drilling there.
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The new controversy of the
racist president
By Saeed Sobahani
TEHRAN — President Donald Trump has
repeatedly proven that he is a racist. He has not
only taken action to protect racial minorities,
especially African Americans, but also provides
full support for whites and racist and nationalist groups in the United States. During his
presidency, Tramp has increased the pressure
on immigrants and has repeatedly offended
blacks.The recent insult to some of the black
congressional delegates has sparked anger at
American public opinion.
As Independent reported, Donald Trump
begins the week embroiled in a racism row
after attempting to exploit divisions among
the opposition by telling young progressive
congresswomen like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
and Ilhan Omar to “go back and help fix the
totally broken and crime infested places from
which they came”, demanding an apology from
the victims in his latest round of tweets.Despite
boasting of a 94 per cent approval rating among
Republicans, the president finds himself lagging behind Democratic 2020 challengers Joe
Biden, Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren
in a new poll conducted for NBC News/Wall
Street Journal.
As Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) agents begin mass deportations raids on
at least ten American cities, Mr Trump has also
hit out at media coverage of vice president Mike
Pence’s visit to a border detention centre in
McAllen, Texas, on Friday, insisting the facility
in question was “well run and clean” despite
evidence to the contrary.
In other hand, NBC reported that Donald
Trump trails the top Democratic contenders in
hypothetical matchups, according to the NBC
News/Wall Street Journal poll’s first ballot
tests of the 2020 general election.Former Vice
President Joe Biden leads the president by 9
points among registered voters, 51 percent to
42 percent — outside of the poll’s margin of
error of plus-minus 3.5 percentage points.Sen.
Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., is ahead of Trump by 7
points, 50 percent to 43 percent.Sen. Elizabeth
Warren, D-Mass., holds a 5-point advantage, 48
percent to 43 percent.And Sen. Kamala Harris,
D-Calif., is ahead by just 1 point, 45 percent to
44 percent — a jump ball.
With more than 200 days until Iowa caucuses and more than 470 days until Election
Day 2020, the poll is a very early snapshot of
the general election, and much can change.But
Trump is faring worse than Barack Obama at
this same stage of his re-election race.In the
August 2011 NBC/WSJ poll, Obama held a
1-point edge over eventual GOP nominee Mitt
Romney among registered voters, 46 percent
to 45 percent.Obama ended up winning the
general election by 4 points, 51 percent to 47
percent.
Breaking down a Trump-versus-Biden race
Biden’s larger lead over Trump is largely
due to the former vice president’s stronger performance among independent voters, whites
and suburban residents than the rest of the
Democratic field. In a Trump-versus-Biden
contest, the president has the advantage with
men (51 percent to 42 percent), white voters
(50 percent to 43 percent) and whites without
college degrees (56 percent to 37 percent). Biden,
meanwhile, leads among African-American
voters (85 percent to 9 percent), women (59
percent to 34 percent), suburban voters (49
percent to 43 percent) and independents (45
percent to 41 percent).Against the other three
Democratic contenders, however, Trump runs
even or slightly leads among independent and
suburban voters, and his advantage with white
voters is in the double digits.
Trump’s job rating stands at 45
percent
President Trump’s job rating in the poll
essentially matches his percentages in those
hypothetical 2020 matchups.Forty-five percent

of registered voters approve of the president’s
job, while 52 percent disapprove — which is
broadly unchanged from the last several NBC/
WSJ surveys.Trump’s best numbers come with
Republicans (89 percent approve), rural voters (62 percent), men (53 percent), those ages
50-64 (53 percent) and whites (52 percent).
His worst numbers are with Democrats (just
7 percent approve), African Americans (18
percent), Latinos (29 percent), women (38
percent) and voters ages 18-34 (32 percent).
The NBC/WSJ poll was conducted July 7-9 of
800 registered voters – more than half reached
by cell phone – and it has an overall margin
of error of plus-minus 3.5 percentage points.
The most shocking thing about Donald
Trump’s racist tweets is that possibly the most
fundamentally un-American outburst of modern
presidential rhetoric did not come remotely as
a surprise.The second most shocking aspect of
an episode that would have rocked any other
administration is that the President knows he
can trade in such base tactics because he will
pay no price in a Republican Party cowed by
his fervent political base.
Many GOP voters and lawmakers are uncomfortable with Trump’s conduct and sentiments. But most are sufficiently satisfied with
the ideological direction of his presidency that
they are willing to turn a blind eye to such behavior, making it a useful political weapon as he
seeks to drive a rampant base turnout in 2020.
In an attack clearly aimed at four minority
Democratic lawmakers -- the President did not
name the “progressives” in his tirade -- Trump
underlined how his presidency has used bigotry
as a lever of power and made it a fact of 21st
century political life more than half a century
after the peak of the Civil Rights era. His use of
the nation’s most revered office to make such
unequivocally racist remarks emphasizes how
a presidency stewing in rage, fear and identity
politics lacks boundaries.
And Trump’s xenophobia made it more obvious than ever that he plans to win reelection by
carving a nativist schism between white, rural
America and the increasingly diverse population being courted by Democrats. He said as
much Monday morning, daring Democrats
to align themselves with the “very unpopular
& unrepresentative Congresswomen,” saying
“it will be interesting to see how it plays out.”
But Trump risks opening divides that will
take years to heal.
By telling the four women — three of whom
were born in the US — to “go back” to where
they came from, Trump employed the most
basic and crude racial taunt. He also implicitly
rejected the motto emblazoned on America’s
Great Seal — E Pluribus Unum — from many
one. He is implying that any American who
is not white and native born has no place in
the country.
In a less polarized time, Trump’s tweets
may have been disqualifying and an outrageous
political twist. But Trump forged his entry into
politics based on a racist slur against the nation’s

first black President Barack Obama and he has
become ever more willing to use such tactics
to save his own presidency. And he’s rarely
paid a price.The silence from Republicans Sunday about Trump’s tweets was near universal,
emphasizing how his outlandish behavior is
tolerated by lawmakers who represent half of
the electorate and who won’t risk their own
political careers to condemn him.
With just more than 15 months to go before
the next president is chosen, the already poisonous tone of Trump’s reelection campaign
seems almost certain to become far, far worse.
The question is whether Trump will alienate
sufficient crops of more moderate voters to
swing the White House to Democrats or whether
his raging culture wars will maximize turnout
in his own party and hand him a second term.
His attack is a logical extension of an election strategy that is clearly designed to exploit
racial and social divides.Trump’s tweets came
on a day when border agents started raids targeting undocumented migrants — bolstering
Trump’s scorched earth immigration rhetoric
at the center of his 2020 campaign.
They took the President’s current fear and
conspiracy-laden politics to a fresh peak, after
he warned last week of “illegal aliens in our
midst” and maligned the patriotism of his
critics at inflammatory White House events.
In the face of widespread outrage -- even
British Prime Minister Theresa May’s office
called the tweets “completely unacceptable”
-- Trump refused to back down, calling Monday
morning for the “radical left congresswomen” to
apologize “to our Country, the people of Israel
and even to the Office of the President, for the
foul language they have used, and the terrible
things they have said. So many people are angry
at them & their horrible & disgusting actions!”
At the White House, Vice President Mike
Pence’s chief of staff Marc Short struggled to
come up with a credible defense of the President. He said Trump’s choice of Transportation
Secretary Elaine Chao, a naturalized American
who was born in Taiwan, proved that he was not
racist since she was “an Asian woman of color.”
He also highlighted Pence’s role in presiding
over a naturalization ceremony on July 4.Short
also claimed that Trump was specifically targeting one of the congresswomen, Somali-born
Rep. Ilhan Omar -- who has been criticized
for anti-Semitic remarks -- even though the
President’s tweets indicate otherwise.
Trump targeted the liberal Democratic lawmakers in a flurry of Sunday morning tweets
that reverberated with extremist white nationalistic sentiment.
He hit out at congresswomen who he claimed
“originally came from countries whose governments are a complete and total catastrophe,
the worst, most corrupt and inept anywhere
in the world ... now loudly and viciously telling
the people of the United States, the greatest
and most powerful Nation on earth, how our
government is to be run.”
“Why don’t they go back and help fix the

totally broken and crime infested places from
which they came. Then come back and show
us how it is done.”
Trump was referring to four lawmakers who
have been in conflict with House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi — Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New
York, Omar from Minnesota, Michigan’s Rashida
Tlaib and Ayanna Pressley from Massachusetts.
All of the women have been outspoken about
Trump’s immigration policies.
Of that quartet, only Omar — who is originally
from Somalia — was not born in the United
States, but she immigrated to the United States
when she was young and became a citizen at the
age of 17, according to The New York Times.
The reason why Trump’s attack was not surprising is because it fits into a pattern of racially
charged rhetoric that he has been willing to use
in private life — dating back to his comments
on the Central Park Five and the “birtherism”
campaign against Obama.
While it is shocking to see such open racism
expressed by a President of the United States,
Sunday’s tweets were far from the first time
that Trump has dealt in such toxicity in office.
He has painted a picture of hordes of criminals mobbing the US southern border in an
invasion force of undocumented migrants. He
has said America can’t take any more immigrants
because it is “full.” He reportedly referred to
some African nations as “sh**hole countries and
expressed a preference for more immigrants
from Norway — a predominantly white nation.
The debate about whether Trump is a “racist” that pops up after such comments seems
increasingly academic.Democratic politicians,
including Ocasio-Cortez and Pelosi were quick
to condemn Trump’s tweets. In the short-term,
they might have backfired politically for Trump
by helping soothe antagonism in the two wings
of the House Democratic caucus.Democratic
presidential candidates also were quick to condemn Trump, as his remarks played directly
into their narrative that he abhors American
values and is unfit to be President.”America’s
strength is and has always been rooted in our
diversity. But President Trump continues to
spew hateful rhetoric, sow division, and stoke
racial tensions for his own political gain,”
Democratic front runner Joe Biden tweeted.
New Jersey Sen. Cory Booker told CNN: “This
president is hurting our country and bigotry
like he just spewed is something we need to
end in this nation.”
The lesson of Trump’s political career is
that while his tweets will cause outrage — they
will not measurably reshape the political environment in the short-term.
Republicans who support Trump by margins
of close to 90% in recent polls have long ago
made peace with the President’s outrageousness or are willing to look the other way as he
implements a conservative agenda, especially
in the courts.Trump’s incessant catering to his
base means he has little to fear politically from
the modern Republican Party.Media outrage at
Trump’s behavior will play into the persecution
complex and hatred of political correctness that
the President has made central to his appeal to
his closest supporters. Trump’s aides may start
to deny the clear implications of his tweets and
try to stir up new anti-media hatred in his base.
During Trump’s campaign in 2016 and
in the early months of his presidency, some
Republican leaders offered token criticism
when he veered into flagrant racial rhetoric.
But the political reality is that there is little to
be gained -- and much to be lost from taking
on the President directly for GOP lawmakers.
The President has only one hope of winning
reelection -- thanks to the way that he has conducted his presidency. He must hope his fired
up political base will show up to the polls in
greater numbers than voters supporting Democrats that he is painting as extreme and bent
on a communist takeover.That’s why Sunday’s
tweets are probably not a historical aberration
but a taste of things to come.

Von der Leyen at European Commission helm may augur well for China-EU ties
By Shi Zhiqin and He Yun
GLOBALTIMES — German Defense Minister Ursula von der
Leyen was nominated president of the European Commission
on July 2 after three days of intense negotiations among EU
members. Some consider it a “surprise” nomination, but two
reasons can explain the EU’s choice.
Von der Leyen is a female politician deeply trusted by
German Chancellor Angela Merkel and she is highly proficient
in English and French. She is considered one of Brussels’ elite
with broad international vision and capability. She has also
raised seven children, making her appealing to conservative
forces inside the European Union.
Traditionally, European Commission presidential nominees must win the support of both France and Germany.
Von der Leyen is so far the only candidate who meets this
requirement. There hasn’t been a German candidate for the
commission role since 1967, but Merkel has insisted the next
president must be German. French President Emmanuel
Macron, who has advocated European renaissance, wanted
a new EU leader who can make a difference. The leading
front-runner, Manfred Weber from the European People’s
Party, failed to gain France’s support. Frans Timmermans,
from the Party of European Socialists, was met with opposition
from Eastern European countries. Michel Barnier, European

chief negotiator for Brexit, was seen as a hardliner and rejected
by Macron.By supporting Von der Leyen, Macron was able
to nominate IMF head Christine Lagarde, who is French, as
president of the European Central Bank. With this “horse
trading,” it is not surprising that France and Germany now
both supported Von der Leyen.
The nominee has assembled a team to stand for election at
the European Parliament on Tuesday. However, the German
Social Democrats and Greens have voiced opposition to her
bid. Her election is still not certain.After assuming office,
Von der Leyen’s policy views might be different from those
of her predecessor Jean-Claude Juncker. Their divergences
lie mainly in European defense. Juncker has been pushing
to develop an EU defense capability independent of the
US-led NATO alliance, while Von der Leyen is hesitant to
increase European countries’ financial burdens in pursuit
of independent defense. She may deepen defense cooperation with the US under the NATO framework to reduce EU
defense spending.Von der Leyen is an “Atlanticist.” As the
German defense minister, she has built solid relations with
Washington. Hence, she may strengthen EU-US defense
cooperation, and slow the pace of the EU seeking defense
independence.
Von der Leyen has previously voiced tough views toward
China, but China-EU relations will not change dramatically

if she becomes the new European Commission president.
EU policies are largely decided by the European Council,
with Franco-German consensus as the key drive behind European policies. While Von der Leyen is entitled to her own
views toward China, any major policy adjustment toward
China will be decided by EU member states.
Besides, since the Greens won the European Parliament
and German national elections, Von der Leyen must make a
difference in climate change after taking office.
The US will officially leave the Paris Agreement in November 2020. China will be the EU’s most significant partner
on climate issues. China and the EU need to work together
to promote global climate governance. On the other hand,
China-EU climate cooperation will also help boost bilateral
trust and understanding. In this regard, Von der Leyen will
likely be China’s partner, even more so than Juncker, in the
fight against climate change.
In the latest trade spat between the US and the EU, the
administration of Donald Trump has proposed placing tariffs
on an additional $4 billion of imports from the EU. If the tariffs
are implemented, Europe-US ties are bound to deteriorate.
Foreign trade accounts for over 50 percent of Germany’s
GDP, so new tariffs from Washington would prove fatal for
the German economy. The EU, especially Germany, would
then rely more on the Chinese market.
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No clear solution for Seoul as Japan
tightens exports
By Lee Shin Hyung
ASIATIMES —As South Korean alarm mounts
over Tokyo’s restrictions on the export of key
display and chip components to the country, a
business lobby group has sent a plea to Japan
to tone down the emerging trade conflict, while
the head of the nation’s flagship company has
ordered subordinates to draw up contingency
plans.In a letter sent to Japan’s Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry, the Federation
of Korean Industries (FKI) warned on Monday
that Japan’s extended trade curbs would disrupt
production at Korean companies and pose a
threat to global supply chains.
Meanwhile, Lee Jae-yong, vice chairman
and de facto head of Samsung Electronics,
called on his staff to prepare contingency
plans at an executive meeting on Saturday,
a day after his return from Japan. Lee had
flown to Japan to secure the supply of necessary semiconductor materials, and, despite
being ambushed at the airport by reporters
on his return, remained tightlipped about
what – if anything – his trip had achieved.

Wartime forced labor dispute

Against this backdrop, a report published
by a Korean government think tank, the Korea
Institute of Economic Policy, or KIEP, indicated
that the Japanese government’s restrictions of
key semiconductor material exports are likely
to remain in place unless Seoul shifts its stance
on a Korean Supreme Court ruling on wartime
forced labor in Japanese companies.
Early this year, the court ordered the
seizure of Japanese companies’ assets in
the case. Tokyo was furious. It insists the
issue was resolved in 1965, when, as part of a
diplomatic normalization treaty, Japan paid
US$800 million in grants and soft loans to
South Korea. Seoul, at the time, offered no
money to victims, using the cash for economic
development instead.Samsung appears to
agree with the KIEP study. “At an executive
meeting, Lee told participants to prepare
a contingency plan as Japanese export restrictions could last long and go further,”
an industry source told Asia Times. Though
some media said that Lee had succeeded in
securing a supply of critical materials for a
few months, the source told Asia Times, “Do
not put too much credibility in that report.”
“The fundamental reason for the Japanese
government moving to tighten restrictions on
exports to Korea is its dissatisfaction with the
Supreme Court’s ruling on forced labor. This
situation is expected to last long unless the
Korean government changes in its attitude,”

Kim Gyu-pan, a researcher and the author
of the KIEP report said.

Semiconductors

But that “does not mean that concessions
on historical issues are the best thing to do,”
Kim told Asia Times. “It is necessary to induce arbitration from the US and China,
by highlighting that a disruption in Korean
semiconductor production will also damage
IT companies in the US and China.”
Kim said: “Although it may take time, WTO
litigation is also a way to deal with this issue.
For a WTO complaint, the Korean government
must monitor corporate damage closely.”
Still, according to KIEP, the Japanese
government argues that the strengthened
export regulations are not a violation of WTO
agreements. Tokyo claims that it has altered
its export system. The Japanese government
also claimed that if it had targeted the Korean
semiconductor sector, it would have chosen
more critical items – such as silicon wafers.
In retaliation, Seoul is reportedly mulling a
ban on semiconductor exports to Japan and
an imposition of tariffs on Japanese imports.
However, these steps may be tricky to implement
as they could escalate into an all-out trade war.
The FKI, in its letter to Tokyo, warned that
economic damage would not be one-way. The
FKI anticipated that bilateral trade – put at
US$85 billion in 2018 – and the number of
Korean travelers to Japan, which reached
7.54 million last year, would decline if the
dispute continues.

Japan intensifies attack

But Tokyo may not be finished. It looks
set to exclude Korea from a “white list” of
countries favored in trade, on security grounds,
next month, according to the KIEP report.
Countries on the list can import strategically

important Japanese products quickly and
easily. Those that are not, could face delays.
“While the strengthening of export regulations on July 1 specified three semiconductor and display materials, excluding
Korean [items] from the white list is very
comprehensive, so uncertainties for Korean
industry are amplified,” Kim said. “The export regulation currently mentioned is likely
to include high-tech chemicals that can be
used for military purposes and electronic
components, such as secondary ion batteries
for vehicles, and some machine tools.”
Tokyo made an earlier request that Seoul
did not respond to – for a third-country arbitration committee to be set up to solve the
wartime forced labor issue. That idea was
a contingency written into the 1965 treaty.
Tokyo is expected to strengthen export restrictions if Seoul does not respond positively
to that proposal.But rather than a diplomatic
climbdown, Seoul seems to be digging in
for a prolonged trade dispute. South Korea
and Japan held a working-level meeting last
Friday in Tokyo. It ended up with no result.
“Despite our efforts for a diplomatic solution,
we can’t rule out the possibility for this issue to
last long,” South Korean President Moon Jae-in
told business leaders last week. He added that
the government would help Korean firms minimize their damage by diversifying imports and
encouraging local production of key materials.

Assessing the fallout

Japan may be wielding a double-edged
sword. The KIEP report said that if South
Korea’s semiconductor and display production
is reduced, Japanese firms including Sony,
Panasonic, and Sharp, which use Korean
memory chips and OLED panels, will also
face difficulties in procurement.

Al Arabiya’s new blunder rose
tensions: unprofessionalism of
Bin Salman’s media

It said Japanese companies that supply
parts to global companies such as Apple and
Huawei could also face problems if they suffer from disruptions in the production of
mobile phones.
Still, if the court decision is not somehow
reversed, the Japanese government will require
Japanese chip and display material manufacturers to obtain complex approvals from Tokyo
before they export to Korea fluoride polyamide,
which is used in smartphone displays. They
would also need approval to use etching gas
for semiconductor cleaning. Under the ruling,
would-be exporters of materials to Korea would
have to wait up to 90 days for approval.
There have been mixed reviews in regard to
the impact on the semiconductor and display
industries.“We are divided over the impact
of the strengthened export regulations on
domestic companies,” KIEP’s Kim admitted.
According to the Korea International Trade
Association, Japanese companies have about
70% of the fluoride polyamide global market share, with 80% of ‘resist’ and 80-90%
of etching gas. The dependence of Korean
companies on Japan is 94% in polyimide,
92% in resist, and 44% in etching gas.
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Recently, Al Arabiya also published a fake rumor about death of the Tunisian president Beji Caid
Essebsi and caused a big controversy in Tunisia. The
channel later apologized for publishing false news, but
top officials in Tunisia were gravely upset about the
whole controversy.
Another mission of Al Arabiya is to undermine the
achievements of Yemeni people and resistant groups in
defending their country against Saudi Arabia’s invasion.
Each time that Yemeni resistant groups launch a missile
attack against Saudi Arabia’s critical headquarters, Al Arabiya rush to the help of Saudi officials and try to pretend
that everything is under control.
In another sham news, this Saudi-based, hardline news
channel had claimed that Qasem Soleimani, the Iranian
Major General in the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC) has ordered Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, the military
commander of Popular Mobilisation Committee of Iraq to
attack the embassy of Bahrain in Baghdad!
In another programs of Al Arabiya, when a retired
Royal Saudi Navy dismissed American claims that
Iran had participated in the attacks on oil tankers in
the Gulf of Oman, the channel suddenly cut off the
whole program.
Furthermore, Al Arabiya twitter once published
a quotation from Emirati Foreign Minister that said
“Iran’s footprints are obvious in attacks on the oil
tankers in the Gulf of Oman.” However, Al Arabiya
removed the tweet after Emirati Foreign Minister announced that he had not accused any certain country
for the attacks. Reuters also confirmed Al Arabiya’s
mistake and reported that Al Arabiya removed its
controversial tweet.
Now after the latest blunder of this channel, some Kuwaitis are so angry that have said that Al Arabiya office in
Kuwait should be closed and all its staff must be expelled
from the country. It seems that many Kuwaitis feel the
same anger and hatred of this channel as shortly after the
insult of the Al Arabiya presenter, a Twitterstorm started
against her and more than 11 thousand tweets were published in less 24 hours.
Al Arabiya has also made several accusations against
Qatar and Doha officials.
The animosity of Al Arabiya with Iran and Tehran’s
policy in the Middle East is also completely obvious from
the several false reports that the channel has published
against Iran.
Among all this, BBC has published a report called why
“Kuwaitis should be upset with Al Arabiya?”
It seems that BBC has the same policy of Al Arabiya and
has come to the help of Saudis and want to pretend that
the insult to the Kuwaitis was a trivial thing.
It seems that Al Arabiya’s verbal attacks against Kuwait
is because that Kuwait has recently made some efforts
to solve the crisis in the Persian Gulf region and has attempted to mediate between Arab countries in the region,
including Qatar.
Finally, it seems that the rising number of Al Arabiya’s political blunders and the channel’s unprofessional
conduct have now led to the great discontent of many
countries; these false news and unfounded rumors are
now upsetting not only the countries who are opposed
to Saudi Arabia, but also the ones who have good relations with Riyadh.

‘Not catastrophic’

However, some say the Japanese move
will not prove catastrophic.Industry sources
said that resist included in the regulatory
framework is only used in highly refined
production processes called EUV (extreme
ultraviolet). That would have no immediate
impact, as Samsung has yet to start mass production using EUV processes – but it would
hamper its business plans.An industry source
told Asia Times that photoresist, used for
currently mass-produced memory chips, is
being imported normally.
The KIEP report also suggested that more
photoresist could be obtained from overseas
plants of Japanese companies, and fluorine
polyimide is not subject to regulation because
Japanese companies produce materials that
are used to make polyimide, not the polyimide
itself.Korean chipmakers might also be able
to buy etching gas from overseas branches
of Japanese producers. There is speculation
that Samsung chief Lee sought this avenue
of acquisition, but neither Samsung nor the
Korean government will confirm it.
Meanwhile, an industry source said Korean
chipmakers are testing locally made etching
gas for chip production, though tests of Russian-made etching have not started. “We don’t
have detailed information on Russian products,
and no test has not been made yet,” he said.

U.S. referring to trigger mechanism is irrelevant: Nephew

1
A: No. The EU’s efforts are laudable but I do
not believe they will be sufficient to help Iran’s leaders
justify to themselves staying within the JCPOA.
That said, it remains in Iran’s interest to abide by the
JCPOA and avoid fueling this crisis. Expanding the nuclear program will not help manage that problem nor will
it necessarily improve the atmosphere for negotiations to

reduce tensions.
I understand why Iran is doing what it is doing to react
and retaliate against the United States. But, I don’t agree
with it nor think it is helpful, any more than the U.S. decision
to withdraw from the JCPOA and impose sanctions was.
According to new development do you thing the JCPOA
will survive?

A: I have been consistent in my view that the JCPOA
cannot survive so many different pressures and attacks,
especially from the two core states with obligations under it: Iran and the United States. I cannot predict if and
when it will formally die. But, as an agreement that provides
for real redress of serious concerns in the two countries and
avoids a crisis, it is already functionally dead.
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This was in December 2015, almost
four years ago. Hitherto, the Sheikh and
his wife have been denied access to proper
medical attention, let alone allow them to
attend to their failing health. In 2016, the
personnel assigned to them by the DSS has
warned the Nigerian government that Sheikh
Zakzaky and his wife need urgent medical
attention supposedly outside the country,
failure of which the Sheikh may lose his sight
completely. The government heeds none of
the doctor’s words, turned deaf ears and left
things to continue as they were- that is to
say, lack of proper medical attention- as if
all is well with the duo.
Earlier this year, the Sheikh suffered from
an acute stroke that could have cost his dear
life- thanks to the neurologist for his timely management. However, the neurologist
again, strongly pointed out the need for the
government to release the Sheikh in order
to attend to his health. Still the government,
in its attempt to secretly and silently kill
the Sheikh, failed to heed his words. Since
then, the health condition of the Sheikh and
his wife has been deteriorating from bad to
worse with each passing day.
The refusal to let the Sheikh and his wife
attend to their health violates Article 10 of
the ICCPR which requires that: “All persons
deprived of their liberty shall be treated with
humanity and with respect for the inherent
dignity of the human person”.
A couple of month ago, a team of foreign
doctors were allowed to carry out preliminary
investigations onto the Sheikh and his wife’s
health status- for the first time ever in their
almost four years in illegal detention- after
which they made public their findings.
The Sheikh is diagnosed with more than 7
health complications among of which include
severe Lead and Cadmium poisoning, Left
Ventricular Hypertrophy, Stroke, Malignant
Hypertension, Spondylitis, Anopthalmia in
one eye and Open Angle Glaucoma on the
other. He was also diagnosed with Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) owing

to the gross emotional trauma the Sheikh
is subjected to, on daily basis. Each of these
health complications requires immediate
hospitalization and proper medical attention.
The story is no different with his wife
Zeenah who according to the findings is
diagnosed with bilateral osteoarthritis of the
knee. A condition characterized by literally
‘eating away’ the bony cartilages found in
joints. Reportedly, she is no longer walking
on her feet, but with the aid of a wheelchair.
Hypertension, Hyperthyroidism, Chronic
Stomach ache, due to shrapnel remains in
her stomach, are among other findings.
The level of Lead in the Sheikh’s blood
is found to be around 20 times higher than
what is considered to be normal, according
to the doctors finding. This alone indicates
the urgency of the situation. The specialists
have made it clear crystal that the duo are in
dire need of proper medical attention, like
never before, failure of which the worst- that
is death- may occur.
Over the weekend, the only surviving son
of the Sheikh, Mohammed Zakzaky, was
allowed to visit his parents and sadly the
Sheikh has reportedly suffered from another
stroke! He not only suffered from the stroke,
but his entire health condition has alarmingly
deteriorated from bad to worse- within this
short period of time. The truth is, Sheikh
Zakzaky has suffered the worst atrocities of
this government. As a democratic nation,

his rights need to be respected and therefore
be released immediately.
There have been numerous calls from clergymen and people of conscience, well-meaning Nigerians, international human right
organizations, and peace- loving individuals
across the globe, peaceful protests within
and outside the country urging the Nigerian
government to release the Sheikh and his wife.
It could be recalled that a Federal High
Court sitting in Abuja has since December
2016 ordered the unconditional release of the
Sheikh and his wife. The court also in accordance with Section 4 Chapter 35 Subsection 6
of the constitution of Nigeria ordered that the
Sheikh be compensated for his “unconstitutional arrest and detention”. To this date, the
Nigerian government fails to comply with this
valid order of a competent court of the land.
In addition, last week, the legislatorsmembers House of Representatives- have
inequivovally call upon the Federal government to obey court order and release the
ailing Sheikh and his wife. In a democratic
nation, the demand of the legislators and
the judiciary always outweighs that of the
executive, especially when it involves enforcing fundamental rights of a citizen or
is in the best interest of the state.
All these said, it is obvious that the continued detention of Sheikh Zakzaky and his
wife is “illegal” and by far “unconstitutional”. There is no justification, whatsoever, for
their detention. It is a clear violation of their
every right as enshrined in the constitution
of Nigeria; the right to life, right to personal
liberty, right to dignity of human persons
and etcetera. With the judiciary and the legislative recently making a similar call on the
federal government- to ensure the Sheikh’s
release- it is obvious that the continued illegal
detention of the Sheikh and his wife is not in
the interest of every well-meaning and peace
loving Nigerian.
Therefore, Sheikh and his wife should be
released immediately and unconditionally
as par the order of a competent court of land.
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National Iranian
Drilling Company

Second Announcement
Call for public tender (First/Second publish)
Call for public tender (First/Second publish)
Two-Stages (semi compressed) tender

N.I.O.C
1398.2250

(semi compressed)
tenderSTEEL, STYLE NO.10)
Su Subject of Tender:Two-Stages
SWIVEL JOINTS
2”( CHIKSAN

Su Subject of Tender: SWIVEL JOINTS 2"( CHIKSAN STEEL, STYLE NO.10)

National Iranian
Drilling Company

Tender descriptions: P/F EMSCO TRIPLEX MUD PUMP
Registration No. through national electronic
tendering system

The Tender holder

Tender No.

Estimated value

/Indent No.

(Rial/Euro)

Tender No.: FP/11-98/040
3,207,533

National Iranian Drilling Company

21,175,000,000
Indent No.: 01-22-964704

Qualitative evaluation of tenderers
R Based on minimum scoring (60) made in award criterion reflected in the tenderers pre-qualification
forms.

Method

12-



Applicants which have more than 4 in process contacts with NIDC are not allowed to participate in
this tender .
Applicants which have more than 2 in process contacts with NIDC in similar subject ( exclusively same
subject) are not allowed to participate in another tender

Purchasing & Submitting
Tender Document Distribution by
Company

The distribution of the documents will be started one day after the publishing of second
advertisement and ended on the following tenth day thereof.
Hall No.:113, 1thfloor, Foreign Procurement Dept., National Iranian
Drilling Company, Airport square, Ahwaz, IRAN

Distribution Place


Submitting Method


Submitting one original Bank Fund Receipt in the amount of 510,000
Iranian Rials under account number 4001114004020491( Shaba No. IR
520100004001114004020491) in name of “NIDC Incomes Centralized
Fund” issued by I.R. of Iran Central Bank.
Submitting format Request for the purpose of receiving Tender
Documents.
.Days after the last time of Purchasing 14

Closing date
Documents Receiving Method



Address

Hall No. 107, 1stfloor, Tender Committee, Operation building, National
Iranian Drilling Company, Airport square, Ahwaz, IRAN.
Tel: +98-61-34148580 +98-61-34148569

Tender Guarantee
Value of guarantee

1,100,000,000 Rial/ 23,343 Euro
Bank guarantees or guarantees issued by non-bank institutions that obtain activity license
from the central bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Submitting one original Bank Fund Receipt under account number 4001114006376636 ( Shaba
No. IR 350100004001114006376636) in name of “NIDC saving account” by the central
bank of Islamic Republic of Iran.
Tender Guarantee and quotation should be valid for 90 days and extendable maximum for one
time in initial validity duration.

Type of guarantee

Duration of credit & quotation

(Foreign Procurement Dept.)
MoreMore
of this &of
other
tenders
are accessible
by click
this
& other
tenders
areon:
accessible by click on:
www.nidc.ir
http://sapp.ir/nidc_pr
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Whole Building in
Saadat Abad
administrative office license
brand new, 3 units, 900 sq.m land
384 sq.m totally, parking
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Elahieh
4th floor, 180 sq.m 3 Bdrs.
furn, spj, tennis court
elevator, parking, $3500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Triplex Villa in Seoul
brand new, 175 sq.m land
330 sq.m built up, 3 Bdrs.
storage, parking, $3500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Mirdamad
2th floor, 180 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, balcony, spj, elevator
storage, parking
Price: negotiable
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in
North Sheykh Bahayi
triplex, 500 sq.m built up
3 Bdrs., fully furn, indoor Jacuzzi,
indoor swimming pool yard,
renovated, parking
$4000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Super Modern Apt in Fereshteh
brand new, 7th floor, 400 sq.m
3 Bdrs., fully modern furn
Walk-in closet, equipped kitchen,
laundry, terrace
good light, spj, elevator
green yard, well designed
roof garden,parking
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Elahieh
duplex, 3000 sq.m land
furn/unfurn, 500 sq.m built up
Beautiful garden, parking
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Bagh Ferdows
2th floor, 150 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
spj, parking, $2300
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Duplex Villa in Fereshteh
500 sq.m, 6 Bdrs., unfurn outdoor
swimming pool renovated, yard,
parking
$6500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Jordan
1 floor, 246 sq.m, 4 Bdrs.
furn, spj, balcony
parking spot, $3200
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in North Kamranieh
duplex, 750 sq.m land, 500 sq.m
built up, unfurn, servant quarter, 2
parking spots
Price: negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Luxury Apt in Zafaranieh
12th floor, 270 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen, spj
coffee shop, roof garden
parking, $4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Duplex Villa in Zafaranieh
700 sq.m, 5 Bdrs., unfurn balcony,
renovated, fire place sauna
Jacuzzi, storage, parking
$6000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

th

Whole Building in Darous
2 floors, 700 sq.m land
one apt 330 sq.m with 4 Bdrs.
another duplex apt 300 sq.m with 5
Bdrs., furn, equipped kitchen huge
terrace, mountain view parking,
$5000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

90 sq.m, fully furnished,
two bedrooms, two parking
lots, two elevators, two
balconies, first floor.
built in 1300 sq.m land,
4 years ago with a luxury
lobby, equipped with
refrigerators, freezer,
oven, washing machine,
dishwasher, furniture
carpet, 43”LED & bed.
1000$ per month
For receiving pictures, send
a message in WhatsApp.

09121057391
Farsi-English

Daroos

PRIVATE PARKING LOT
Jahan Hotel (Exelsior) – Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani
Crossroads – Valiasr St. Tell: 6 6 4 7 6 8 5 5

185 sqm , 2rooms +
1 master
Delux Furnished _
1th time for rent

22292203
09123187347

Apt in Fereshteh
ground floor, 70 sq.m, 1 Bdr.
semi furn, spj, lobby, parking
$800
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Zafaranieh
2th floor, 90 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, beautiful design, parking
$1500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Jordan
6 floors, 100 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, elevator, parking
$600
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole Building in Zafar
3 floors, each apt 200 sq.m
clean & nice, elevator
parking, storage
$3800 totally
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Shariati - Mirdamad
110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn
storage, parking, $700
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building in Farmanieh
3 floors, 760 sq.m land, each apt
320 sq.m with, 3 Bdrs., unfurn
elevator, 6 parking spots, $6000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Elahieh
1th floor, 155 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
furn, balcony, lobby
storage, parking, $1200
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole building in
Shahrak Qarb
apts, 220 sq.m built up 4
from 75 sq.m to 150 sq.m
elevator, 6 parking spots, $4000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Zafar
1th floor, 95 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., furn
balcony, elevator, parking
$800
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building Near Vanak
4 floors, 6 apts totally
120 to 300 sq.m, parking
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

APT. in
SHAHRAKE-GHARB,
Derakhti Blvd.

Indian Restaurant
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Apt in North Shirazi
7th floor , 120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, balcony, parking
$1200
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Modern Stadium of
Martyrs of Khuzestan
Football Club (KFC)

INTERNATIONAL DAILY
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Apollo astronauts left trash, mementos
and experiments on the moon
Once on the moon, Apollo astronauts had
two major goals: get themselves and the
moon rocks home safe.
To make space on the cramped lunar
modules for the hundreds of kilograms of
moon samples, the astronauts had to go
full Marie Kondo. Anything that wasn’t
essential for the ride home got tossed:
cameras, hammocks, boots and trash.
Downsizing also meant abandoning big
stuff, like moon buggies and the descent
stage that served as a launchpad for a
module’s lunar liftoff.
But the astronauts left more than
castoffs. Starting with the Apollo 11 mission,
which touched down on July 20, 1969,
astronauts left six American flags and
plenty of personal and political mementos.
Importantly, the crews also left behind
instruments for about a dozen experiments
to keep tabs on lunar conditions; one is
still running today.
These devices “were really important
parts of Apollo,” says Noah Petro, project
scientist for the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter mission. Back then, the experiments
didn’t get much time in the limelight,
“because humans on the surface are
obviously the big story,” says Petro, who
is based at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, Md.
When we think of Apollo’s 50-year legacy,
most of us probably aren’t picturing the
scattered remnants of astronaut outposts
gathering space dust. But as nations plan
new ventures to the moon, preservationists
are fighting to protect these historic sites
so that future lunar visitors don’t erase the
marks of humans’ first steps beyond Earth.
By December 1972, six Apollo crews had
collectively spent nearly 80 hours exploring
the moon’s surface. They gathered rocks,
photographed the landscape and performed
all manner of experiments — from unfurling

metal foil to catch solar wind particles to
setting off explosives and measuring the
resulting seismic tremors.
Apollo 11 left behind solar-powered
seismometers and a reflector array that could
be paired with lasers on Earth to precisely
measure the distance between Earth and
the moon. On five later missions, Apollo 12
through 17 (Apollo 13 returned home without
landing on the moon), astronauts left more
elaborate setups powered by nuclear batteries
that generated electricity through radioactive
decay. Some of those instruments collected
data through 1977, when NASA decided to
focus on other projects and pulled the plug
on the whole operation.
“There was this period of time where the
data languished,” Petro says. But within the
last decade or so, a new generation of scientists
has taken up the torch, analyzing Apollo
observations to answer questions lingering
from early studies. Unfortunately, this isn’t
nearly as simple as picking up where 1970s

scientists left off, as geophysicist Seiichi
Nagihara discovered when he set out to
solve a decades-old puzzle about the moon’s
underground temperature.
On Apollo 15 and 17, astronauts installed
thermometers in the lunar surface, which took
the moon’s temperature at various depths and
sent the data back to Earth. When Apollo-era
scientists reviewed data collected through
1974, the results revealed something odd:
The moon’s temperature just beneath the
surface appeared to be slowly rising.
“We’re talking about very minor
warming,” just a couple degrees, says
Nagihara, of Texas Tech University in
Lubbock. But researchers at the time
couldn’t figure out why. Nagihara
decided to examine all the temperature
data collected through 1977 to figure out
what was going on. Unfortunately, the
tapes that recorded these measurements
were missing. This is a common problem,
because during the Apollo era, data were

housed at the individual labs of scientists
working on each experiment and many
measurements were never properly
archived.
“A group of us decided to … try to hunt
down the tapes,” Nagihara says. After
scouring thousands of documents at NASA’s
Johnson Space Flight Center in Houston, the
researchers traced 440 tapes to an archive
in Suitland, Md. But even those covered only
about three months of observations. At the
Lunar and Planetary Institute in Houston,
Nagihara and colleagues discovered more
temperature measurements noted by
Apollo-era scientists in weekly memos.
Between the recovered tapes and the
memos, Nagihara’s team pieced together
a picture of the moon’s temperature from
1971 through 1977.
The slow warming under the surface
continued through the end of data collection,
the researchers reported in April 2018 in the
Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets.
In search of a source for the heat, Nagihara
and colleagues turned to pictures taken by
the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, which
has been orbiting the moon since 2009.
The images showed that soil stirred up
by astronaut activity was slightly darker
than other lunar terrain. Perhaps it was
dark enough to absorb more sunlight and
warm the underlying ground.
Computer simulations confirmed that
the moon wasn’t heating up from internal
processes. Astronauts trekking around the
Apollo sites probably caused an increase in
surface temperature of about 2 to 3 degrees
Celsius, and the extra heat slowly spread
more than a meter into the ground — causing
the gradual warming detected by Apollo
instruments. Turns out that astronaut
footsteps left marks on the moon far deeper
than those iconic boot prints.
(Source: sciencenews.org)

India’s highly exciting moon mission
has hit a snag, but all is not lost

NASA chief: ‘Moon is the proving
ground, Mars is the destination’

India called off the launch of its muchawaited second lunar mission shortly
before liftoff Monday, citing a technical
snag, in a setback for the country’s growing
ambitions in space.
The countdown clock for the
Chandrayaan-2 mission - which had been
due to blast off from the country’s east coast
at 2:51 am - was halted with 56 minutes,
24 seconds remaining.
The Indian Space Research Organization,
which had planned to live-stream the
event for online viewers, said in a tweet
that a problem had been detected in the
launch vehicle system and that officials
had postponed the mission “as a measure
of abundant precaution.” A new date is
expected to be announced soon.
The abortive launch represents a blow
to India’s quest to build its capabilities
in space. With Chandrayaan-2, India was
hoping to become the fourth nation after
the United States, Russia and China to
soft-land on the Moon’s surface.
India’s past successes in space
have come from low-cost, homegrown
technology that has helped to achieve
breakthroughs such as the discovery of
water on the surface of the Moon. The
space program, a source of national pride,
has allowed the country to develop more
accurate weather forecasting and improve
navigation systems for its missiles. Many
Indians replied to the agency’s tweet
Monday with messages of support.
President Ram Nath Kovind was at the
Satish Dhawan Space Center, north of the
city of Chennai, for the planned launch.
Pallava Bagla, science editor of news
channel NDTV, reporting from the site, said
the fault appeared to be in the cryogenic
engine stage - the final stage of the space
launch vehicle.
Up to that point, the space agency’s
last update had been about completing
the filling of liquid hydrogen and oxygen.
Bagla said a second attempt could take
place this month.
“Even if it were to get postponed by a
year, it wouldn’t make much difference,” he

President Donald Trump has implored
NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine to
talk less about the moon and more about
Mars. On the week of the 50th anniversary
of the Apollo 11 moon landing, it’s a tall
task, but Bridenstine is trying.
During a press conference Monday,
Bridenstine said he and the president
are on the same page regarding NASA’s
primary objectives.
“Mars is the goal, the president has
been clear, we want to plant an American
flag on Mars,” the head of NASA said
during his opening remarks at Monday’s
press conference.
“The moon is the proving ground, but
Mars is the destination,” Bridenstine
added later, while fielding questions
from reporters.
Trump may want NASA officials to
publicly emphasize the goal of putting an
astronaut on the moon, but Space Policy
Directive 1, which the president signed
shortly after taking office, calls on NASA
to first return to the moon.
“The president said to go to the moon
sustainably, in other words, to stay,”
Bridenstine repeated Monday. “And
the president said to go with commercial
partners, to go with international partners,
and to utilize the resources on the moon
for future space exploration.”
The president has also called on
Bridenstine and his agency to go faster
in order to eliminate political risk -- the
risk of programs being terminated and
objectives changing as political winds shift
and administrations turn over.
“If it wasn’t for the political risk,
we would be on the moon right now,”
Bridenstine said Monday. “We would
probably be on Mars right now.”
With the added pressure of an accelerated
timeline for the agency’s return to the moon,
Bridenstine recently decided to shake up
NASA leadership, reassigning William
Gerstenmaier, the longtime associate
administrator for human exploration.
During Monday’s press conference,
Bridenstine said that the leadership

said, adding that no other mission would
be able to reach the targeted lunar region
before then. “It is rocket science, after all.”
The space agency didn’t respond
to requests for comment. K. Sivan,
its chief, had earlier indicated the
mission would have been India’s most
complex to date.
Made up of an orbiter, a lander and a
rover, Chandrayaan-2 was to be launched by
the country’s most powerful rocket, known
as Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle
Mark III. At a height of 144 feet (44 metres),
it weighs over 640 tons (58 tonnes), about
1.5 times that of a fully loaded Boeing 747 jet.
A former official of India’s defense
research organization, Ravi Gupta, told
local news agency ANI that the countdown
was stopped at the “right time” before any
big problem occurred.
Chaitanya Giri, a fellow of the space and
ocean studies program at the Mumbaibased think tank Gateway House, had called
Chandrayaan-2 a “pioneering mission
for human habitation beyond Earth.” If
successful, he said, India would become the
first country to land on the lunar south pole.
The mission, costing US$141 million,
is far below NASA’s spending of US$25
billion on its Apollo program in the 1960s
and 1970s. India increased its space budget
this year to US$1.8 billion, but that remains
a fraction of what the United States spends.
“It is said that sky is the limit. It was
apt earlier, but now India is taking a leap
forward to reach space,” Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said at the Group of 20
summit in Japan last month.
In March, following a flare-up in tensions
with archrival Pakistan, Modi announced
that India had joined the United States,
China and Russia in mastering the ability
to shoot down a low-orbit satellite with
a missile.
Last year, the prime minister pledged
that by 2022, India will send a manned
mission into space. Rakesh Sharma, the
only Indian to have been to space, was part
of a Russian mission in 1984.
(Source: Washington Post)

change was his decision and his decision
alone. He told reporters that he had
not spoken with the president or vice
president about the change.
Despite the president’s clear directives
for NASA, there remains much uncertainty
at the agency -- like who will replace
Gerstenmaier and how much it will
ultimately cost to return astronauts to
the moon by 2024.
Bridentstine has previously said he
thinks it will cost between $20 billion
and $30 billion, but on Monday, the
administrator said the total could be
considerably less than that if NASA
can continue to work out cost-saving
relationships with commercial partners.
Bridenstine said he is continuing to drum
up bipartisan support for NASA’s moon
and Mars missions among the nation’s
lawmakers. He is hoping a renewed focus
on the Artemis mission will help him do
that -- a mission, he said, that will exemplify
NASA’s commitment to diversity.
“In the Apollo era, all of the astronauts
came from backgrounds that included
either fighter pilots or test pilots, which
back then included no opportunities for
women,” Bridenstine said. “Here we are,
today, a generation later, ready to go back
to the moon sustainability with a very diverse,
highly qualified astronaut corps that includes
a dozen women, with a program named after
the twin sister of Apollo, Artemis.”
In previous remarks, Bridenstine has
said that he and his colleagues at NASA will
continue to elaborate, in the coming months,
on the ways the Artemis mission and a return
to the moon will help the agency ultimately
put an astronaut on the surface of Mars.
“We are working right now to putting together
a comprehensive plan for how we would go
about planning a Mars mission,” he said.
When asked whether NASA had moved
on from a potential target date of 2033 for
a Mars mission, Bridenstine said he wasn’t
in agreement with all of the assumptions
made in a recent report suggesting such
a date was unrealistic.
(Source: UPI)
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U.S. should skip moon, head for
Mars, Apollo 11’s Michael Collins says
Apollo 11 Astronaut Michael Collins is glad to hear more talk
about missions to Mars as Saturday’s 50th anniversary of the
first moonwalk fires up public interest in space.
But Collins doesn’t think NASA or anyone else is ready
to go to Mars soon. In an interview with UPI, the decorated
space pioneer said the United States has learned relatively
little since the Apollo missions from the shuttle era and the
International Space Station.
“If you have to learn 1,000
things before we go to Mars,
then what we have learned
since Apollo is 50 or 100
items,” Collins said.
He said NASA’s current
plan to build a lunar base, with
a platform orbiting the moon, is
heading in the wrong direction.
“I see more moon missions
as delaying Mars, which is a
much more interesting place
to go,” Collins said.
Collins said it seems like a
lot fewer than 50 years since
Apollo 11. “I guess I’m kind of overwhelmed by the diversity
of the interviews and the interest in the anniversary,” he said.
Speaking with Collins will be astronaut Charlie Duke, who
walked on the moon during Apollo 16; Rusty Schweickart, who
flew on Apollo 9, the first manned flight test of the lunar module;
and Gerry Griffin, the Apollo flight director and later director of
Johnson Space Center in Houston.
Collins said he applauds the new space ventures funded by
private companies, including SpaceX and Blue Origin.
“I welcome both of them with their money,” Collins said. “I
don’t regard them as a competitor to NASA. But it adds to the
overall resources aimed at space exploration.”
If the nation had united behind a mission to the Red Planet,
Collins said he believes it could have happened already. At least,
he said, it would have happened sooner than the current timeline,
in which the Trump administration has pegged 2024 for another
moon landing to prepare for an eventual trip to Mars.
“A voyage to Mars makes Apollo look like child’s play. It’s an
incredibly difficult and complex voyage,” Collins said.
Collins remained in lunar orbit while Armstrong and Aldrin
became the first men to walk on the moon. Collins also flew on
the three-day Gemini 10 mission in 1966, during which he set a
world altitude record and became the nation’s third person to
complete a spacewalk.
After leaving NASA in 1970, he served more than a year as
the assistant secretary of state for public affairs under President
Richard Nixon. He also wrote several books, including Carrying
the Fire, in which he describes his space missions.
Media at the time of the moon missions seized on the idea of
Collins being the “loneliest” person in history as he flew around
the moon by himself.
Collins said that always puzzled him. He felt alone and isolated,
but not lonely, because he was excited to be part of such a historic
mission. He said he knew there was no way for him to rescue his
colleagues if something had gone wrong on the lunar surface.
When the other two astronauts finally made it back to the
orbiting module, Collins said it was a “time of exultation that
the two of them had done this thing and returned.”
But the celebration was very brief. He describes space travel
as a fragile chain of events in which many things can go wrong.
“Unfortunately, you could not sit around and high-five and
pat yourself on the back,” he said with a chuckle. “It was more
like, ‘Get the hell back in here, spill those rock boxes and figure
out where the heck we are and what’s the next step.’”
Collins said President John F. Kennedy’s call for a moon
mission had been a “mandate of simplicity.”
“We knew exactly what we were supposed to do and when,”
Collins said. “We would often hear in our work, well, Kennedy
wanted this and Kennedy said that.”
Asked what he remembers most about the mission, Collins,
like many other astronauts, says seeing Earth from space is lifechanging.
“The view from the moon of tiny Earth is something I’ll always
bring with me. It was tiny but very memorable. Blue and white.
It seemed to project a quality of fragility, which unfortunately
has turned out to be quite true,” Collins said.
(Source: UPI)

SpaceX astronaut mission
looking ‘increasingly
difficult’ in 2019: executive
As Elon Musk’s SpaceX closes in on the possible cause of a fiery
explosion in April that destroyed one of its astronaut capsules,
a company executive said on Monday its plan to launch humans
into space this year looked “increasingly difficult.”
One of the space company’s Crew Dragon capsules exploded
on a test stand at a Florida Air Force station moments before
firing eight emergency abort thrusters designed to propel an
on-board crew to safety in the event of a failure.
Crew Dragon was slated earlier this year to carry U.S. astronauts
to the International Space Station in a first manned test mission
in July, although that date slipped until November following the
explosion and some other hitches in the vehicle’s design.
Monday’s comments were a fresh sign that the schedule could
slip into 2020.
“I’m pretty optimistic at this point in time because we have a
good path forward,” Hans Koenigsmann, SpaceX’s vice president
of Build & Flight Reliability told reporters on a conference call
as the company provided fresh details from the investigation.
“But like I said, still not quite done. My emphasis is really on
making sure this is safe ... By the end of this year, I don’t think
it’s impossible, but it’s getting increasingly difficult.”
SpaceX said its accident investigation was pointing to a leaky
valve as the likely cause of the April explosion.
NASA is paying SpaceX $2.6 billion and Boeing Co $4.2 billion
to build rocket and capsule launch systems to return astronauts
to the International Space Station from U.S. soil for the first
time since America’s Space Shuttle program went dark in 2011.
Koenigsmann, who sits on an investigative board convened
by SpaceX just after the April explosion, said the probe is nearing
completion and that the space company will need to make some
changes to Crew Dragon’s design before it can be trusted to send
humans to space.
(Source: Reuters)
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HERITAGE & TOURISM

Foreign visits to Sacred
Defense Museum jumps
80 percent
T O U R I S M TEHRAN — The number of foreign tourists

d

e

s

k visiting the Sacred Defense Museum in Tehran
in the past Iranian calendar year (March 2018-19) jumped 80
percent compared with a year earlier.
“The number of foreign visitors to the Sacred Defense Museum
has seen 80 percent hike year on year,” Mehr quoted Ali Asghar
Jafari, director of the museum, as saying on Sunday.

Covering a landscaped site of 21 hectares in north-central
Tehran, the Sacred Defense Museum is a gigantic war memorial with its collections concentrated heavily on the 1980-1988
Iran–Iraq war.
The Sacred Defense Museum is equipped with a state-of-theart visual system including projections and video walls, while
audio recordings relevant to each period contributes to its charm.
The complex has vast garden areas, water features and children’s
play areas. Outside, a patchwork of domestically-manufactured
armaments such as rockets, tanks, and artillery pieces are on show.

First wave of Canadian
airline consumer protection
rules take effect
The first phase of Canada’s so-called airline passenger bill of rights
has taken effect with rules requiring airlines pay compensation
for bumping passengers and for lost or delayed baggage.
A second wave of rules addressing compensation for delays
and cancellations takes effect on 15 December.
As of 15 July, airlines are required to pay C$900-C$2,400
($690-$1,841) to passengers who are denied boarding for reasons
within an airline’s control.
Specific amounts are based on the extent of delays, and airlines
must pay the compensation within 48h, the rules say.
The latest regulations also require airlines to provide travel
on other carriers to passengers affected by cancellations or by
flight disruptions causing delays of 3h or more.
Airlines must also pay passengers up to C$2,100 for cases of
lost, damaged or delayed baggage, the rules say.
Additionally, airlines must allow passengers off aircraft in cases
of tarmac delays of 3h. However, airlines may keep passengers
aboard if the airline expects the aircraft will take off less than 3h
45min after the aircraft door was shut, the rules say.
On 15 December more consumer protection measures will
take effect, including a requirement that airlines compensate
passengers in amounts of C$400-C$1,000 for flight delays.
(Source: Flight Global)

ROUND THE GLOBE

Sagarmatha National Park
A World Heritage site, Sagarmatha is an exceptional area with
dramatic mountains, glaciers and deep valleys in Nepal, the
property is dominated by Mount Everest, the highest peak
in the world (8,848 m).
Sagarmatha National Park is home to several rare species
such as the snow leopard and the red panda.
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Iran travel sector: Ups and downs
since U.S. reimposed sanctions
Regarding to the downfall of potential
1
Western visitors, Skift Inc., a New York City
headquartered media company that provides
news, research, and marketing services for
the travel industry, said in July article that
“Despite setbacks, [international] tour operators are optimistic about long-term growth
in tourism to Iran, which in recent years has
stepped up efforts to increase international
visitation and has the stated goal of attracting
20 million annual visitors by 2025.
While the U.S. State Department has long
issued strong advisories against traveling to
Iran and despite tensions between the two
countries, tour operators who spoke with Skift
strongly disagree, maintaining that Iran has
proven to be a safe and remarkably hospitable
place for travelers, including Americans.
“It is a country that is often portrayed
as unwelcoming, but the reality is quite the
opposite,” said Jenny Gray, the global product
and operations manager of the Australia-based
Intrepid Travel.
“Iranians are warm, friendly and eager
to show off their country to foreigners. The
feedback from our travelers is a testament
to this.”
“Once they [Iranian authorities] have been
approved for entry [issuing visas], people
are welcomed warmly—we’ve never encountered a problem or even a cold shoulder,”
said Robin Pollak, the president of Journeys
International, which is offering Iran tours
since 2015.
“People in Iran are very curious about
visitors from a culture that is off-limits to
them. They understand that American visitors
do not reflect the way America is portrayed
to them by their government,” she added.
To compensate the fall, Iran has turned
to ease traveling for its target markets which
are people from Iraq, China, Republic of
Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, Turkey, Pakistan,
and several other countries who arrive in
Iran for medical, pilgrimage and cultural
heritage purposes.
Some two million Iraqi nationals visited
Iran during the first seven months of the
past Iranian calendar year (ended on March
20), constituting Iran’s largest source of
inbound passengers.
Mousa Tabatabai, assistant to Iran’s
ambassador to Baghdad, told Al-Monitor in early July, “The number of Iraqis
arriving in Iran for religious tourism and
treatment is growing bigger on a yearly

Travelers pose for a photo during their visits to the atmospheric Nasir al-Molk
Mosque in Shiraz, southern Iran.

The country boasts hundreds of historical
sites such as bazaars, museums,
mosques, bridges, bathhouses, madrasas,
mausoleums, churches, towers, and
mansions, of which 22 being inscribed on the
UNESCO World Heritage list.
basis. This is added to those who travel
to Iran to see their relatives. The visas are
issued depending on the demand.”
“There are 2-3 million Iraqis arriving in
Iran every year. Such a figure will more likely
increase as the visas have become free of
charge between the two countries,” Tabatabai explained.
Iran also eyes to have a bigger share of
Chinese tourism, as it, in a unilateral measure,

recently approved to waive the visa requirement for the Chinese passport holders.
To encourage and reassure sightseers,
the Iranian government has decided not to
stamp the passports of foreign tourists to
help them skip the U.S. travel ban.
“President Hassan Rouhani assigned the
airport police not to stamp passports of foreign tourists. Taking into consideration the
fact that America is practicing the economic

The 2019 Travel Risk Map, which shows the
risk level around the world, puts Iran among
countries with “insignificant risk”, a category
where the UK, Denmark, Switzerland,
Norway, and Finland are placed in.

terrorism plans, and people who travel to Iran
may feel a bit afraid that they may be pressured by America,” Government spokesman
Ali Rabiei said earlier this month. He added
that this can invite more tourists to Iran.
The World Travel & Tourism Council’s
latest report indicates that Iraq was the main
source of tourism for Iran in 2018, as Iraqis
constituted 24% of all inbound visitors.
Other major sources were Azerbaijan
(17%), Turkey (8%), Pakistan (4%) and
Bahrain (2%). The remaining 46% came
from the rest of the world.
WTTC’s review of tourism spending in
Iran in 2018 shows 93% of visitors spent
for leisure purposes while only 7% spent on
business purposes.
The council ranked Iran 20th from among
185 countries in its 2017 power ranking, which
evaluates countries in terms of absolute size
growth measured in U.S. dollars in the field
of travel and tourism.
Iran’s travel & tourism sector grew at 1.9%
to contribute 1,158 trillion rials ($8.83 billion)
or 6.5% of overall GDP and 1,334 jobs (5.4%
of total employment) to the economy in 2018,
the council’s new report shows.
The WTTC report also shows international
visitors spent a total of 168,954 billion rials
($1.28 billion) in Iran in 2018. The council
expects the number of international arrivals
to stand at 6.5 million in 2019.
The 2019 Travel Risk Map, which
shows the risk level around the world,
puts Iran among countries with “insignificant risk”, a category where the UK,
Denmark, Switzerland, Norway, and
Finland are placed in.
The country boasts hundreds of historical
sites such as bazaars, museums, mosques,
bridges, bathhouses, madrasas, mausoleums,
churches, towers, and mansions, of which
22 being inscribed on the UNESCO World
Heritage list.
Currently, Iran’s constant efforts to recover the value of Iranian rial against the U.S.
dollar have paid off. The national currency
is strengthened about eight percent in the
open market over the past month to 125,450
per dollar, traders in Tehran, according to
prices compiled by Bloomberg from foreign-exchange websites.
Travel associates see better prospects for
tourism sector of the country as policies for
shielding the currency against the U.S. sanctions are taking effect.

This hotel room has its own Boeing 737 flight simulator
Travelers looking to experience what it’s like to fly over one
of the world’s best airports can now do so straight from the
comfort of their room at the Haneda Excel Hotel Tokyu.
Drawing inspiration from its location near Haneda (Tokyo International) Airport, the hotel is opening a room that
comes with its own flight simulator to provide guests with
sweeping views as they embark on flights over the facility
to Osaka’s Itami Airport.
Guests will be able to experience flights over the airport
and its surroundings in a simulator based on a Boeing 737800, with the hotel offering the new feature in its Superior
Cockpit Room starting on July 18.
With the simulator, guests can experience whisking
through the skies for 90 minutes before returning back to
the airport, getting to enjoy views over the space both during
the daytime and in the evening.
An instructor will guide guests through the flight expe-

rience, while features like the ability to tilt the landscape
using a control stick allow guests to truly feel like they’re
maneuvering the aircraft.
The experience costs 30,000 yen (about $278) and comes
separately from a stay in the room, which starts at an additional 23,300 yen (about $216).
The hotel’s close location to the Haneda Airport also gives
guests a chance to engage in aviation-based experiences at
locations like its 24-hour observation deck or at Tiat Sky
Road, which hosts four different flight simulators and panels
and model planes from various airlines.
The airport also hosts a range of amenities that provide for an entertaining layover, from the Starry Cafe
planetarium where passengers can gaze at millions of
stars, to traditional sushi, ramen, and tonkatsu offerings
at the Edo Marketplace.
(Source: travelandleisure.com)

How to make sure you travel with medication legally
By Tanya Mohn

Encompassing the infinitely majestic snowcapped peaks
of the Great Himalayan Range, the chain of mountains including the world’s highest Mt. Sagarmatha (Everest) and
extensive Sherpa settlements that embody the openness of
SNP to the rest of the world.
The carefully preserved natural heritage and the dramatic
beauty of the high, geologically young mountains and glaciers
were recognized by UNESCO with the inscription of the park
as a world heritage site in 1979.
The property hosts over 20 villages with over 6000
Sherpas who have inhabited the region for the last four
centuries. Continuing their traditional practice of cultural
and religion including the restriction of animal hunting
and slaughtering, and reverence of all living beings. These
practices combined with indigenous natural resource management practices, have been major contributing factors
to the successful conservation of the SNP.
The constantly increasing numbers of tourists visiting
the property, 3,600 visitors in 1979 to over 25000 in
2010, has immensely boosted the local economy and
standard of living with better health, education, and
infrastructure facilities.
The property’s integrity is enhanced by the designation of a
buffer zone that is not part of the inscribed property. The buffer
zone to the south of the property was designated in 2002 and
serves as a protective layer to the park. The involvement of
local communities in the buffer zone management practices
is an additional asset for the park sustainability.
(Source: UNESCO)

Traveling with medication — even prescription drugs — isn’t as simple as packing it.
Here’s how to stay on the right side of the
law, anywhere you go.
Travelers often pack medications when
they go abroad, but some popular prescription and over-the-counter ones Americans
use for things like pain relief, better sleep,
allergies and even the common cold are illegal
in some countries.
The United Arab Emirates and Japan,
for example, are among the most restrictive
nations, but many ban or restrict importing
narcotics, sedatives, amphetamines and other common over-the-counter medications.
Most travelers won’t run into problems for
carrying small amounts for personal use, said
Katherine L. Harmon, who oversees health
analysis for iJET International, a travel risk
management company. But noncompliance
can result in confiscation, (which could, in
turn, have severe medical consequences),
deportation, jail time, and even the death
penalty. “Does it happen a lot? No. Could it?
Yes,” Ms. Harmon said. “Consumers need to
understand this and how it might adversely
impact them before they book that awesome
trip to an exotic location.”
She shared a few tips to keep you on the
right side of the law, whatever you take and
wherever you roam.
Laws vary by country and there is no central, up-to date repository, so Ms. Harmon
suggests consulting your physician, travel
medical insurance company, or local phar-

macist four to six weeks before traveling.
“When you inquire about your shots, ask
about medications. Odds are they may not
know off the top of their head, but they have
the resources to find out.”
She also suggests checking with the
embassy of your destination country. The
State Department website lists foreign
embassies in the United States, and their
contact information. It also lists insurance
providers that offer overseas health coverage. Comparison websites Insure My Trip
and SquareMouth can help assess those
insurance plans, if they’re necessary.
Carry all of your medication — even vitamins and supplements — in their original,
clearly marked containers or packaging
in a clear plastic bag in carry on luggage.
Make sure the name on the prescription,
the medicine container and your passport
(or one for the recipient of the medication)
all match. If you lost the product information insert, ask the pharmacist to print a
new one for you.
Also, check the Transportation Security
Administration’s website for up-to-date rules
and regulations on packing and carrying your
medication when you depart. The standard
rules for liquid carry-ons don’t apply to medications in liquid or gel form, but you need
to inform the T.S.A. when you pass through
security so they don’t confiscate it.
Obtain and carry necessary documentation
Keep copies of your original prescriptions,
if you can. Better yet, obtain a letter on official letterhead from your physician that

lists the medicines you need and why they
were prescribed. Ideally, you would get this
translated to the language of your destination
country, so it’s easy to read.
For some medication and specialized
equipment used to administer them, some
countries require documents to be submitted
to government officials well in advance of
your arrival. Ms. Harmon, for example, was
questioned at the Singapore airport once for
entering with an EpiPen, but she had prior
authorization allowing its transport.
Know the names and amounts of
active ingredients
The documentation you carry should also
indicate the generic and chemical names of
the active ingredients, which determines
permissibility, not brand names.
For example, the active ingredient in
Benadryl, diphenhydramine, is banned in
Zambia in over-the counter products. In
Japan, it is allowed only if the amount in
a tablet or injection is limited. However, a
typical 25 milligram tablet of Tylenol PM in
the United States exceeds the 10 milligram
maximum amount in a tablet you can bring
into Japan. Some countries restrict the over-

all total amount of an active ingredient an
individual traveler can legally import, which
may impact longer stays.
==== Reduce or substitute medication
In countries where a medication is allowed, but its amount is capped, reducing
your dosage or switching to another available
medication is the best way to stay compliant.
Allow enough time beforehand to ensure the
smaller dose or new medicine works effectively, and consider making the switch before
your trip to give yourself time to adjust.
Some medications can be used for several
diagnoses. Hormones used for birth control
may also be used to treat excessive menstrual
bleeding, Ms. Harmon said. “Doctors need
to get creative sometimes. Substitutions
can allow authorities to accept the drug as
a medical need rather than going against the
country’s religious or moral code.”
Reassess your travel plans
Parents with a child doing well on Adderall
for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
who prefer not to make adjustments on the
fly, or a student with bipolar disorder may
want to consider vacation or study abroad
locations where the medications they rely on
for mental health are not banned or restricted.
“Viewpoints on treatment and diagnoses
can vary widely,” Ms. Harmon said. “Western
Europe and North America understand that
brain chemistry is often at the root of these
problems. But some countries, like Russia,
do not consider mental health challenges
as medical problems and often treat them
criminally.”
(Source: The New York Times)
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25 new vaccines to be
produced by March

H E A L T H TEHRAN — Eight human
d
e
s
k vaccines and 17 livestock
vaccines will be produced by the end of the
current [Iranian calendar] year (March 19),
announced the secretary of biotech development center (BioDC) at science and technology
vice-presidency.
According to Mostafa Qanei, by the year
end, 50 raw pharmaceutical materials and 14
biotech medicines will be also manufactured,
ISNA reported on Tuesday.
The production of all these new pharmaceuticals will save the country $375 million
and create 830 new jobs, he added.
“Among all 18 main vaccines for humans in
the world, eight are produced inside the country and the rest are imported but the number
of vaccines we produce for the livestock only
fulfil a quarter of the country’s requirements;
furthermore, all the livestock vaccines are exclusively produced in Razi Vaccine and Serum
Research Institute,” he explained.
“The vaccine production in the county has
not been very successful. Over the years, there
were no significant rise in the number of vaccines
produced in the country, even though vaccine
production was among the oldest biotechnological organs in the country.”
“The problem is in human resource sector
as we have not trained enough professionals.”
“There aren’t adequate vaccine production
infrastructures in any countries in the Middle
East, so if we can grow in this sector, we can
fulfill the needs of the region.”
How to increase the production
of vaccines?
“To address the needs for more homegrown vaccines, we are planning to apply

the same successful model that was used in
medicine production,” said Qanei.
According to Qanei, the Ministry of
Agriculture is one of the organizations
intended to enter this sector. The ministry
has ordered that manufacturing vaccines
must not done outside the Razi Vaccine
and Serum Research Institute.
“The body of knowledge is available in

government organizations, but the private
sector has more agility and motivation, so
the knowledge should be transferred to the
private sector in the form of knowledge-based
companies and startups,” he added.
“According to a new law, universities’
board of directors can establish knowledge-based companies and this would put
the knowledge restored in universities into

The production of these new
pharmaceuticals will save the country $375
million and create 830 new jobs.

practice.”
Do we have enough biomedicines
in the country?
According to Qanei, there are currently
140 biomedicines in the global market, of
which, 21 items are available in Iran. Although, out of all these 140 medicines, only
production of 50 of them are economically
justified in Iran; that is, some medicines
are more necessary in certain areas because
of the high prevalence of some diseases or
the environmental parameters.
“Potentially, we also have the technological knowledge of producing 30 kind
of biomedicines. However, we don’t have
the knowledge base for producing medicines that are mostly used for treatment
of chronic and life-threatening diseases
such as cancers, rheumatism, inflammatory
bowel diseases and some brain disorders,”
he added.
In October 2018, BioDC announced that
medicine is on top of the list of exports of
biotechnology products in Iran.
In July 2018, the vice president for
science and technology Sourena Sattari
announced that Iranian startups meet 98
percent of the domestic market’s need to
biotechnology medicine.
According to economywatch.com, the
benefits of biotechnology in medicine are
without doubt staggering. Although many
exciting developments have taken place
in the past few years, with continuing research, it is expected that more and more
revolutionary procedures, substances, and
devices will be developed to improve and
enhance human life.

Some 40% of Iranians above 40 years old suffering from fatty liver: expert

H E A L T H TEHRAN – Between 35 to 40 percent of
d
e
s
k Iranians above 40 years old are suffering from
hepatic steatosis or non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD),
Amir Anoushirvani, the secretary of World Hepatitis Day congress said, Mehr reported on Monday.
The liver normally contains some fat; an individual is considered to have a fatty liver (hepatic steatosis) if the liver contains
more than 5 to 10 percent fat. Despite its dangerous side effects,
there are no warning signs and symptoms in the early stages.
As an important non-communicable disease, the NAFLD is
caused by unhealthy diet containing extra carbohydrates and
fast foods, he explained.
He pointed to overeating and lack of physical activity as the
two other important factors that lead to NAFLD disease, adding,
the disease is cured in 50 percent of cases with healthy diet and
physical activity.
NAFLD can lead to liver failure and stroke and as a metabolic
syndrome it is related with diabetes and abdominal obesity,
he concluded.
In February 2019, deputy health minister Baqer Larijani

announced that the prevalence of insufficient physical activity
is about 57 percent in Iran.
World Hepatitis Day, observed on July 28 every year, aims
to raise global awareness of hepatitis — a group of infectious
diseases known as Hepatitis A, B, C, D, and E — and encourage
prevention, diagnosis and treatment.
Hepatic steatosis or NAFLD
According to Genetics Home website, hepatic steatosis is a
buildup of excessive fat in the liver that can lead to liver damage resembling the damage caused by alcohol abuse, but that
occurs in people who do not drink heavily. The liver is a part of
the digestive system that helps break down food, store energy,
and remove waste products, including toxins.
The fat deposits in the liver associated with NAFLD usually
cause no symptoms, although they may cause increased levels
of liver enzymes that are detected in routine blood tests. Some
affected individuals have abdominal pain or fatigue. During a
physical examination, the liver may be found to be slightly enlarged.
NAFLD is a very common disorder, occurring in about 25
percent of the global population. Its prevalence is increasing

“We have negotiated with Afghan officials in order to
export the medicine to that country,” he concluded.

along with the rising prevalence of obesity in industrialized societies, and it is now the most common chronic liver disorder
in Western countries, including the United States. NAFLD is
more prevalent in individuals of Hispanic, Native American, or
Asian than in individuals of European or African.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
anthroponotic cutaneous leishmaniasis is a major public
health problem in Afghanistan. The estimated incidence
at national level is over 200 000 cases and the total population at risk is estimated to be 13 million.
Perovskia in traditional medicine
Perovskia atriplicifolia, commonly called Russian sage,
is a flowering herbaceous perennial plant and subshrub.
It is native to the steppes and hills of southwestern and
central Asia. Successful over a wide range of climate and
soil conditions, it has since become popular and widely
planted.
According to NCBI website, Perovskia atriplicifolia
has long been used as a traditional herbal medicine for
anti-inflammation in Pakistan.
The species has a long history of use in traditional medicine in its native range, where it is employed as a treatment
for a variety of ailments.

These are the symptoms of heat stroke that you should never ignore
It’s official. The Earth is hotter than ever.
Last month, the planet experienced its warmest June in recorded history.
Europe was one of the focal points of the
hot weather.
France recorded its highest temperature ever
last Friday with the mercury rising to 114°F (46°C)
in some parts of the country.
Among those dealing with this hot weather
are the players of the Women’s World Cup in
France, who have been training and playing
in temperatures hovering around 90°F (32°C)
this week.
Temperatures were also heating up across
the United States with heat waves as far north
as Alaska setting records.
Scientists say climate change is likely the
reason behind the heat waves, and health experts
are urging people to be mindful of the risks of
heat-related illness.
“Generally, caution should be taken if the
heat index is over 77 degrees (Fahrenheit).
Above 82 degrees is considered ‘extreme caution’ — heat-related illness is possible with long
exposure. Over 85 is dangerous — heat illness
is likely and heat stroke is possible. Eighty-nine
and above gives a high risk of heat stroke,” Dr.

Sterling Ransone, a practicing family physician
in Deltaville, Virginia, told Healthline.
More than 600 people in the United States
die due to extreme heat every year.
Heat-related illnesses such as heat stroke
occur when the body struggles to cool itself.
The human body uses sweat as a means
of cooling off, but in extreme heat, sweating
can’t always cool the body down. This can be
particularly problematic in times of increased
humidity.
“When humidity is very high, our sweat cannot
evaporate and drips off our body. Sweat must
evaporate to be effective for releasing heat. If
it drips off our body, then it is wasteful sweat.
More humid conditions present this challenge.
When the temperature is above 80 degrees and
humidity is greater than 75 percent, the risk
for heat injury is high,” Micah Zuhl, PhD, an
assistant professor in the department of health,
exercise and sport sciences at the University of
New Mexico, told Healthline.
Symptoms of heat-related illnesses
Experts advise that people outside in hot
weather need to be aware of any symptoms of
heat-related illness.
“Symptoms that can occur… include excessive

What are the effects of pain
on memory?
H E A L T H TEHRAN — Iranian researchers have started
d
e
s
k a new study about the effects of pain on concentration and memory.
The study aims to discover how pain affects the nervous cells,
IRNA reported on Tuesday.
The research is carried out in Shahid Beheshti University
and is supported by the Iranian Vice-Presidency for Science and
Technology.

According to Professor Jalal Zaringhalam, the director of the
research, the study aims to examine a specific cellular pathway
that is associated with both pain and memory.
Furthermore, he said, the effects of a new pain medicine on
the brain will be examined; the new medicine is supposed to
have a strong influence but little side effects and it has been
produced in Shahid Beheshti University and is currently under
laboratory testing.
“In some diseases, patients struggle with pain for a long time,
so we want to explore if this affects the memory cells,” said Zaringhalam.
“Also, we want to know if the new medicine can protect the
neurons and prevent usual negative effects that pain medicines
have on the abilities of people.” He added.
According to Science Daily, a new Canadian study has showed
that chronic pain may distract the mind and hamper the memory-making process.
The researchers in the University of Alberta believed that
learning more about chronic pain’s effects on mental skills such
as memory may one day lead to new treatments.
Their findings suggest that pain may disrupt the maintenance of the memory trace that is required to hold information
for processing and to later retain it for storage in longer-term
memory stores.
They add that it remains to be seen whether attention training
can offset those memory problems.

Crypto, other dangers
abound around the pool

Homegrown herbal burns treatment ointment produced

H E A L T H TEHRAN – An Iranian knowledge-based
d
e
s
k company has used Perovskia, a genus of
flowering plants in the mint family, in producing an herbal
ointment to treat burn scars, IRNA reported on Monday.
The ointment treats scars by accelerating cell growth
and proliferation, said Gholamhossein Mohammadi, the
managing director of the company.
The medicine has been tested several times and its anti-infection and nontoxic characteristics are approved by
Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, he said.
The ointment can be used to heal not only skin cuts but
also cellular wounds and diabetic wounds and bedsores,
he added.
It has not any other alternatives with this characteristic,
Mohammadi said, noting that the product can be kept in
any temperature.
With a little change in its formula, the ointment can
also cure cutaneous leishmaniasis, he said.
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sweating, nausea, light-headedness, extreme
thirst, very rapid breathing, and higher than
normal heart rate. If you recognize these then
you should stop exercise and immediately find
a comfortable climate,” Zuhl said.
Early symptoms of heat-related illness, if
ignored, can develop into more serious heat
stroke.
When a person is suffering from heat stroke,
their body temperature can rise to 104°F (40°C) or
more. Symptoms include confusion, slurred
speech, profuse sweating or hot, dry skin, loss
of consciousness, seizures, and a high body
temperature.
“These symptoms are considered emergencies
and could lead to brain damage or death. You
should call 911 immediately,” Ransone said.
How to exercise in the heat
Ransone advises those who wish to exercise
in the heat to always check the heat index before
venturing out.
If the temperature is above 89°F (32°F),
he advises using caution before going outside.
It is also helpful to exercise outside peak
sun times such as before 10 a.m. or after 6 p.m.
“Hydrate before, during, and after any exercise session. Drink mainly water, occasionally a

sports drink, and avoid caffeine and alcohol,” he
said. “Wear sunscreen and protective clothing,
take frequent scheduled rest and water breaks,
and remember that many medications can place
your body in danger of heat-related problems.
Speak with your family doctor to see if any of
your medications could put you at risk.”
Working in the heat
For those who have to work outdoors in
the heat this summer, doctors advise similar
precautions.
Wear lightweight, lighter-colored, loose-fitting
clothes. Also travel to and from work in cooler
periods of the day and take extra precautions if
there is no breeze and high humidity.
Above all, whether exercising or working in
the heat, it is crucial to stay hydrated.
“Be careful to avoid dehydration in warm
weather. This can predispose to heat-related illnesses. Consume adequate volumes of
fluid; one’s urine should not be concentrated
or dark as this is a sign of dehydration. As we
tell our Scouts: Drink until your pee is clear,”
Ransone said.
“Get outdoors and enjoy nature but be
thoughtful,” he added.
(Source: healthline.com)

That crystal clear swimming pool looks so inviting as the thermometer climbs this summer. But the CDC is warning that danger
lurks in many of America’s pools.
Outbreaks of diarrhea-causing cryptosporidium are increasing
13% each year, and 7,465 cases of crypto infection were reported
from 2009 through 2017. The number of outbreaks reached 444,
according to the agency’s report released last week.
But it’s not just crypto that swimmers have to be wary of. The
CDC says 493 outbreaks of some kind of bacteria, parasite, or
chemical between 2000 and 2014 were associated with recreational facilities, including pools, hot tubs, and playgrounds, and
caused 27,219 cases and eight deaths. Most of those deaths were
caused by bacteria or other pathogens, and 6% by chemicals.
Just last month, about 50 people were exposed to chlorine
gas after a pump malfunctioned at a public swimming pool in
Utah. The pump shot too much chlorine out of a jet in what local
police called a “freak accident.”
Germs in the Pool
Of the outbreaks caused by bacteria and viruses, 58% were
caused by cryptosporidium, which causes diarrhea that can last
for up to 3 weeks. Thirteen percent were from pseudomonas,
which causes hot tub rash and swimmer’s ear. Another 16% came
from legionella, which causes Legionnaire’s disease and a milder
illness with flu-like symptoms known as Pontiac fever.
Crypto is highly resistant to chlorine, which makes it hard to
kill once it’s in the water.

“Swallowing just a mouthful of water with crypto in it can
make otherwise healthy kids and adults sick for weeks with watery
diarrhea, stomach cramps, nausea, and vomiting,” says Michele
Hlavsa, chief of the CDC’s Healthy Swimming Program.
Every year, at least 15 to 20 outbreaks of diseases, like stomach bugs and diarrhea, are linked to swimming in public pools,
according to the CDC.
A clean pool doesn’t smell
When entering a public pool, the scent of chlorine shouldn’t
be a green light to jump right in. What you’re smelling isn’t clean
water. It is, in fact, the opposite.
Mary Ostrowski, senior director of chlorine issues at the American Chemistry Council, says, “Properly treated swimming pools
do not have a strong chemical odor. When chlorine in pool water
combines with substances such as dirt, body oils, sweat, urine,
and fecal matter from swimmers’ bodies, chemical irritants called
chloramine are produced.
“It is chloramines in pool water, not chlorine, that give off that
chemical odor and cause swimmers’ eyes to sting and redden,”
Ostrowski says.
So that strong smell that hits your nose signifies that the pool’s
water is dirty and should have its chlorine and pH levels tested.
Once chloramines levels reach a point where you can smell them,
they can irritate your eyes, skin, and nose.
Germs like crypto, E. coli, and giardia are spread in public
pools where chlorine and pH levels are too low. Symptoms of all
three illnesses include diarrhea, weight loss, nausea, vomiting,
dehydration, and stomach cramps.
(Source: webmd.com)
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Over 299,000 births registered
By Ali
Azimi
in
spring
S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — During the first 3 months of
d
e
s
k the current [Iranian calendar] year (March
21-June 21), 299,376 births were recorded in the country, the
spokesman of the National Organization for Civil Registration
has announced.
Of the total babies born during the aforementioned period,
154,893 were boys and 144,483 were girls, YJC quoted Seifollah Aboutorabi as saying on
Tuesday.
The total birth rate in the
country was 17.1 per 1000, he
further noted.
Five provinces had the
highest birth rate, namely,
Sistan-Baluchestan with 32.7
percent, Khuzestan with 23.3
percent, Khorasan Razavi 20.8
percent, Hormozgan and South
Khorasan both with 20.7 percent, he stated.
He went on to say that the
lowest birth rate has been recorded in five provinces of Gilan, Mazandaran, Alborz, Markazi and
Semnan, with 10.5, 11.9, 12.7, 13.1, and 13.5 percent, respectively.
The average age of parents having their first child was 33.7
years and 29 years, respectively, he added.
Referring to the deaths reported in the same period, he announced that 91,406 deaths were registered, of which 51,863
were men and 33,453 were women.
Pointing to the main causes of deaths during this period,
Aboutorabi said that 38 percent of the deaths were related to
cardiovascular diseases, 12.1 percent were related to cancer and
9.5 percent were related to respiratory diseases.

$285m from traffic taxes
earmarked to curb air pollution
S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — A total budget of 12 trillion rials
d
e
s
k (about $285 million) from traffic tax income has
been allocated to curb air pollution in the metropolis of Tehran,
YJC news agency reported on Tuesday.
Through the new traffic scheme, which went into effect on
June 22, all vehicles, regardless of their registration numbers,
are allowed to enter the traffic zones 20 days during each season
(80 days all year round) for free without paying any fees and
those who are planning on entering the zone more should pay
taxes to the municipality.
A memorandum of understanding was signed between the
transport and traffic department of Tehran Municipality and
Omid Entrepreneurship Fund, to develop public transport and
contain air pollution in Tehran, the report added.
According to the MOU, a budget from traffic taxes amounting
to 12 trillion rials (about $285 million) for the first time was
earmarked to mitigate air pollution and traffic congestion in
the capital.

WORDS IN THE NEWS
Protecting Kenya’s forests
(March 8, 2001)
Andrew Harding, BBC East Africa correspondent reports on
growing protests in Kenya over government plans to hand over
vast areas of protected forest land to squatters.
Passions are stirring on the slopes of Mount Kenya. Angry
protesters have been marching through the region’s protected
forests. They are demanding that the government abandons plans
to carve out a total of more than 160,000 acres. That land, which
represents one tenth of all Kenya’s forests, is to be handed over
to squatters and local authorities. The government says it’s
simply trying to tidy up the forest boundaries, and that much of
the
already being lived on. But Kenyan newspapers have
Byland
JiaoisKun
described the scheme as a foolhardy and heinous crime.
Critics believe it’s well connected individuals not
squatters who stand to gain, and that the government may
try to use the land to buy support in the run up to next year’s
elections. Environmentalists argue that Kenya simply cannot
afford to lose any more forests. Mount Kenya is a major water
catchment area, but illegal logging has already had a
devastating impact on the area and on water supplies at a time
when millions of people here are being affected by drought.
«When you denude the land you make it much easier for there
to be these extreme cycles, where you have floods during the wet
season and then rivers dry up during the dry season. And in a country
where people depend on natural sources of water, people will
definitely become poorer. This particular policy, it’s bad».
The United Nations has echoed those concerns and earlier this
week a German environmental organization decided to withdraw
a conservation award to the Kenyan government. The award
would have been in recognition of Kenya’s campaign against
lifting the ban on ivory sales.

Words

Passions are stirring: people are starting to react with strong
feelings
carve out: creating an area for this use
squatters: a squatter is a person who lives in an empty property
or piece of land but who does not own the property or have a
legal right to it
a foolhardy and heinous crime: foolish (because it is
dangerous) and evil
well connected individuals: people who know people who
have power or influence
Environmentalists: an environmentalist is a person who wants
to protect and preserve the natural environment
water catchment area: an area that water runs down to
illegal logging: cutting down trees without permission in order
to sell the wood
denude the land: when you denude something you remove or
take off everything (such as vegetation) from it
cycles: a cycle is a series of events that always happen in the
same order, such as seasons
depend on: if you depend on something you know it will be
there when you need it
natural sources of water: water from rivers and lakes rather
than from artificial dams
(Source: BBC)
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Special working group formed
to mitigate ozone pollution

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — A special
d
e
s
k working group consisting
of environmental experts has been formed to
find solutions for tackling ozone pollutants
hitting the capital, deputy mayor of Tehran
for traffic and transport affairs has said.
Ozone in the lower atmosphere is
formed by the reaction of sunlight on air
containing hydrocarbons and nitrogen
oxides (NOX) that react to form ozone
directly at the source of the pollution namely, cars, industry, gas vapors, chemical
solvents, fuel combustion.
Referring to the rising ground level ozone
concentration in the metropolis of Tehran,
Mohsen Pourseyyed Aqaei said that reducing
ozone is complex, because decreasing other
pollutants can lead to an increase in ozone.
For example, if the concentration of particulate matter decreases in the air, ozone
emission raises, he lamented, ISNA reported
on Tuesday.
Moreover, cars can contribute to ozone
raise, as toxic emissions of oxides of nitrogen
is released by diesel cars during fuel combustion in an engine, he added.
He went on to say that improving quality
of fuel and the vehicles may result in the
production of ozone, if a catalytic converter
cannot reduce particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide.
So, ozone mitigation is complicated, as
some improvement measure can even result
in the emission raise, he stated, highlighting, therefore, we set up a working group
to conduct scientific research and come up

Since the beginning of the current Iranian
calendar year (March 21), Tehran air quality
has been unhealthy for sensitive groups for
19 days due to high rate of ozone emissions,
while 1 day reported to be unhealthy for all
the residents, according to the Tehran Air
Quality Control Company.
with efficient solutions.
This summer, Tehran is on average 1.5
degrees warmer than the same period last
year, however, ozone is not a new pollutant,
and it only increased considerably this year

because of the reduction of particulate
matter along with temperature raise, he
explained.
Emphasizing on catalytic converters as a
major factor in reducing ozone emissions, he
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added that the Department of Environment
should concentrate and control more over
the vehicle’s catalytic converters.
Given that currently the car’s warranty
period is lower than the catalytic converters
lifetime, the DOE should seek for a solution
to increase the warranty period, so if the catalytic converter is not working properly, the
car manufacturer companies take action to
replace it, he suggested.
Since the beginning of the current Iranian
year (March 21), Tehran air quality has been
unhealthy for sensitive groups for 19 days
due to high rate of ozone emissions, and 1
day has been polluted and unhealthy for all
the residents, according to the Tehran Air
Quality Control Company.
Last year, 28 days were reported to be
polluted for sensitive groups in Tehran, while
ozone pollution were to blame for messy air
for 15 days of the total unhealthy days.
Hossein Shahidzadeh, the caretaker for Air
Quality Control Company told Khabaronline
news agency that curbing ozone emission
can come up with several solutions, one of
which is the implementation of a scheme for
vapor recovery through which a system was
installed to separate organic vapors from air
and off-gases in the stations, however, the
scheme is developing at a low pace.
Another way to improve the situation
is clunker cars scrappage, which means
discarding the old cars and motorcycles, as
over 60 percent of motorcycles amounting
to 1.5 million are extremely old which must
be scrapped, he noted.

World hunger is still not going down after three years and obesity is still growing – UN report
An estimated 820 million people did not have enough to
eat in 2018, up from 811 million in the previous year, which
is the third year of increase in a row, says a new edition of
the annual The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the
World report released on Monday.
The pace of progress in halving the number of children
who are stunted and in reducing the number of babies born
with low birth weight is too slow, according to the report
At the same time, adding to these challenges, overweight
and obesity continue to increase in all regions, particularly
among school-age children and adults.
The chances of being food insecure are higher for
women than men in every continent, with the largest
gap in Latin America.
“Our actions to tackle these troubling trends will have to
be bolder, not only in scale but also in terms of multisectoral
collaboration,” the heads of the United Nations’ Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Fund
for Agricultural Development (IFAD), the UN Children’s
Fund (UNICEF), the World Food Programme (WFP) and
the World Health Organization (WHO) urged in their joint
foreword to the report.
Hunger is increasing in many countries where economic
growth is lagging, particularly in middle-income countries and those that rely heavily on international primary
commodity trade. The annual UN report also found that
income inequality is rising in many of the countries where
hunger is on the rise, making it even more difficult for the

poor, vulnerable or marginalized to cope with economic
slowdowns and downturns.
The situation is most alarming in Africa, as the region
has the highest rates of hunger in the world and which are
continuing to slowly but steadily rise in almost all subregions. In Eastern Africa in particular, close to a third of the
population (30.8 percent) is undernourished. In addition to
climate and conflict, economic slowdowns and downturns
are driving the rise. Since 2011, almost half the countries
where rising hunger occurred due to economic slowdowns
or stagnation were in Africa.
The largest number of undernourished people (more
than 500 million) live in Asia, mostly in southern Asian
countries. Together, Africa and Asia bear the greatest share

of all forms of malnutrition, as asserted in this year The
State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World report.
In addition to the challenges of stunting and wasting,
Asia and Africa are also home to nearly three-quarters
of all overweight children worldwide, largely driven by
consumption of unhealthy diets.
The report estimates that over 2 billion people, mostly
in low- and middle-income countries, do not have regular
access to safe, nutritious and sufficient food. But irregular
access is also a challenge for high-income countries, including 8 percent of the population in Northern America
and Europe.
Key facts and figures
-Number of hungry people in the world in 2018: 821.6
million (or 1 in 9 people)
in Asia: 513.9 million
in Africa: 256.1million
in Latin America and the Caribbean: 42.5 million
-Number of moderately or severely food insecure: 2
billion (26.4%)
-Babies born with low birth weight: 20.5 million (one
in seven)
-Children under 5 who are overweight (high weightfor-height): 40 million (5.9%)
-School-age children and adolescents who are overweight: 338 million
-Adults who are obese: 672 million (13% or 1 in 8 adults)
(Source: FAO)
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Tehran bus fleet equipped with
500 CNG tanks

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN – Some 500 compressed natural gas (CNG)
d
e
s
k tanks have been provided to the buses running in the
capital’s transport fleet replacing the old ones, head of public transport
and urban traffic affairs of the Municipalities and Village Administrations
Organization has announced.
“There are 3,000 buses running on CNG in the country’s public transport fleet, some of which are old and damaged,” Mehr quoted Marzieh
Hesari as saying on Tuesday.
The CNG price has risen by 10 percent since the beginning of last
month (May 22) in order to be earmarked for rehabilitation of bus fleet
and replacing the old CNG tanks, she noted.
She went on to explain that the Ministry of Interior proposed a plan in
this regard, which was approved by the cabinet of ministers in March 2019.
The plan was first piloted in Tehran due to having the biggest bus
transport fleet in the country, she further highlighted, adding, also there
are more clunker buses in the capital and there is a need for higher
supervision and controlling of the results.
She also expressed hope that the plan would be soon implemented in
all provinces across the country, in case the budget is provided.
The implementation of such plans will have a major role in reducing
air pollution in metropolitan areas and will soon lead to an increase in
the share of clean fuels in the country, she concluded.
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of a mystery.
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U.S. congresswomen targeted by
Trump: ‘We will not be silenced’

TEHRAN — The four Democratic congresswomen who were attacked by U.S.
President Donald Trump in racist tweets
over the weekend said they will “not be silenced”, and instead turned their attention
to the treatment of immigrants detained
at the border, healthcare and education,
among other issues.
U.S. Representatives Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar, Ayana Pressley and Rashida Tlaib told reporters that
Trump’s attacks are a “distraction” from
his policies, and encouraged people to not
“take the bait”.
“This is simply a disruption, a distraction
from the callous, chaotic and corrupt culture
of this administration,” said Pressley. “We
want to get to the business of the American
people and why were sent here: reducing
the costs of prescription drugs, addressing
the public health crisis and epidemic that is
gun violence, addressing the racial wealth
gap and yes, making sure that families stay
together.”
The women were responding to a series

of racists tweets and comments by the U.S.
president on Sunday and Monday in which
he told the congresswomen to go back to
where they came from.
Although Trump did not name the poli-

ticians, he was almost certainly referring to
the four freshmen representatives, most of
whom the president has criticized repeatedly
since they took office earlier this year.
All four politicians are women of color

and all are U.S. citizens. Only Omar was
born outside of the United States.
“I want to tell the children across this
country ... that no matter what the president says, this country belongs to you, and
it belongs everyone,” Ocasio-Cortez said.
The president’s comments received
backlash from politicians on both sides of
the aisle, world leaders and many online.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi announced
the House of Representatives would soon
vote on a resolution condemning the president’s racist tweets.
Although Republican leaders refused to
comment, some members of the party said
Trump went too far.
Republican Senator Tim Scott, the only
black Republican senator, said the president
used “racially offensive language”.
Republican Representative Mike Turner
called on Trump to apologies.
Others, including Senator John Cornyn,
attempted to paint the tweets as “a mistake
and an unforced error”. He added that he
didn’t think Trump was racist.

Artists pull work from UK museum over Saudi arms sales
TEHRAN — An arts collective has withdrawn its work from
a British museum after discovering its ties to the American
arms manufacturer Raytheon, a company that continues
to sells arms to Saudi Arabia despite the kingdom’s deadly
war on Yemen.
Protest Stencil, which identifies itself as an art-activist
group and specializes in replacing standard advertisements
with political poster campaigns, had agreed to donate a
poster to the London Science Museum’s new exhibition,
Top Secret, according to the Associated Press.
“I’ve pulled out of the exhibition because I found out
that the exhibition was sponsored by Raytheon, the arms
maker and Raytheon is the company that makes some of
the missiles that Saudi Arabia is dropping on Yemen,” said
a member of the group, who requested anonymity due to
nature of his activism.
“We actually did some work last year opposing all arms
transfers to Saudi Arabia, so of course we couldn’t be working

alongside Raytheon,” added the artist.
The group’s work has covered a multitude of issues,
from social media giant Facebook’s data misuse scandal,
protests against President Donald Trump and the campaign
to free Palestinian teenager Ahed Tamimi.
They even sprayed the lifesize outline of a drone aircraft
outside the London Science Museum, to protest against a
reception dinner being held for the Farnborough Arms Fair.
And it’s the Science Museum that has taken an interest
in the group’s work.
It asked Protest Stencil to donate one of its Facebook
posters to new exhibition Top Secret, which lifts the lid on
Britain’s codebreaking past and present.
The group was happy to oblige - until, that is, they found
out who was sponsoring the show.
The UK-based organization Campaign Against Arms
Trade (CAAT) recently won a legal challenge in the British
courts which deemed arms sales to Saudi Arabia illegal.

guage Nabaa television news network that
Majid Abdullah al-Adam passed away
on Saturday -- ten days after security
forces, armed with heavy weapons and
artillery rounds, stormed into the al-Jash
district of al-Qatif region onboard armored vehicles.
The sources added that the forces fired
indiscriminately, inflicting damage on many
houses and buildings. Adam suffered critical
injuries during the raid.

According to Press TV, Andrew Smith, CAAT’s media
coordinator, is critical of Raytheon’s involvement with the
Science Museum.

Saudi regime agents also arrested
Muslim preacher Ibrahim Issa al-Ismail
at the time.
Eastern Province has been the scene of
peaceful demonstrations since February
2011. Protesters have been demanding reforms, freedom of expression, the release of
political prisoners, and an end to economic
and religious discrimination against the oilrich region.
The protests have been met with a

heavy-handed crackdown by the regime,
with regime forces increasing security measures across the province.
Over the past years, Riyadh has also
redefined its anti-terrorism laws to target
activism, Press TV reported.
In January 2016, Saudi authorities executed Shia cleric Sheikh Nimr Baqir alNimr, who was an outspoken critic of the
Riyadh regime. Nimr had been arrested in
Qatif in 2012.

U.S. House overwhelmingly approves anti-Saudi measures
TEHRAN — Legislators in the United States have voted
overwhelmingly for a bill that seeks to impose sanctions on
officials involved in the murder of Saudi journalist Jamal
Khashoggi.
The House of Representatives approved the Saudi
Arabia Human Rights and Accountability Act by a vote
of 405-7.
Introduced by Congressman Tom Malinowski, the act
requires the director of National Intelligence to publicly
identify the persons involved in killing of Khashoggi and
impose visa and travel sanctions on them.
The other bill passed by the lower House of the Congress condemned Riyadh’s detention and alleged abuse of
women’s rights advocates.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo is further required to
report on the extent to which Riyadh’s security forces and
military are involved in human rights violations.

While the measures handily cleared the House, their
fate in the Republican-controlled Senate is far from certain.
Senate Republicans are far less hawkish in their commitment to issue stiff penalties to Saudi Arabia over Khashoggi’s killing, particularly given President Donald Trump’s
defense of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, or who’s
widely known as MBS, who is chiefly suspected of ordering
the murder.
Congress previously passed legislation mandating that
Trump identify and sanction those responsible for the journalist’s killing, but he never complied.
According to Al Jazeera, Khashoggi was killed on October
2, 2018 in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul, Turkey. Saudi
Arabia initially denied any knowledge of his whereabouts
after he went missing but later attempted to blame his
death on a team of rogue operatives carrying out a botched
rendition operation.

Jordan after new allies amid faltering Saudi, U.S. ties
Jordan appoints new ambassador to Qatar, two years after downgrading ties
TEHRAN — The Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan appears to be looking for new allies
in Qatar, Turkey, and the Islamic Republic
of Iran, as it faces declining subsidies and
support by long-time strategic sponsors such
as Saudi Arabia, the U.S., and the Israeli
regime.
The still-brewing development also
comes as Jordanian King Abdullah II
has angered Riyadh, Washington, and
Tel Aviv with his growing reservations
about joining the Trump administration’s

so-called “deal of the century” plan for
Palestinians, overwhelmingly rejected
by the Palestinian populations and leaders within and outside of the occupied
territories.
According to Press TV, Jordan’s refusal to join the Saudi-led military coalition
against Yemen has also contributed to the
disappointment with Amman by the despotic
Saudi rulers.
Threatened by persisting protests at
home — on top of the declining Saudi cash

subsidies that have kept Jordan afloat for
decades — King Abdullah has reportedly
opened talks in recent months with the
longstanding rivals of Saudi Arabia: Turkey
and Qatar. Amman has even made subtle
overtures to Iran.
“Our relations depend on our interests,”
said a source close to the government in Amman, speaking on condition of anonymity,
adding, “Jordan doesn’t have any conflict
with Turkey or Qatar, or even Iran. What
distance we have depends on the benefits

to us.”
meanwhile, Jordan appointed a new ambassador to Qatar Tuesday, a step toward
restoring normal relations two years after
it withdrew its ambassador in solidarity
with Gulf Arab allies who severed ties with
Doha. Amman downgraded its diplomatic
representation in June 2017, days after Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Egypt
and Bahrain severed all ties with Qatar,
accusing it of supporting terrorism, which
Doha denies.

Pakistan reopens airspace months after India standoff
TEHRAN — Pakistan has lifted all airspace restrictions
for civilian flights, reopening a key transit air corridor over
its territory almost five months after closing it in the wake
of a military standoff with its eastern neighbor, India.
“With immediate effect, Pakistan airspace is open for
all type of civil traffic on published [Air Traffic Service]
routes,” the Pakistan Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) said
late on Monday.
Pakistan closed its airspace for all civilian traffic after

India carried out air raids on Pakistani territory on February
26, following a suicide attack in the Indian-administered
Kashmir town of Pulwama earlier that month. India blamed
Pakistan for the February 14 suicide bombing, a charge
the latter denied.
Pakistan carried out its own retaliatory strikes on targets
in Indian-administered Kashmir on February 27, with an
ensuing dogfight seeing at least one Indian fighter jet shot
down. Tensions defused slightly when Pakistan returned

Yemen conducts retaliatory
drone attacks on Saudi
Arabia’s King Khalid air base
He noted that the operation came in response to the
1
crimes committed by the Saudi-led coalition against the Yemeni
nation, adding that the alliance had carried out 20 airstrikes on
Yemen in the past 24 hours.
“Drones and missile operations will continue, and will expand
... in a manner that is not expected by the Saudi regime as long
as [it] continues its aggression, siege and contempt,” Sare’e said.
Yemeni fighters regularly target positions inside Saudi Arabia
in retaliation for the Saudi offensive, which began in March 2015
in an attempt to reinstall the country’s Riyadh-allied former regime and crush the Houthi Ansarullah movement.
The Western-backed military aggression, coupled with a naval
blockade, has killed tens of thousands of Yemenis, destroyed the
country’s infrastructure and led to a massive humanitarian crisis.

More attacks on Saudi border regions

Additionally on Monday, Yemeni forces conducted separate
retaliatory operations against Saudi forces and their mercenaries
in the provinces of Asir, Najran and Jizan.
The operations, which involved the Yemeni army’s sniper
and artillery units, killed and injured several Saudi mercenaries.

Houthi spokesman: Retaliation won’t stop

Meanwhile, Houthi spokesman Mohammed Abdul-Salam said
that Yemen’s military response will not stop until the U.S.-Saudi
war ends and the siege on the country is lifted.
He also stressed that the issue of not responding to the aggression
is “mere delusion” by those waging the war on Yemen. “We urge the
Armed Forces in all their formations to strengthen their legitimate
defense strikes and by all available and possible ways,” he tweeted.

Turkey says EU measures
won’t deter it from drilling
off Cyprus

Saudi youth injured by regime gunfire during Qatif raid dies of wounds
TEHRAN — A young Saudi man has died
more than a week after being injured by regime forces when they raided a district in
the kingdom’s oil-rich and Shia-populated Eastern Province, as a crackdown led
by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
against pro-democracy campaigners, Muslim preachers and intellectuals continues
unabated in the country.
Informed sources, requesting anonymity, told London-based and Arabic-lan-
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the Indian air force pilot who was shot down two days later,
but both countries’ military forces remained on high alert.
India had also briefly suspended air traffic at eight airports at the time, mostly near its western border. Pakistan
eased some air restrictions in April, but air traffic flying
through India was still barred from using major air routes.
On Tuesday, flight-tracking service Flightradar24 showed
several flights had begun to use the newly reopened routes
over Pakistan, Al Jazeera reported.

TEHRAN — Turkey has said punitive European Union measures
against it will not deter it from continuing to search for oil and
gas off the coast of Cyprus.
On Monday, the foreign ministers of the EU agreedto call off
high-level political meetings, suspend negotiations on an aviation
deal and reduce EU accession funding earmarked for Turkey.
The ministers of the 28-member bloc, of which Cyprus is a
member, also invited the European Investment Bank to review
its lending activities in Turkey, notably with regard to sovereign-backed lending. According to Al Jazeera, in a statement on
Tuesday, the Turkish foreign ministry said the EU’s moves “will
not affect in the slightest our country’s determination to continue
hydrocarbon activities in the Eastern Mediterranean”.
The ministry said that the bloc’s failure to mention Turkish
Cypriots in its decisions “showed how biased and partisan the
EU is on the subject of Cyprus”.

Sea pirates kidnap Turkish
sailors off Nigeria
TEHRAN— Ten Turkish sailors have been taken hostage by armed
pirates off the coast of Nigeria early on Tuesday, according to
shipping company Kadioglu Denizcilik and Turkey’s state media.
Kadioglu said on Tuesday its Turkish-flagged Paksoy-1 cargo
ship was attacked in the Gulf of Guinea as it sailed from Cameroon
to the Ivory Coast without freight.
Turkey’s state-run Anadolu Agency said that the attack on the
ship carrying 18 crew members happened in the afternoon, adding
that remaining eight sailors were safely aboard the ship.
There were no further details about the incident or the identities
of the Turkish sailors abducted, Al Jazeera reported.

Israeli settler runs over, kills
Palestinian boy in West Bank
TEHRAN — A Palestinian child has lost his life after being run
over by an Israeli settler in the occupied West Bank.
According to Palestinian Information Center, the hit-and-run
took place near the settlement of Adora, west of al-Khalil (Hebron)
city, leaving 7-year-old Tareq Zabania dead on Monday night.
The boy was riding a bicycle when he was run over by the
settler, who fled the scene. He was later transferred to a hospital,
where he was pronounced dead.
Such hit-and-run incidents against Palestinians are frequent,
with most of them going uninvestigated by Israeli authorities.
In February, the United Nations said acts of violence and
vandalism committed by Israeli settlers against Palestinians and
their property had risen since the beginning of the year 2019.
About 600,000 Israelis live in over 230 illegal settlements
built since the 1967 occupation of the Palestinian territories of
the West Bank and East Jerusalem al-Quds, press TV reported.

Turkey announces the targets
of its new air defense system
6 The European Union, which does not recognize Turkey›s
occupation of north Cyprus, signaled that it will sanction Turkey over it.
Turkey›s relation with the U.S., NATO and the EU are likely to get worse.
Russia›s slow but steady strategy to draw Turkey to its side is progressing
very well. With the F-35 purchase canceled Turkey will have to look to
Russia for acquiring modern fighter planes. An order will depend on the
manufacturing share Russia is willing to hand over to Turkey.
The Turkish economy is not well. Its aggressions in Syria and
Libya proved to be costly. President Erdogan recently fired the chief
of the Turkish central bank who was not willing to lower the interest
rate. Erdogan believes that high interest rates cause high inflation
while 99% of all economists believe that higher interest rates are
the best way to fight inflation. Many Turkish companies and private
households took out loans that are denominated in Euro or U.S.
Dollar. If the central bank lowers the interest rate the Turkish Lira
will sink and repaying the loans will become more expensive. New
U.S. and EU sanctions will make these problems worse.
Erdogan may soon have an air defense system that can protect Turkey›s capital. But the move will cost the country, and
Erdogan, in many other fields. Russia is the country that wins
from Turkey›s problems. One hopes that it will use the leverage
it gains over Turkey to remove the Turkish invasions from Syria.
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Wimbledon champion Halep
enjoys Romania’s adulation
BUCHAREST (Reuters) — Romania’s presidency and
the Orthodox Church awarded Wimbledon tennis champion
Simona Halep their highest distinctions on Monday while
hundreds of fans cheered her home after she blitzed U.S.
opponent Serena Williams at the weekend.

Halep, 27, became the first Romanian to win a Wimbledon
singles title after stunning seven-times champion Serena
Williams 6-2 6-2 in the 56-minute match final on Saturday.
“I played my chance. I did the best I could and that’s
why I managed to win,” a beaming Halep told reporters
at Bucharest international airport, clutching her trophy
and flowers as fans shouted “Bravo, Simona!”.
“I’ve been staying focused on my tactics ... Serena is the
best player of all times.”
It was Halep’s second Grand Slam title following her
triumph at Roland Garros in Paris last year.
The presidency awarded her the Star of Romania while
the church gave her the Patriarchal Cross.
“I always make the sign of the cross and believe in God
because nothing can be done without the help of God,”
Halep said last year after winning in Paris.
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Lyles to run only 200m at U.S.
trials, double in 2020

World 200 meters favorite Noah Lyles
has ruled out also running the 100 meters at next week’s U.S. championships/
world trials, the sprinter and his coach
told Reuters on Monday.
The longer sprint has always been
Lyles’ chief objective for September’s
world championships in Doha but fast
times this year had whetted his appetite
to ponder a potential double.
“I’ve been discussing the idea of running the 100m along with the 200m at
the US Champs with Coach over the
weekend,” Lyles said in a text message.
“After Lausanne, it was really tempting
to go for the 100m as well,” he added,
referring to his 200m time of 19.50 seconds that made him the fourth fastest
man of all-time at the distance.
“I feel like I’m improving in the 100m
every race. But after thinking about it the
last couple days, we decided it is better
to just stick to the plan we’ve had since
the fall and focus on the 200m this year,”
Lyles added.
“Well, and the 4x100m!”
The 100-200m double is coming in
2020, the American, who celebrates his

22nd birthday on Thursday, said.
“We have already decided to do the
double next year at the Olympic Trials.
That’s for sure,” he noted.

His coach, Lance Brauman, confirmed
that was the plan.
“And he’ll be ready,” Brauman said.
“He’s improved in the 100m even faster

than either of us expected.”
This year’s U.S. championships/
world trials are set for July 25-28 in
Des Moines, Iowa.
Preparation and this being Lyles’ first
opportunity to win a world championship
played key roles in the decision to run the
200m only, Brauman said in an email.
“All of Noah’s preparation, training
and racing this year has been based on
him running the 200m in the championship events,” Brauman noted.
“It doesn’t seem wise to go against all
of that preparation this late in the game.
He’s ready to make his first senior team
and show what he can do in the 200m.”
Along with his 200m, which made
him the fastest man at the distance since
Usain Bolt won the 2012 Olympics, Lyles
also ranks joint second best on this year’s
100m world list at 9.86 seconds.
Only compatriot Christian Coleman,
who will attempt a double at the U.S.
trials, has been faster (9.81).
The two will meet at Des Moines, but
it will be in the 200 where Coleman ranks
sixth joint fastest at 19.91.
(Source: Reuters)

Germany, Czech Republic, Georgia and
Italy to co-host FIBA EuroBasket 2021

Boxing legend Pernell ‘Sweet Pea’
Whitaker dies after being hit by vehicle

Germany, Czech Republic, Georgia and
Italy are confirmed as the four co-host
nations of FIBA EuroBasket 2021 at the
official announcement ceremony held at
the Bayerischer Hof Hotel.
Following on from the success of EuroBasket 2015 and 2017, which both were
hosted by multiple countries, the FIBA
Europe Board opted to follow the same path
for the 2021 edition of Europe’s premier
basketball competition and award four
countries with hosting.
During today’s ceremony in Munich,
the Board heard presentations from seven
different nations, all bidding for a piece
of EuroBasket. Czech Republic, Estonia,
Germany, Georgia, Hungary, Italy and
Slovenia all put in impressive bids.
In the event, attended by FIBA President Horacio Muratore, FIBA Secretary
General Andreas Zagklis and FIBA Executive Director Europe Kamil Novak,
President of FIBA Europe Turgay Demirel
made the official announcement with

Pernell “Sweet Pea” Whitaker, considered one of the greatest lightweight boxers of all time, died after
he was hit by a vehicle in Virginia,
police said.
He was 55 years old.
Officers received a call around 10
p.m. ET about a incident involving
a vehicle and a pedestrian, Virginia
Beach police said in a news release.
The pedestrian, who died at the
scene, was later identified as Whitaker.
The driver remained on site with
police, the release said, and the investigation remains active.
“We lost a legend truly one of
boxing’s greatest Pound 4 Pound
champions my father Pernell Sweetpea Whitaker,” his son, Domonique
Whitaker, wrote in a Facebook post.
Whitaker, a southpaw known for
his defensive prowess, grew up in
Norfolk. As an amateur boxer, his
record was 201-14 with 91 knock-

Delph joins Everton from
Manchester City
Everton have signed England international midfielder
Fabian Delph on a three-year deal from Premier League
champions Manchester City, they announced on Monday.
The 29-year-old, who has made 20 appearances for
England, became surplus to requirements at City after
they recently signed Spanish midfielder Rodri in a club
record deal from Atletico Madrid.
Delph had one year left on his City contract and played
22 times in City’s title-winning 2017/18 season. He featured
in only 20 matches in all competitions last season as City
won a domestic treble.
No financial details were disclosed but media reports
said the fee was worth up to £10 million.
“The club that I’ve been at has had success, especially
in the last two seasons, and over the last four years we
managed to win trophies,” he told the Everton website.
“I wanted to be playing more regularly and the opportunity to come and play for Everton Football Club was too
good of an opportunity to turn down.
“I’m at an age now where I am probably one of the most
experienced players, so hopefully I can bring that and try
to help my team mates here to do better,” he added.
Manager Marco Silva said Delph would bring quality
and experience to a side that finished eighth last season.
(Source: ESPN)

Arsenal start preseason with
win over Colorado
James Olayinka had a goal and an assist to lead Arsenal past
Major League Soccer’s Colorado Rapids 3-0 in a friendly
on Monday night.
Olayinka’s sizzling right-footed strike in the 29th minute came from just outside the box as he scored into the
upper-right corner of the net to give the Premier League
team a 2-0 lead.
Olayinka assisted on Arsenal’s opening score. He pushed
the ball into the box where Bukayo Saka found it and lifted
it into the net in the 13th minute. The third score came just
after halftime from Gabriel Martinelli in the 61st minute.
It was Martinelli’s debut after joining Arsenal from Ituano
earlier in the month.
This was the first preseason match for Arsenal ahead of
the 2019-20 season as they embark on a three-game tour.
Monday’s match was the only one against an MLS club. Up
next, Arsenal head to Los Angeles to face Bayern Munich
on Wednesday in an International Champions Cup match.
In front of a near sell-out -- many of them cheering the
visitors -- Arsenal controlled the match.
Olayinka’s goal was a huge sign for the club. The 18-yearold developed through Arsenal’s academy and signed with
the first team in January. He has yet to play in the Premier
League. He represents a big hope as Arsenal finished fifth
last season.
Arsenal stars Alexandre Lacazette, Mesut Ozil and
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang entered the game in the 78th
minute. Each got rousing ovations and drew reactions
from the crowd in the final 10 minutes when generating
opportunities.
The Rapids only played six regulars the entire 90 minutes
as they played an MLS match on Saturday.
The Rapids’ 17-year-old midfielder Cole Bassett grew
up an Arsenal fan. The Littleton native played the first 45
minutes and had one scoring chance. His time was limited
because of how much recent time he has had in league play.
United States Women’s National Team players Lindsey
Horan and Mallory Pugh were in attendance. The two
soccer stars and world champions are Colorado natives.
They were honored at halftime in front of the crowd as
Colorado’s governor Jared Polis declared July 15th U.S.
Women’s National Team Day in the state.
(Source: Soccernet)

Germany being awarded both the Group
Phase, to be played in Cologne, and the
Final Phase to be played in Berlin. Prague
(CZE), Tbilisi (GEO), and Milan (ITA)
will each stage Group Phases.
FIBA Europe President Turgay
Demirel commented: “We are extremely
happy with today’s decision to continue
our tradition of multi-hosting. The 2021
edition will bring both experience and
new ideas with Germany already hosting
the EuroBasket four times, most recently
in the Group Phase of the 2015 edition,
and Georgia coming in as a first time organizer. All four co-hosts are passionate
basketball nations.”
FIBA EuroBasket 2021 will take place
in the month of September, which will be
the first since it was agreed to take place
every four years, rather than two. The FIBA
EuroBasket 2021 Qualifiers will be played
across three windows in February and November 2020 and then February 2021.
(Source: FIBA)

outs. He won Olympic gold at the
1984 Summer Games in Los Angeles
and also won gold at the 1983 Pan
American Games and silver at the
1982 World Championships.
Whitaker turned pro in 1984 after
the Olympics and went on to become
a world champion in four different
weight classes: lightweight, light
welterweight, welterweight and light
middleweight.
In his professional career, he had
40 wins (17 of which were by knockout), four losses and one draw. He
was recognized by boxing publication Ring Magazine as Fighter of the
Year in 1989. In 2002, the magazine
ranked him the 10th greatest boxer
of the last 80 years.
Whitaker retired from fighting in
2001 and worked as a trainer. He
was inducted into the International
Boxing Hall of Fame in 2007.
(Source: CNN)

Thousands of Tokyo commuters told to work from home

Hundreds of thousands of employees in Tokyo will work
from home for two weeks as part of a trial of measures
designed to reduce congestion during next year’s Olympics.
With more than 8 million people commuting into
Tokyo every day, the influx of visitors for the Games in
2020 is expected to pile more pressure on the Japanese
capital’s infamously crowded train system.
So, in an attempt to offset the arrival of thousands
of sports fans, more than 50,000 workers from Fujitsu,
34,000 from NEC and 1,600 from Toyota’s Tokyo office
are set to join up to 600,000 employees from 3,000
other companies who will work from home between 22
July and 6 September.
The campaign, dubbed “Telework Days”, is being
promoted by the government and Olympic organizing
committee.
Office equipment maker Ricoh is planning to close its
Tokyo headquarters for two weeks during the Olympics
and will set up satellite work sites for those of its 2,000
employees who need to meet clients or hold important
meetings. Ricoh will participate in the practice run be-

ginning this month.
The Tokyo 2020 Olympics will run from 24 July to
9 August, followed by the Paralympics from 25 August
to 6 September. As many as 650,000 spectators are expected to be in Tokyo on the busiest days of the Games.

Tokyo’s trains are known for images of whitegloved guards pushing commuters into carriages
during rush hours on the busiest of the 121 lines that
serve the greater metropolitan area, home to more
than 35 million people. Twenty million train rides
are taken daily in the metropolis. Train operators are
planning to extend operating hours for the duration
of the Olympics. Most lines usually shut down soon
after midnight.
Leading beverage company Asahi Breweries in June
announced it will change the shifts of 30% of its delivery
drivers to off peak times during the Games, as well as
move some imports of wine and other products to less
busy periods.
Another major concern for the Olympics is blistering
heat and stifling humidity, exacerbated after a heatwave
killed dozens in Japan last summer. The start times for
the marathons have been brought forward to 6am and
the 50 kilometer walk to 5.30am. However, worries for
the safety of athletes persist.
(Source: Guardian)

Arsenal open to Laurent Koscielny exit

Arsenal are open to letting Laurent
Koscielny leave the club provided their
valuation is met, Sky Sports News understands.
The Gunners have opened internal
disciplinary proceedings against Koscielny after he refused to travel on a
pre-season tour to the United States.
Koscielny has one year remaining on
his contract and wants to be released
for free and be able to return to France.
Speaking after Arsenal’s 3-0 win over

Colorado Rapids, Unai Emery said: “For
me as a coach Koscielny’s an important
player. Now it’s a matter for him and
the club”.
Meanwhile, Arsenal’s latest bid for
Celtic left-back Kieran Tierney has been
rejected, Sky Sports News understands.
Arsenal’s offer was worth in the region of £25m but it is understood Celtic
were unhappy with the structure of the
bid and want more cash upfront rather
than in add-ons.

Arsenal are close to agreeing a deal
with Saint Etienne for William Saliba
which would see the defender return
to the French club on loan.
Tottenham are also close to a deal for
the 18-year-old and it is likely the player
will decide where he goes.
Reports in France suggest Saint
Etienne are relaxed about the situation
and are angling to get even more money
out of the two north London clubs.
(Source: Sky Sports)
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Iran’s Moradi wins silver at World
Para Powerlifting Championships

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Nader Moradi
d
e
s
k from Iran claimed a silver
medal at the Nur-Sultan 2019 World Para Powerlifting Championships on Tuesday.
Chinese powerlifter Peng Hu delivered a
power performance to claim World Championships title in the men’s up to 72kg thanks
to a 209kg lift.
Moradi managed to lift 202kg and won a silver
medal and bronze medal went to Nigerian representative Nnamdi Innocent who lifted 190kg.
Moradi had won a gold medal in the men›s 60
kg weight class at the 2012 Summer Paralympic
Games in London.
Iran’s Amir Jafari Arangeh won a bronze
medal on Monday in the men›s up to 65kg.
All eyes are on the Kazakh capital city of
Nur-Sultan as the strongest Paralympians fight
for the World Para Powerlifting Championships
title between 13-20 July.
A total of 441 athletes from 78 nations aim
to win one of the 20 gold medals up for grabs.
The IPC Powerlifting World Championships,
is an event organized by the International
Paralympic Committee (IPC). Competitors
with a physical disability compete, and in a few
events athletes with an intellectual disability
compete. First held in 1994, the competition is
held every four years.

The Persian have lost to representatives from Philippines, Chinese Taipei
and South Korea so far.
The 2019 William Jones Cup will be
the 41st staging of William Jones Cup,
an international basketball tournament
held in Taiwan.
The men›s tournament is being held
from July 12 to 21, 2019 while the women›s tournament will be contested on
July 24-28.

Iran B, U23 football teams
share spoils

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran B
d
e
s
k football team were
held to a 1-1 draw by Iran U23 football
team in a friendly match on Monday.
In the match closed behind closed
doors in Tehran’s Azadi Stadium, Mehrdad Mohammadi found the back of the
net in the 12th minute for Iran B and
Abolfazl Razzaghpour equalized the
match in the 67th minute.
Marc Wilmots is going to test the play-

ers who are playing in Iran league. Iran
B players were given a chance to show
their abilities in this match.
Iran U23 football team, headed by
Farhad Majidi, are also preparing for
the 2020 AFC U23 Championship which
will be held in Thailand from January
8 to 26.
The team will also play two friendly
matches with Croatia U23 team during
the last weekend of October.

Eyes on the prize for Al Hilal’s Jang
Former Korea Republic international Jang Hyun-soo has
set his sights on winning this season’s AFC Champions
League after joining Saudi Arabian giants Al Hilal SFC.
The 27-year-old central defender made the move from
Japan’s FC Tokyo as Al Hilal continue to ready themselves
for a new Saudi Pro League campaign and their 2019 AFC
Champions League Round of 16 clash with domestic rivals
Al Ahli Saudi FC.
After arriving in Austria for Al Hilal’s pre-season preparations, Jang was quick to pinpoint his targets for the
upcoming months – plans which include success on the
Continental front.
«I am very happy and proud to have joined Al Hilal,
and I will do my best to make the club officials and fans
just as happy,” Jang said.
«I thank Al Hilal fans very much for their support, and
I am looking forward to meeting them in Saudi Arabia.
“I will now do all my best to win titles with Al Hilal,

especially [this season’s] AFC Champions League.»
Jang also revealed that, prior to sealing his move, he
sought the advice of Kwak Tae-hwi who played for Al Hilal
between 2013 and 2016.
«Kwak, the last Korean to have played for Al Hilal,

spoke to me a lot about the club, and told me that they
are a big team, and that they have a lot of great local and
foreign players.
«Before joining Al Hilal I also watched many of their
matches, including the 2017 AFC Champions League final
against Urawa Red Diamonds.
«Al Hilal are one of the best clubs in Asia, and the club’s
popularity can be seen not only in Saudi Arabia, but also
across all of Asia.»
Under recently installed head coach Razvan Lucescu,
Al Hilal continued their on-going stint in Europe with a
comprehensive 11-0 win over Rapid Lienz on Saturday, a
game which saw midfielder Carlos Eduardo net a hat-trick.
In the AFC Champions League, two-time runners-up
Al Hilal are scheduled to meet Al Ahli in the first leg of
their Round of 16 showdown on August 6, before hosting
the return fixture a week later.
(Source: the-afc)

Past not a factor for Jeonbuk’s Morais

Jeonbuk Hyundai Motors coach Jose Morais
will pay no attention to the history books
as he prepares his team for the second
leg of their 2019 AFC Champions League
Round of 16 meeting after seeing them
held to a 1-1 draw by Shanghai SIPG on
Wednesday.
The two teams shared the spoils in
the first leg in Shanghai in their previous
meeting in the knockout rounds of the
competition – then it was the quarter-finals – in 2016 before Jeonbuk went on to
hand the Chinese Super League side a 5-0
thrashing before going on to eventually
win the title.
But Morais, who replaced long-term coach
Choi Hang-hee at the start of the season,
was refusing to take any cues from the past
after seeing SIPG’s Wang Shenchao cancel
out Moon Seon-min’s first minute opener
to leave the tie delicately poised.
“I’m aware of the history but obviously
history is past,” said the Portuguese coach.
“My focus is in the present and I can’t take
the past to the present and take it for granted.
We have to prepare. We are aware of the
task. We have the quality to win this game
and this is what we will prepare for.
“It was an intense game, in some moments

15

Iranian swimmers to depart
Tehran for Gwangju
MNA — The Iranian National Swimming Team will depart
Tehran to Gwangju, South Korea to participate at 18th FINA
World Aquatics Championships.

Iran’s team including two swimmers; Benyamin Ghare
Hassanloo and Alireza Yavari will leave Iran to South Korea
on Wednesday to participate at 18th FINA World Aquatics
Championships.
The 2019 World Aquatics Championships are the 18th FINA
World Aquatics Championships, held in Gwangju, South Korea
from 12 to 28 July 2019.
The city has hosted the 2015 Summer Universiade aquatics
events in the same venues.

Iran victorious over Canadian team at
William Jones Cup

S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran U23
d
e
s
k basketball team defeated University of British Columbia (UBS)
Thunderbirds 72-61 at Day 5 of the 41st
William Jones Cup.
Vahid Dalirzahan led Iran with 20 points.
Iran will face Jordan on Thursday.
Farzad Kouhian’s boys have been
scheduled to meet Chinese Taipei
White (July 19), Japan (July 20) and
Indonesia (July 21).

S

it had a little bit too much intensity and was
almost at the limit, but it was an interesting
game. We had the best opportunities to make
a different score but it was 1-1.
“Our opponent is a good opponent and
they acted composed and defended very well.
They have interesting players up front with
quality and in the end the result wasn’t what
we expected, because we really wanted to
win. But it was a draw and I think we have
to accept that and take the next step for the
next game.”
SIPG coach Vitor Pereira admitted his
players were rattled by Moon’s early strike,

with the Korea Republic international seeing his shot cross the line with less than a
minute on the clock.
But the former Porto coach praised his
players for the manner in which they fought
back, with Wang heading home the equalizer six minutes before the interval, and he
remains confident SIPG can go through.
“After a minute they had an advantage
and this is a handicap,” he said. “We played
for 15 minutes without balance because emotionally we suffered, because conceding a
goal in the first minute is not easy.
“After I think we had a good reaction and

we started to play our game and in the first
half we spoke a little bit about where we had
space and what we had to do to explore the
spaces and I think we created good situations
to score. But in the end the result was 1-1.
It’s half time and it will be tough.”
Pereira, who led SIPG to their first-ever
Chinese Super League title last season, was
not surprised by the challenge his team faced
against the two-time champions and he expects more of the same next week.
“I said before it would be a tough match
for us because I know how this team plays,
it’s not easy to control players who are two
meters tall in the box, with the second balls,
and they are aggressive,” he said.
“It was a very tough game but we created
and we managed to score and we could have
won the match at least 2-1. But football is
football. In football you have to create, you
have to score and not concede. We conceded
in the first minute and it was for us not easy
to get the balance again.
“But in the end I think my team had a
good reaction and it is half time, the score
was 1-1 and this is what we can do. Now
we have to prepare for the next match and
after to think about a strategy to play them.”
(Source: the-afc)

Iran down Bangladesh at
Indoor Hockey Asia Cup
TASNIM — Iran started the 2019 Men’s Indoor Asia Cup on
a high note on Tuesday.
Team Melli defeated Bangladesh 8-0 in Pool A.
Iran will face Thailand on Wednesday.
The Iranian women team had defeated the Philippines 5-0
on Monday and will play Kazakhstan on Wednesday.
The 2019 Men’s Indoor Asia Cup is the eighth edition of
the men’s Indoor Hockey Asia Cup, the biennial international
men’s indoor hockey championship of Asia organized by the
Asian Hockey Federation.
The competition is being held alongside the women’s tournament in Chonburi, Thailand from 15 to 21 July 2019.
Iran’s men team is the defending champion having won
the 2017 edition.

Lazio again interested in
signing Sardar Azmoun
Italian giant Lazio have shown interest in signing Zenit’s Iranian striker Sardar Azmoun.
Azmoun had been previously linked with the Italian club
in the past seasons.
English Premier League runners-up Liverpool are also
eying to sign the 24-year-old forward.
Azmoun had been liked with a move to Aston Villa and
Celtic football clubs as well.
(Source: lLalaziosiamonoi.it)

Malawian footballer linked
with Padideh
Former Bloemfontein Celtic and University of Pretoria striker
Atusaye Nyondo has gone on trial with Iran’s Padideh FC.
Nyondo was most recently being assessed by Black Leopards though he failed to win a deal with Lidoda Duvha after
two weeks.
Nonetheless, the 28-year-old, who hit 14 goals over two
seasons in 2013/14 and 2014/15 for University of Pretoria,
says he is headed to the Persian Pro Gulf League club.
He told KickOff: “I stayed with them [Leopards] for two
weeks and they didn’t say anything to me, so I left to go home
because I was needed.
“I lost my grandmother, but then the team from Iran called
me to come train with them.
“They have been following me for some time now. They
have been watching some of my games.”
(Source: Sport24)

Al Duhail SC confirm
Mohanad Ali arrival
AFC Champions League hopefuls Al Duhail SC have confirmed
the signing of Iraq international Mohanad Ali from Al Shorta.
Last season’s Qatar Stars League runners-up announced
the 19-year-old’s arrival via their social media channels on
Monday following protracted negotiations between the Doha-based club and their Iraqi counterparts.
Ali, who starred for his country at the 2019 AFC Asian
Cup, reportedly rejected interest from European heavyweights Manchester City and Juventus to join Al Duhail
who saw Japanese ace Shoya Nakajima leave to join FC
Porto earlier this month.
“Joining Al Duhail Is a new challenge in my professional
journey, one during which I hope to achieve success and titles
with a team that includes a special group of Qatari football
stars and which competes in the AFC Champions League.
“I promise everyone that I will do my best to live up to the
responsibility the club have given me. I know that I have a big
task ahead of me, especially given that Iraqi football fans will
follow my journey.”
The forward’s move comes as Al Duhail continue to prepare
for a new top-flight campaign in Qatar and their AFC Champions
League Round of 16 clash with domestic rivals Al Sadd SC.
Al Duhail will host the first leg of the encounter on August
6, before facing the reigning Qatari champions in the return
fixture a week later.
(Source: the-afc)
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
If a good quality seems admirable in a
person, one should see whether his other
qualities are admirable.
Imam Ali (AS)

Tehran City Council names
streets after contemporary
Iranian poets
A
R
T TEHRAN — The Tehran City Council has
d
e
s
k named several streets across the capital city
after a number of contemporary Iranian poets, the Iranian Poets
Forum has announced.
Fereidun Moshiri, Manuchehr Atashi, Omran Salahi and Mehdi
Akhavan-Saless are among the
poets whose names are seen
after the streets or lanes where
they have once lived.
The Iranian Poets Forum
put forth the idea of renaming
the streets after the poets to
the Tehran City Council a few
months ago.
Poet Soheil Mahmudi, who
is also a member of the board
of directors of the forum, has
called it a great cultural event
for the city.
This picture shows a street sign
“Renaming streets and lanes
reading “Manuchehr Aatshi”
after the poets and literary
in Tehran.
figures make children and
young adults’ ears become familiar with their names. These great
personalities are manifested in their works, and the cultural
movement helps the youth communicate with the poets further,
leading to better education and training,” he said.
In a statement published on Tuesday, the forum expressed
its thanks to the Tehran City Council over its decision to rename
the streets after the literary luminaries.

Iran’s “Skier” named best at
Zanzibar film festival
A
R
T TEHRAN — Iranian director Fereidun Najafi’s
d
e
s
k “The Skier” won the award for best film from
Dhow countries at the 22nd Zanzibar International Film Festival
in Tanzania, Iran’s Art Bureau, the international distributor of
the film, announced on Tuesday.

A scene from Iranian director Fereidun Najafi’s movie
“The Skier”.
The film tells the story of a boy from Kuhrang who faces problems
on his way to take a little ibex to a tribal ritual in a snowy, remote
region in Chaharmahal-Bakhtiari Province.
“The Skier” won the best film award at the Olympia International
Film Festival for Children and Young People in Pyrgos, Greece
in December 2018.

Disney goes high-tech to draw
fans to a new “Lion King”
LOS ANGELES (Reuters) — Walt Disney Co has taken a
high-tech route to remake animated classic “The Lion King” with
the look of a nature documentary, an update it hopes will lure
audiences to a new version of a film considered a masterpiece
the first time.
The re-telling of the 1994 tale about the lion cub Simba, which
opens in theaters around the world this week, was created with
computer animation, gaming technology and virtual reality, plus
live-action filmmaking techniques, director Jon Favreau said.
The goal was to provide a “photo-real” look for expressive
animals and African vistas, Favreau said. “Lion King” follows
recent remakes of Disney classics such as “Beauty and the Beast,”
“Aladdin” and Favreau’s “The Jungle Book.”
Remaking a well-known movie is “tricky”, Disney Chief Executive Bob Iger acknowledged to reporters at the European
premiere for “The Lion King” in London. “But we feel great about
where we are with this film and with the remakes in general.”

Evening: 20:40

Dawn: 4:20

(tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:02 (tomorrow)
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“Gando” controversy continues, producer
to government: The truth is bitter

A
R
T TEHRAN — Producer of “Gando”
d
e
s
k Mojtaba Amini has accused the
government of intolerance of the truth after presidential
chief of staff Mahmoud Vaezi called the story of the TV series
about the espionage case of Jason Rezaian the product of
its screenwriter’s imagination.
The last part of the 30-episode docudrama, which
revolves around the spy case of Jason Rezaian, an IranianAmerican journalist who served as Tehran bureau chief
for the Washington Post, was aired last week on IRIB
Channel 3.
The series faced some criticism from the government
and the Foreign Ministry, which have been portrayed as
uninformed, neutral and westernophile organizations in
the production.
In a press conference held last week, Vaezi said, “In the
serial, some ardent revolutionary officials of the country
have been introduced as reconcilable and Westernophile
people who are dependent on foreigners.”
He asked the IRIB to revise its negative attitudes toward
the government.
In an open letter to Vaezi that was published on Tuesday,
Amini wrote, “The series showed the world the reality and
power of the Islamic Republic, and for those who may not
know, the truth is bitter and may cause some people to
complain about it.”
Rezaian was arrested in Iran in July 2014 and was
convicted of espionage in a trial in 2015. On January 16,
2016, he and three other U.S. citizens were released in
exchange for the release of seven Iranians who were accused
or convicted of sanctions violations.
Earlier last week, Foreign Ministry spokesman Abbas
Mousavi also criticized the series a press conference.
“What is portrayed about the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and my colleagues is not firmly based on reality,” he said
“All the documents about the ministry’s talks and
correspondence on this case are available, and if they

Producer of “Gando” Mojtaba Amini in an undated photo.
“We had the actual file on the case and we remained loyal
had asked, we would have given them the documents
to it, however, we did not intend to make a documentary,”
to help the series seem much more realistic,” he added.
Writer Arash Qaderi contradicted Mousavi’s remarks he added.
Producer Amini also announced his plan to make a
during a press conference attended by director Javad Afshar,
sequel to “Gando” and added, “Certain persons should
Amini and several members of the crew.
“The story of Jason’s case is exactly based on reality,” make adjustments in their functional roles to avoid being
he noted.
the subject of ‘Gando’.”

Daily life in ECO countries under
spotlight at Tehran photo exhibit

“Fisherman and the Spring” to compete in
Lago Film Fest

A poster for “ECO Life”, a photo exhibit at the Ferdowsi World Trade Center
in Tehran.

A scene from “Fisherman and the Spring” by Hassan Soltani.

A
R
T TEHRAN
—
A
d
e
s
k selection of photos
reflecting daily life in the member states
of the Economic Cooperation Organization
(ECO) was showcased in an exhibition
at the Ferdowsi World Trade Center in
Tehran on Tuesday.
ECO Cultural Institute (ECI) Director
Mohammad-Mehdi Mazaheri, a number
of diplomats and several cultural figures
attended the opening ceremony of the
3-day exhibit named “ECO Life”.
The photos taken by a number of Iranian

A
R
T TEHRAN
—
d
e
s
k Iranian
director
Hassan Soltani’s animated film
“Fisherman and the Spring” will be
competing in the Lago Film Fest in
Revine Lago, Italy.
The film produced at the Institute
for Intellectual Development of
Children and Young Adults (IIDCYA)
will be competing for the UNICEF
Teens & Kids Special Prize, the
organizers have announced.
“Fisherman and the Spring” has

and foreign photographers depict daily life
in Iran, Pakistan, Turkey, Afghanistan,
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.
The exhibition intends to highlight cultural
affinities among the countries.
ECO Art, the first gallery of ECO member
states, was also inaugurated at the Ferdowsi
World Trade Center on the sidelines of the exhibit.
The ECO plans to open other branches
of the gallery in other member states.
The center is located near Ferdowsi
Square.

been made based on a book of the
same name written by Mojgan Kalhor.
It recounts the story of a fisherman
who is awaiting the arrival of the
spring but it takes too long so he
makes blossoms in his home to hasten
seeing the spring.
The festival also will organize an
exhibition of photos of Iranian surfer
Shahla Yasini by Italian photographer
Giulia Frigieri.
The Lago Film Fest will take place
in the Italian city from July 19 to 27.

Parisian art center exec Benedicte
Alliot visits Tehran
A
R
T TEHRAN — The director-general of
d
e
s
k France’s Cite internationale des arts in
Benedicte Alliot is in Tehran to hold meetings with a number
of Iranian cultural officials.
On the first leg of her visit, Alliot met Deputy Culture
Minister for Artistic Affairs Seyyed Mojtaba Hosseini in
Tehran on Monday, the ministry announced on Tuesday.
“Remarkable affinity with arts is a common ground
between Iran and France,” Hosseini said at the meeting.
“Iran’s profound culture is a great world heritage;
a good example for this fact is Persian poet Ferdowsi’s
Shahnameh,” he added.

“Iran has the 6th place among 100 countries participating
in the Cite Internationale des Arts,” she mentioned.
The Cité internationale des arts, which is an artist-inresidence building accommodating artists of all specialties
and nationalities, is home to numerous Iranian artists. The
center founded in 1965 encourages cross-cultural dialogue
and provides a place for artists from across the world to
promote their countries’ art and culture.
For her part, Alliot also praised Iranian artist for their
high international status and expressed her hope that their
activities at the Parisian center would help promote Iranian
art and culture in the world.

Cite internationale des arts director-general Benedicte
Alliot (L) and Deputy Culture Minister for Artistic
Affairs Seyyed Mojtaba Hosseini meet in Tehran on
July 15, 2019. (Honaronline/Gata Ziatabari)

Netflix deletes suicide scene from
popular youth show, “13 Reasons Why”

“Spider-Man” does victory lap over
“Crawl,” “Stuber”

NEW YORK (Reuters) — Netflix Inc.
is removing a controversial graphic scene
depicting a youth suicide from its popular
young adult drama “13 Reasons Why”,
following advice from medical experts,
the company said on its Twitter account
early on Tuesday.
The show, based on a book of the same
name, depicts the suicide of the protagonist in the last episode of season 1, with
a scene of the youth Hannah slitting her
wrists in a bathtub.
The company said on Twitter that on
the advice of medical experts it had “decided with the creator Brian Yorkey and the
producers of 13 Reasons Why to edit the
scene in which Hannah takes her own life.”
In an emailed statement early on Tuesday, a Netflix spokesperson said, “We’ve
heard from many young people that 13
Reasons Why encouraged them to start
conversations about difficult issues like

LOS ANGELES (AP) — “Spider-Man:
Far From Home” is celebrating another
weekend at No. 1, but non-franchise fare
continues to struggle at the box office.
Fresh studio-released counterprograming such as the horror movie “Crawl” and
the action-comedy “Stuber” barely made
a dent in the web-slinger’s earnings, although there is a glimmer of hope in the
independent world.
The “Spider-Man” sequel added $45.3
million in its second weekend, down only
51% according to studio estimates Sunday,
bringing its domestic total to $274.5 million. Globally, Sony Pictures’ “Far From
Home” has already grossed $847 million.
Disney and Pixar’s “Toy Story 4” landed in
second place with $20.7 million in its fourth
weekend in theaters. It’s now earned $346.4
million from North American theaters.
But while the well-reviewed franchises
are thriving, original newcomers are facing

depression and suicide.”
While critically acclaimed, the show has
drawn criticism from groups including the
Parents Television Council (PTC), which
claims the show glorifies teen suicide.
The move to edit the scene drew praise
from a number of agencies including the
PTC, which has also lobbied Netflix to drop
the show entirely.
“Netflix has finally acknowledged the
harmful impact that explicit content, such
as the graphic suicide scene in 13 Reasons
Why, is capable of inflicting on children.”
The American Association of Suicidology and the American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention were among others
welcoming the move.
Suicides by young Americans rose
by almost a third in the month following the 2017 streaming debut of the
popular Netflix television series, a U.S.
study found.

an uphill battle in wide-release.
“Crawl,” a thriller from Paramount Pictures, debuted in third with an estimated
$12 million against a reported $13.5 million
budget. Directed by Alexandre Aja, “Crawl”
stars Barry Pepper and Kaya Scodelario
as a father and daughter trapped in their
home with a bunch of angry alligators
during a hurricane. The R-rated pic has
been was not screened for critics in advance, which usually signals a dud, but
it has been surprisingly well-received by
critics since opening. It’s currently 88%
fresh on Rotten Tomatoes.
The Uber comedy “Stuber” got off to a
bumpier start with an estimated $8 million
from over 3,000 North American locations.
The R-rated Kumail Nanjiani and Dave
Bautista film cost a reported $16 million
to produce and has not inspired the best
reviews (it’s resting at a rotten 46. It’s the
latest Fox film to be released by Disney.

